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Engineered morphologic material structures: physical/chemical properties and 
applications 
Xiangbiao Liao 
Morphologies include the study of shape, size and structure for materials from atomic 
scale to macroscales. Properties/functions of material structures in general are dependent 
on morphologies, and thus tunable properties in chemistry and physics can be realized 
through changing morphologies on surfaces and in bulk systems of materials. For low-
dimensional materials, atomic modification or crystal lattice can introduce varieties of 
fascinating phenomena and unconventional intrinsic properties in electric, mechanics 
chemistry and etc. The reason behind such controllability is that morphological undulation 
usually is consistent with the mapping of strain, which is related to atomic structures of 
materials. For micro/macro scale materials, interactions of surface tension, mechanical 
stress, etc. dominate morphological evolutions. Structural design and morphological 
control can achieve desirable functionalities, for example mechanical flexibility and liquid 
wettability for practical applications.  
Herein, strain-engineering strategies including mechanical loading and atomic 
engineering are applied to modify and control morphologies in materials with different 
length scales. We firstly investigate the fundamental mechanism of morphological 
evolution through various load strategies, and the relationship between morphologies and 
the properties of material structures across from nanoscale, microscale to macroscale, 
including graphene, phosphorene, core-shell microparticles and soft materials/bilayers, etc. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate two applications of utilizing designed morphologies, which 
 
 
targeted to figures out challenges in the field of energy conversion and storage to close 
energy loop. Therefore, we mainly focus on the relation of engineering strategy-
morphology-mechanism/property-functional devices in this thesis.  
Firstly, engineered morphologies in nanomaterials of graphene and phosphorene were 
investigated through loading strategies of strain-localization, gradient strain, 
bending/pressing. The effects of surface morphologies on fundamental properties including 
thermal conductivities, mechanics, electrics, surface energy and chemical reactivities were 
studied through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and first-principle calculations 
combined with experimental verifications: 
 Increased applications of nanoporous graphene in nanoelectronics and membrane 
separations require ordered and precise perforation of graphene, whose scalablility and 
time/cost effectiveness represent a significant challenge in existing nanoperforation 
methods, such as catalytical etching and lithography. We reported a strain-guided 
perforation of graphene through oxidative etching, where nanopores nucleate 
selectively at the bulges induced by the pre-patterned nano-protrusions underneath. 
Using reactive molecular dynamics and theoretical models, we uncover the perforation 
mechanisms through the relationship between bulge-induced strain and enhanced 
etching reactivity. Parallel experiments of CVD graphene on SiO2 NPs/ SiO2 substrate 
verify the feasibility of such strain-guided perforation and evolution of pore size by 
exposure durations to oxygen plasma.  
 When a nanodroplet is placed on a lattice surface, an inhomogeneous surface strain 
field perturbs the balance of van der Waals force between the nanodroplet and surface, 
thus providing a net driving force for nanodroplet motion. Using molecular dynamics 
 
 
and theoretical analysis, we studied the effect of strain gradient on modulating the 
movement of a nanodroplet. Both modeling and simulation showed that the driving 
force is opposite to the direction of strain gradient, with a magnitude that is proportional 
to the strain gradient as well as nanodroplet size. Two representative surfaces, graphene 
and copper (111) plane, were exemplified to demonstrate the controllable motion of 
nanodroplet. When the substrate underwent various types of reversible deformations, 
multiple motion modes of nanodroplets could be feasibly achieved, including 
acceleration, deceleration and turning, becoming a facile strategy to manipulate 
nanodroplets along a designed 2D pathway. 
 Using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we explored the structural stability and 
mechanical integrity of phosphorene nanotubes (PNTs), where the intrinsic strain in 
the tubular PNT structure plays an important role. It was proposed that the atomic 
structure of larger-diameter armchair PNTs (armPNTs) could remain stable at higher 
temperature, but the high intrinsic strain in the hoop direction renders zigzag PNTs 
(zigPNTs) less favorable. The mechanical properties of PNTs, including the Young’s 
modulus and fracture strength, are sensitive to the diameter, showing a size dependence. 
A simple model is proposed to express the Young’s modulus as a function of the 
intrinsic axial strain which in turns depends on the diameter of PNTs.  
 A new phosphorous allotrope, closed-edged bilayer phosphorene nanoribbon, was 
proposed via radially deforming armchair phosphorene nanotubes. Using molecular 
dynamics simulations, the transformation pathway from round phosphorene nanotubes 
falls into two types of collapsed structures: arc-like and sigmoidal bilayer nanoribbons, 
dependent on the number of phosphorene unit cells. The fabricated nanoribbions are 
 
 
energetically more stable than their parent nanotubes. It was also found via ab initio 
calculations that the band structure along tube axis substantially changes with the 
structural transformation. The direct-to-indirect transition of band gap was highlighted 
when collapsing into the arc-like nanoribbons but not the sigmoidal ones. Furthermore, 
the band gaps of these two types of nanoribbons showed significant size-dependence 
of the nanoribbon width, indicative of wider tunability of their electrical properties. 
Secondly, we studied fundamental mechanisms of generating fascinating surface 
morphologies on the micro materials/structures of core/shell microsphere driven by surface 
instability, which is not different those in nanoscale.  The island-like dot pattern on 
spherical substrate were investigated: 
 Through strain-induced morphological instability, protruding patterns of roughly 
commensurate nanostructures are self-assembled on the surface of spherical core/shell 
systems. A three-dimensional (3D) phase field model was established for closed 
substrate. We investigated both numerically and analytically the kinetics of the 
morphological evolution, from grooves to separated islands which are sensitive to 
substrate curvature, misfit strain and modulus ratio between core and shell. The faster 
growth rate of surface undulation was associated with the core/shell system of harder 
substrate, larger radius or misfit strain. Based on a Ag core/SiO2 shell system, the self-
assemblies of SiO2 nano-islands were explored experimentally. The numerical and 
experimental studies herein could guide the fabrication of ordered quantum structures 
via surface instability on closed and curved substrates. 
Up to macroscale material structures, the variety and controllability surface 
morphologies on soft materials and bilayer films were realized through pre-pattern defects 
 
 
of cavities and in-plane compression. The checkboard and wrinkling surface patterns were 
observed in different systems through both finite element simulations and 3D printing 
technique: 
 A rich diversity of surface topologies is controllably engineered by patterning cavities 
embedded beneath the surface of soft materials. Upon external compression, the surface 
undergoes the reversible transformation from the flat surface to various surface 
topographies, including the periodic checkerboard pattern with alternatively convex 
and concave features. To design the surface features, both 2D and 3D finite element 
based-simulations were performed. It was demonstrated that the periodic surface 
features with controllable morphology, such as 1D waves, checkerboard pattern and 
mutually perpendicular apexes, etc. can be realized through varying cavity geometries 
(e.g., relative inter-cavity distance, shapes and biaxial/uniaxial load). Based on 3D 
printed prototypes, we further conducted experiments to validate the simulation results 
of 2D morphologies. The patterned cavities in soft materials made designing a variety 
of reversible surface features possible, offering an effective fabrication approach for 
wide application across multiple scales. 
 Wrinkle formation followed by sharp strain localization is commonly observed in 
compressed stiff film/soft substrate systems. However, cavities or defects beneath the 
film may directly trigger the formation of local ridges and then folding configurations 
at a relatively small compressive strain, and a mixture of wrinkles and folds upon 
further compression. The morphological transition is different than those of defect-free 
substrates. Numerical simulations of continuously compressed bilayer with pre-
patterned cavities were carried out to elucidate the transition mechanism of surface 
 
 
patterns. Parallel experiments of cavities-patterned bilayer prototypes by 3D-printing 
were also performed to validate the findings in simulations. A rich diversity of periodic 
surface topologies, including overall spreading waves, localizations, saw-like and co-
existing features of folds and wrinkles can be obtained by varying the diameter, depth 
and spacing of cavities, which provides a potential approach to engineer various surface 
patterns for applications. 
     Since these discussed material structures are promising candidates for 
energy/environmental applications, two device-level functional systems/products here 
utilize intriguing morphologies in both nanoscale and macroscale. To close energy loop, 
the energy conversion reactor (chemical loop reduction of CO2) and the energy storage 
device (flexible lithium ion battery) were demonstrated: 
 We reported an effective reduction method for splitting air-containing CO2 into CO 
for high-value chemicals, through a chemical looping redox scheme with Cu-doped 
LaFeO3 perovskites as efficient oxygen carriers for splitting CO2 with a high-
concentration of O2 (e.g. 1:5 O2/CO2 molar ratio, mimicking 1:1 CO2/air mixture). Up 
to 2.28 mol/kg CO yield was achieved with good stability in the CO2 splitter, five 
times higher than that with the conventional pristine LaFeO3 perovskite. Through ab 
initio calculations, we uncovered that the exsolution of metallic Cu on the surface of 
reduced perovskite is capable of mitigating the competition between CO2 and O2 for 
the re-oxidation step. This air-stable and scalable scheme can economically integrate 
with upstream DAC and downstream gas-to-liquids plants, exhibiting up to 94.5% and 
42.8% reduction in net CO2 emission for valuable chemicals production (methanol 
 
 
and acetic acid) when compared with the coal gasifier-based route and this redox 
scheme using pure CO2, respectively.  
 Flexible batteries, seamlessly compatible with flexible and wearable electronics, 
attract a great deal of research attention. Current designs of flexible batteries are 
unable to meet one of the most extreme yet common deformation scenarios in practice, 
folding, while retaining high energy density. Inspired by origami folding, we proposed 
a novel strategy to fabricate zigzag-like lithium ion batteries with superior foldability. 
The battery structure could approach zero-gap between two adjacent energy storage 
segments, achieving an energy density that is 96.4% of that in a conventional stacking 
cell. A foldable battery thus fabricated demonstrated an energy density of 275 Wh L-
1 and was resilient to fatigue over 45,000 dynamic cycles with a folding angle of 130°, 
while retaining stable electrochemical performance. Additionally, the power stability 
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Chapter 1   Introduction 
 1.1 Motivation and Progress Overview  
Driven by the expanding demands in sustainable growth, energy security, lower carbon 
footprint, and effective resource management, the development of advanced materials has 
become one of the vital components of the next generation of industrial production. 
Morphology is critical for properties/functions in general, including the study of shape, 
size and structures of materials 1, 2. It not only links fabrication, properties and applications, 
in terms of fabrication-properties-applications relations, and it ranges from atomic scale to 
macroscale through discrete levels of structural levels. Importantly, most 
physical/chemical phenomena take place on surface 3, including exchange of energy and 
catalytical reactions, which are unusual with the reduction of dimensions down to 
nanoscale since the comparable size of nanomaterial to molecule size4-8. To achieve 
advanced properties (mechanical, optics, electronic, thermal, etc.), material scientists have 
been traditionally used to looking for new compositions, but engineering morphologies of 
material structures currently provides another strategy for optimizing properties 3, 9, 10. 
Strain, as one of the most powerful tools for manipulating morphology, can either displaces 
atoms slightly from those equilibrium positions in nanostructured materials for speeding 
up chemical reactivity (e.g. oxidative, catalytical, electrochemical, etc.), or change surface 
topologies of micro/macro materials to achieve functional physical properties (e.g. thermal, 
bandgap, optical, hydrophobicity, etc.) for specific technologies 11-14. It’s great potential 
for both fundamental mechanism of strain-engineering morphologies and property-
morphology relationship, and further for applied technologies in multiscale material 
structures 15.  
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The theme of this dissertation is to investigate various morphologies in multiscale 
material structures through strain-engineering, to investigate fundamental mechanism of 
morphological formation and the relation properties/morphologies, and finally to search 
for device-level applications and fabricate products by utilizing morphologies, as shown in 
Figure 1.1.1. Thanks to remarkable advances in multiscale simulations in material science, 
it’s feasible and cost-efficient to understand, design and predict varieties of morphologies 
from nanomaterials to macro-material structures. Multiscale interactions can be easily 
incorporated to fundamentally understand mechanisms behind morphological formation 
and modified properties, including electron-electron interaction, bond and van der Waal 
interaction, surface tension, stress interaction, etc. As an overview in the thesis shown in 
Fig 1.1.2, The materials/structures are exemplified from nanoscale (graphene, 
phosphorene), microscale (core/shell microsphere) to macroscale (soft materials of PVDF, 
PDMS, and bilayer structures).  The loading strategies of pre-patterned substrate, 
compression, folding, stretching and bending are adopted to stimulate self-assembly of 
multi-dimensional morphologies (0D, 1D, 2D and 3D) including nanotube, bilayer ribbon, 
gradient-crystal, island-like dots on spherical substrates, wrinkling and checkboard 
surfaces, and so on. Through utilizing the optimized chemical/physical properties in 
designed morphologies, the applications of carbon reduction, lithium-ion batteries and 




Figure 0.1.1.1 Schematics of research logistics 
 
Figure 1.1.1 Schematic of motivation and overview for research progresses 
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1.2 Backgrounds of Multiscale Morphologies  
1.2.1 Engineered morphologies on nanomaterial structures 
Nanomaterials, with at least one of dimensions constrained to nanoscale, exhibit 
unusual chemical/physical properties due to quantum confinement effect, thus attractive 
for a huge amount of applications in the fields of energy, environment and electronics. 
Two-dimensional nanosheets, as one of the typical formations of low-dimensional 
nanomaterials, mainly have the hexagonal topology: 1) the planar hexagonal structure (e.g. 
graphene, h-BN); 2) the buckled hexagonal structure (e.g. phosphorene, silicene, 
germanene, stanene); 3) the three atomic layers hexagonal structure (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, 
WSe2). Unlike the bulk materials with the presence of lattice defects and low failure strain, 
the 2D nanomaterials are promising for strain engineering due to the capability of 
withstanding larger strain before rupture. 2D nanomaterials exhibit a rich variety of surface 
morphologies, includes wrinkles, ripples and crumples under either intrinsically thermal 
vibrations, defects or externally applied strain. The variation of surface morphologies can 
shift atomic structures of bond configurations and interaction between electronic orbitals.  
enabling modifications in both chemical activity and physical properties (phonon 
vibrations, thermal conductivity, polarization, electronic and optical device performances). 
To introduce new morphologies in 2D nanomaterials, amounts of strain-engineered 
strategies are summarized here12: 
 Chemical doping/surface anchorage: Incorporation of smaller/larger atoms into 2D 




 Intrinsic thermal ripples: The thermal fluctuation allows the out-of-plane bending of 
2D materials at room temperature, and spontaneous ripples with paradox configuration 
typically have the characteristic ratio between lateral length and amplitude of ~10. For 
example, the size distribution of graphene ripples peaks around 8 nm.  
 Delamination from rigid substrate: 2D nanomaterials can partially delaminate due 
to the relative weak van deer Waals interaction between 2D nanosheets and the 
substrate, however, the interplay between bending energy of 2D nanosheets and 
interfacial surface energy can result in the formation of wrinkling morphologies.    For 
example, MoS2 wrinkles forms on silicon oxides wafer by the mechanical exfoliation.  
 Deformation of flexible substrates: After transferring 2D materials into flexible 
substrate (e.g. PDMS), the nanosheets experience strain to conform the deformed 
configuration of substrate. For example, the method of prestretched substrate can 
produce well-aligned 1D periodic wrinkles of MoS2 with the wavelength of ~ μm and 
the amplitude of 50-350 nm. 
 Modification of substrate topography: the atomic thickness and interfacial adhesion 
in 2D nanomaterials allow the sheet to conform to most surface morphologies of 
substrate, like protruding features. Therefore, local morphologic curvatures are able to 
manipulate the strain in 2D materials.   
 Pressurized blisters: Once the fabricated 2D materials are transferred on the pre-
patterned cavities, pressure difference can induce blisters due to the impermeability of 
gas molecules for 2D materials.  
Graphene, as one of most promising 2D nanomaterials, exhibits high flexibility for 
strain-engineered properties via varying surface morphologies thanks to its excellent 
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mechanical properties (tensile strength of 130 GPa, Young’s modulus of 1 TPa, and atomic 
thickness).11 The tunability of bandgap and pseudomagnetic field can be achieved in 
graphene-based electronics through orderly perforation graphene (e.g. porous graphene, 
graphene nanoribbons) and formation of graphene corrugations. Wrinkled graphene 
exhibits controllable wettability and transparency via stretching/contracting substrate. Due 
to high surface area and allowance for volume expansion, the charge capacity and power 
density of crumpled graphene used in energy storage devices can be enhanced significantly 
compared with flat graphene.9 Furthermore, it has been discovered that the topology of 
graphene governs the relation between electron-hole puddling and functionalization 
affinity due to strain localizations, thus influencing the chemical reactivity of graphene, 
which is highly promising for energy applications, for example, hydrogen storage. Thus, 
it’s still possible to design new classes morphologies on low-dimensional nanomaterials 
and fundamentally understand the formation through strain-engineering.  
 
1.2.2 Engineered morphologies on bulk 3D material structures 
Surface geometrical features depend on manufacturing technologies, which thus 
are related to the surface functionality. In early 1900s, the manufacturing technology of 
honing were used to allow the control of surface roughness to improve the properties, such 
as resistance, frictional behaviors, etc. Photolithography is the most popular patterning 
technique for fabricating surface morphologies in micro/nanoscale due to high efficiency. 
After the substrate coated with a geometric pattern of light-sensitive polymer (photoresist), 
a series of chemical processes then etches the exposure pattern into the material, enabling 
modern electronics. However, there are several limitations of high-cost (polymer materials 
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and equipment), limited resolution and poor compatibility with soft materials and 
nonplanar substrate. Although the recent advances of soft lithography, 3D printing and 
imprint lithography, no single method figures out all the limitations. To address these issues, 
the self-organization and self-folding of morphologies driven by molecular-scale forces, 
capillary forces or mechanical forces, is an attractive option for fabricating complex 
patterns with minimal steps and overcome resolution limits of photolithography. These 
new methods for engineering the morphology of bulk structures, especially for soft 
materials, provides opportunities a rich variety of material functionalities in coupling 
disciplines of materials, optics, chemistry and microelectronics. By harnessing mechanical 
forces, the transformation of structural morphologies is triggered through instabilities that 
minimize energy between competing forces, including surface instability, mechanical 
buckling in thin film, collapse of cellular solids.  
 Surface instability. Surface instability induces morphological evolution of 
materials as a result of relaxation or phase separation. Material migration is 
typically facilitated by field gradients (e.g. electric, temperature and mechanical 
stress) capable of overcoming the surface tension, and surface undulations/regular 
patterns form with the energy balance between inherent entropy and increased 
surface area. Strained epilayers resulting from lattice mismatch are widely used in 
semiconductor systems due to the formation of strained heterostructures (e.g. 
quantum dots), which provides possibilities for nanodevice engineering 16-18. 
 A confined thin film can evolve into a state with lower strain energy by 
spontaneously morphologic transformation, that’s the structural buckling. As a 
representative, wrinkles with sinusoidally undulating morphology occur on stressed 
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layered structures. The controllable wrinkling has been used in tuning surface 
properties, such as adhesion, wetting, optics and micro fluids/electronics. Beyond 
wrinkling, other new modes of surface morphologies have been discovered 
experimentally and numerically, including, strain localizations (creasing, folding, 
ridging) and delamination buckling, which open pathways to exploit diverse 
surface patterns for new applications. In addition, 2D planar surface patterns can 
transform into out-of-plane and 3D structures through origami and kirigami 
strategies under the mechanism of structural buckling. Such self-folding methods 
have been applied to soft robotics, microgrippers and energy harvesting devices 19, 
20.  
 Cellular materials are ubiquitous in both natural systems and synthetic material 
structures due to the promising properties in acoustics, energy-adsorption and 
auxetic materials. It has been found that mechanical buckling can trigger the 
transformation of void organization in porous materials above a critical value of the 
applied strain and in a reversible way. Although the void collapsing was 
traditionally regarded as failure modes, the dramatic change of void morphology 
provides new opportunities for designing structures with switchable properties and 
functions20-22.   
Therefore, it’s vital to understand the fundamental mechanism for controlling 
morphologies by strain-engineering and explore the effect of morphology on 
physical/chemical through both simulation and experiment tools. We are facing the 
challenges of energy security, environmental degradation and climate change with the 
global economic growth in the past century, thus incentivizing scientist and engineers to 
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search for alternative solutions of renewable energy and clean resources. Advanced 
materials and structures are the key factors for managing problems from generating clean 
energy and existing energy sources. Due to the morphology-dependence of 
chemical/physical properties in materials, we can achieve desired functionalities for 
potential applications through engineered designs, especially strain-engineering strategies. 
In this thesis, we mainly focus on applications in the field of energy conversion/storage 
and water collection, including reduction of carbon dioxide, lithium ion battery, water 
droplets harvesting and cooling systems.  
1.3 Modeling Methods 
Due to the increasing efficiency in computer simulations, computational material 
science in chemistry/physics is a promising tool to predict new material structures, explore 
their mechanism and finally provide guidelines for experiments. Since morphologies 
ranging from atomistic scale to macroscopic scale are explored, multiscale computational 
methods are employed in this thesis including Density Functional Theory (DFT), 
Molecular Dynamics (MD), phase field method and finite element methods (FEM).   
1.3.1 Density Functional Theory 
DFT simulation, as a quantum method considering the electronic interactions and 
exchange energies, can predict the electronic properties of materials in atomic systems. 
Since the expense of computational time, this method is limited to the system with several 
hundreds of atoms in the time scale of ~picoseconds. The electronic structure is evaluated 
in the framework of Hohenberg-Kohn theorems23: 
 The ground state energy E଴  of a many-electron system is a functional of electron 
density with respect to three spatial coordinates ρሺ𝒓ሻ, 
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E଴ሺρሻ ൌ න 𝑉௘௫௧ሺ𝒓ሻ𝜌ሺ𝒓ሻ𝑑𝒓 ൅ Fሺρሻ 
in which 𝑉௘௫௧ሺ𝒓ሻ is the external potential acting on electrons and Fሺρሻis the functional 
including the electron-electron correlation and their kinetic energy.  
 The electron density at correct ground state minimize the the energy functional for an 
atomic system  
Based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, a stationary electronic state can be 
determined by a wavefunction Φሺ𝒓ଵ, … , 𝒓ேሻ , which can satisfy the time-independent 
Schrodinger equation, 
𝐇෩Φ ൌ EΦ 
where 𝐇෩  and E are the Hamiltonian and total energy for the N-electron system. The 
wavefunction Φ and electron density can be related by, 
ρሺ𝒓ሻ ൌ N න 𝑑ଷ𝑟ଵ … න 𝑑ଷ𝑟ே Φ∗Φ 
With high accuracy, the DFT method has been used in different disciplines including spin 
properties, electric and magnetic properties, intermolecular interactions, catalysis and 
chemical reactivity. In this thesis, DFT method is employed to calculate the electronic 
structures of nanomaterials undergoing strain-engineering24.  
 
1.3.2 Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a popular simulation method mostly applied in the 
fields of material science and bio/chemical physics. It studies the movements of atoms and 
molecules and the dynamic evolution of atomic system during a fixed period of time. The 
trajectory of particles (atoms, molecules) is determined by solving Newton’s second law, 
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and the forces between particles are calculated using interatomic potentials (non-reactive 
or reactive force fields). These potentials are classical and non-electron interaction is 
involved, for example, harmonic potentials as one of non-reactive force fields, which 
accounts for bonds, angles, torsion, electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. With an 
initial configuration and a set of constraints, MD simulations can compute the behaviors 
and evolution of a larger system (10ଷ~10ଽ atoms) over a physically meaningful timescale 
(1ns~1μs) when compared with DFT methods. Thus, the MD method enable us to cost-
effectively investigate underlying mechanisms behind material systems and predict/design 
new and desirable material properties, which are hardly observed in physical experiments. 
In the thesis, classical MD simulations are used to model mechanical and thermal behaviors 
of varieties of nanostructures, like graphene and phosphorene. 25 
However, modeling of chemical reactions requires description for breaking and 
forming of bonds, as called reactive MD. A bond-order formalism is adopted to describe 
reactive events, where bond order is empirically interatomic distance dependent in reactive 
force fields (ReaxFF)26, but without explicit consideration of quantum mechanics. Since 
reactive MD bridges the gap from DFT methods to classical MD with lower computational 
expense, simulation scales can be several orders of magnitude beyond those for DFT 
methods27. Here we employ reactive MD to understand interactions between oxygen with 





1.3.3 Phase Field Method 
Microstructures of compositional and morphological inhomogeneities (e.g. crystal 
grains, soft/hard inclusions) play a dominating role in the physical properties of most 
engineered materials (e.g. steels), and microstructure evolution is common to be observed 
in fields of chemical reactions and phase transformation. DFT and MD simulations are 
difficult to model and predict structural features having a mesoscopic length scale from 
nanometers to microns (10 nm~10 μm) and a diffusive time scale, and numerical methods 
are employed to track interface positions separating compositional or morphological 
domains. The phase field method, based on the diffuse-interface description, is one of most 
effective and flexible approaches for modeling microstructure evolution. 28 
The microstructure is described by continuous field variables and the 
microstructure interface have a finite width where field variables transit between values 
(e.g. 0 and 1). The microstructure evolves to reduce free energy F, and is governed by a 










where M and L are the interface mobility, C and η are conserved and non-conserved field 
variables, respectively. The free energy F typically includes bulk chemical free energy, 
interfacial energy elastic strain energy, electrostatic energy, and ones induced by external 
fields, for example, applied temperature, stress, magnetic fields. Besides applications of 
solidification and solid-state phase transformation, phase field methods recently have been 
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extensively applied to a number of material processes, including thin film growth, stress-
induced formation of surface pattern, crack propagation and dislocations. Herein, the 
phase-field approach is employed to model the surface instability in core/shell spherical 
microparticles induced by strain mismatch.  
 
1.3.4 Finite element method 
The finite element method subdivides a large problem into smaller and simpler parts, 
as called finite elements, and simple equations for modeling these finite elements are then 
assembled into a system of algebraic equations. It serves as the most powerful numerical 
approach to approximately get the real results of partial differential equations. Despite of 
capability to solve problems in engineering and mathematical physics, the finite element 
method is here used for modeling the mechanical instability of bilayer structure at the scale 
of ൐ 10 μm. Due to strong geometrical and material non-linearities, the nonlinear finite 
element method based on ABAQUS software is applied to capture the morphological 
transformation induced by instabilities. To reduce the computational cost associated with 
singularities, an artificial damping coefficient is introduced to track the bifurcations during 









1.4 Thesis organization 
The logistic of research works is illustrated in Fig 1.4.1 and discussed as below: 
 
Figure 1.4. 1 Progresses of research work in this thesis 
 
Chapter 2 reports on various morphologies on nanomaterial structures through strain 
engineering of strain-localization, gradient strain and the regular load of bending and 
pressing. The fundamentals of morphological formation and nanostructure evolution, 
including porous graphene, gradient crystal surface, phosphorene nanotube and bilayer 
nanoribbon are discussed in this chapter. We explored the relationship between such 
engineered morphologies and electronic/thermal/mechanical properties, surface energy 
and chemical reactivity. These well-designed morphologies are potentially beneficial for 
applications in separation membrane, droplet manipulation and nanoelectronics.  
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As an example of microscale material structures, surface morphological evolution on 
the core/shell microsphere are discussed in Chapter 3. Utilizing misfit strains initiated from 
thermal or lattice difference, the flat surface transforms into island-like dots on spherical 
substrate driven by surface instability involving surface energy. The controllable 
microfabrication strategy is critical for optical technologies. 
The surface morphology of soft material as popular substrates for nanomaterials is 
important for transferring and fabricating nano/micro structures. In Chapter 4, the strategies 
of pre-patterned cavities and in-plane compression are used to initiate morphological 
transformation in macro-material structures of soft materials and bilayers.  
Not limited to material level, Chapter 5 then turns to device-level functional products 
using strain-engineered morphologies. The engineered strategy of atomic doping is 
adopted here to modify the lattice of perovskites for the system of chemical looping-
reduction of CO2, while lithium-ion batteries with flexibility are demonstrated through 
origami-folding design on electrodes.  
 Finally, Chapter 6 goes beyond these doctoral works in multiscale material structures 
for energy conversion/storage applications. The future studies firstly focus on the field of 
energy including structural/high-safety batteries and morphable structures for energy 
conversion. Secondly, other opportunities for reducing CO2 from direct air capture in the 
field of carbon cycle will be discussed. Finally, fundamentals and devices for water droplet 




Chapter 2   Engineered morphologies on 
nanoscale material structures 
 
2.1 Strain-guided oxidative nanoperforation on graphene 
Graphene with atomic thickness is one of the most popular nanomaterials are 
promising candidates for applications in the fields of energy and environment due to 
extraordinary chemical/physical properties31-33(Lee, Wei et al. 2008, Geim 2009, Li, Cai et 
al. 2009)[31-33][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-32][30-
32][30-32] of graphene. In this Section 2.1, strain-localization by pre-patterned substrates 
was used to specify the regions with high chemical reactivity, and guide perforation on 
graphene by oxidative etching. The porous graphene with separate and uniform nanopores 
are critical for electrodialysis and membrane separation.   
2.1.1 Introduction 
Nanoporous graphene, a monolayer graphene perforated by nanoscale pores34, 35, 
has been used in various separation fields including DNA sequencing36, water 
desalination37, 38 and gas separation39, 40. The pores of several nanometers, even comparable 
with Debye screening length, can be used as effective filters based on molecular sizes and 
charges37, 41-43. The tunable pore size of a nanoporous graphene may yield promising 
performances over traditional polymer-based membrane technologies in water/gas 
permeability and separation selectivity37, 38, 44. These membrane applications necessitate 
facile and scalable fabrication/synthesis of nanoporous graphene sheets. 
Various fabrication methods have been proposed for generating tiny pores with 
controllable size in graphene sheets34, 45. The top-down nanolithography (e.g. electron 
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beam and ion beam bombardment)46-48 and the bottom-up organic/on-surface syntheses49 
have been developed to create pores with desired size of 2 nm ~ 100 nm, however, both 
with complexity and time-expansiveness that hinder scalable applications. Chemically 
etching methods could treat large-area graphene but often introduce randomly distributed 
pores with poor edge quality38, 40, 50, 51. Structurally uniform nanopores, especially with the 
pore size/neck width as narrow as several nanometers, are essential to achieve tunable 
bandgaps on a large sheet of graphene for electronic applications46, 49. Previously reported 
precise fabrication methods, such as barrier-guided chemical vapor deposition and 
thermally/catalytically activated noble metal nanoparticles apart from block copolymer 
lithography35, 45, 52, 53, also experience high-cost and low scalability that are detrimental to 
industrial applications. A facile and cost-efficient fabrication for selective nanoperforation 
with desired size/pattern on graphene still represents a challenge.  
We proposed a simple and scalable strain-guided perforation method, where 
structural nanopores can be selectively fabricated on a strain-modulated 2D material (e.g. 
graphene, boron nitride) sheet by pre-patterned nanoparticles (NPs) on substrate. As 
illustrated in Fig 2.1.1, NPs are firstly deposited on the substrate. Then, a monolayer of 2D 
material is transferred to cover and geometrically conform the NPs-decorated substrate, 
followed by oxidative etching. In essence, the high-strain magnitude near the bulges 
enhances the chemical potential for etching and initiation of nanopores. Note that unlike 
the constraint of catalytic performances 52, 53, the local bulge morphology may be induced  
and manipulated by a significant variety of NPs, such as carbon fullerence, inorganic NPs 
(e.g. SiO2 and metal) and polymer blocks, and the engineered strain contour may affect 
oxygen adsorption and perforation probability, hence pore geometry. In the following, we 
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validate the mechanism using reactive molecular dynamic (r-MD) simulation, continuum 
shell-based analytical model (SBA model), and discrete space frame numerical model 
(SFN model). We also perform parallel experiments of plasma oxygen etching CVD 
graphene on a SiO2 NPs/ SiO2 substrate. The feasibility and controllability of such strain-
guided perforation are verified through scanning electronic microscopy (SEM), Raman 
analysis and atomic force microscopy (AFM).   
 
Figure 2.1.1 Schematic of strain-guided perforation on 2D materials through pre-patterned 
NPs underneath 
2.1.2 Modeling and Experimental Methods 
Reactive MD Simulation Method. All of the MD simulations were carried out on 
the LAMMPS package54. For the pre-patterned etching shown in Fig 2.1.2, the simulation 
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box consists of a monolayer graphene and a rigid substrate with 2ൈ2 rigid nanoparticles 
decorated. The oxygen atoms randomly distribute above the graphene. The ReaxFF-CHO 
force field55 was used to model the graphene and the oxygen plasma, and the 12-6 Lennard-
Jones pair potential was used to describe the interaction of graphene and substrate56. For 
h-BN, the ReaxFF-AB was used instead57. The periodic boundary condition was applied 
to the x and y directions. A reflect wall was set at the top of z direction. The simulation 
was first performed in NPT ensemble at 300K and 1 atm for 200 ps with a timestep of 1fs 
until the equilibrium was reached and the graphene adheres to the substrate. During the 
equilibrium, there is no reaction between the oxygen atoms and graphene. Then the 
temperature was slowly increased to 1500K in 100 ps with a timestep of 0.2 fs and then 
maintained unchanged. The oxygen atoms would adsorp to the bulges of graphene and etch 
carbon atoms as the form of CO or CO2. The number of carbon atoms etched with the 
respect to simulation time was recorded. 
NPs arrangement on SiO2 plate: We used commercial slide glass SiO2 plate with 
18 mm x 15 mm x 2 mm (S1214, Matsunami Glass Corp.). On this plate, NPs of SiO2 with 
50 nm dimeter (Sicastar, Micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH) were aligned using a dip 
coating technique. We first prepared NPs solution, which is diluted by 100 times using 
high distilled water. Subsequently, the SiO2 plate was immersed into the NPs diluted 
solution with the speed of 4.5 m/s using a ball screw stage (SGSP33-100, Sigmakoki Corp.). 
And then, it was pulled out to atmosphere with the same speed. After that, the SiO2 plate 
is dried at room temperature.  
Oxygen plasma etching: Oxygen plasma etching equipment (Compact Etcher FA-
1, Samco Inc.) was used to nucleate nanopores in graphene. We set the power of 20 W and 
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oxygen flux of 20 ml/min. This study conducted four different etching time (1.5 s, 3 s, 4.5 
s and 6 s). Noted that since oxygen plasma etching is relatively strong for graphene, cover 
plate was used during etching process to avoid direct etching against the graphene.  
Removal of NPs: To observe nucleate nanopore of graphene, the etched sample 
was immersed into deionized water with 1200 μm/s using the above dip coating system. 
We immersed the sample in deionized water for about 30s.  
FESEM and AFM: To observe NPs and nanopores on graphene, FESEM (JSM-
7001F, JEOL Ltd.) and AFM (AFM-5300E, Hitachi High-Technologies Corp.) were used. 
For FESEM observation, accelerate voltage was set to 15.0 kV and magnifications were 
from 50k to 200k times.  For AFM measurement, silicon tip of AFM cantilever (SI-DF3, 
Hitachi High-Technologies Corp.) was used and dynamic force mode was employed. 
Scanning speed was set to from 190 nm/s to 3800 nm/s. 
 
2.1.3 Results in Molecular Simulation 
We first employed r-MD simulations to demonstrate the feasibility and 
controllability of perforating graphene. Fig 2.1.2(a) shows the strain contour on the 
graphene sheet adhered to the substrate decorated with a square pattern of NPs. Strong 
adhesion between graphene and substrate induces the periodical bulges with a maximum 
strain of 6.0% at the dome, where the C-C bonds are stretched. Note that NPs with the 
diameter D ൌ 1 nm are simulated without loss of generality due to the size independence 
of the maximum strain and the self-similarity in bulge geometric with increasing NP’s size 
(Figure 2.1.S1), and the inter-distance L ൌ 5 nm between NPs is far enough to eliminate 
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NPs’ interaction. Next, upon an atmosphere with the oxygen number density 
1.2 ൈ 10ିଷ/ Åଷ  and the temperature 1500 K, the oxygen atoms reacts with the strain 
modulated graphene and the temporal evolution of graphene topology is demonstrated in 
Fig 2.1.2(b). At the initial stage (0 ~ 70 ps), oxygen atoms are preferably adsorbed at the 
high-strain concentration, and the pores are selectively initiated through the breaking of C-
C bonds, followed by the formation of single vacancy defects and removal of carbon atoms 
in the form of carbon dioxides or carbon monoxides (70 ps ~ 100 ps) (Figure 2.1.S2). 
Subsequent carbon atoms are continuously removed and the pore size is grown, while other 
regions keep intact despite minor oxygen adsorptions. Finally, an ordered pattern of pores 
with diameter of 0.86 nm is achieved at 280 ps, and the pore edges are decorated with 
oxygen atoms. Note that the nanopore periodicity can be easily tuned through the inter-
distance of assembled NPs. Comprehensive simulations further demonstrate that both 
higher temperature and oxygen concentration can lead to a larger perforation rate (Figure 
2.1.S3), which suggests a controllable perforation method on graphene. Fig 2.1.2(c) 
quantitatively indicates that such initiated pores expand slowly at the starting stage (0 ps ~ 
100 ps) and then grow almost linearly at the rate of 0.43 Å/ps , indicating that the 
perforation rate limited by the initial steps of oxygen adsorption and single vacancy 
formation. However, the activities of such rate-limited steps could be highly enhanced at 
high-strain bulges, since the oxygen adsorption energy increases significantly with 
increasingly elongated C-C bonds58, confirmed by our r-MD results (Figure 2.1.S4). 
To illustrate the transferability to other 2D materials, the single layer of boron 
nitride (BN) is exemplified to be perforated by the same method (Figure 2.1.S5), although 
its perforation rate is faster than that for graphene monolayer shown in Fig 2.1.2(c), since 
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boron atoms exhibit higher reactivity with oxygen compared with carbon atoms59. 
Furthermore, the success of perforation using chemically stable C60 fullerence (Figure 
2.1.S6) as strain-initiators verified that the local reactivity on 2D materials is only enhanced 
by the bending-induced strain, unlike the catalytical etching by using Pt NPs, which is 
much more expensive52, 53. This viability implies a broad choice of strain-initiator, and the 
pre-patterned NPs can provide a feasible template for controllably and selectively 
perforating various 2D materials through strain-guided oxidative etching.  
 
Figure 2.1.2 r-MD simulations demonstration. (a) Strain distribution of graphene 
adhered to the substrate decorated with NPs array having diameter of 1 nm and 
periodicity of 5 nm; (b) The morphological evolution of etched graphene with 
respective to simulation time; (c) The area of created pores as a function of simulation 




2.3.4 Results in Theoretical Modeling  
To quantify the spatial selectivity of oxidative etching, the perforation probability 
ρ is deduced to elucidate the strain-guided mechanism. Based on r-MD simulations, we 
assume that the distribution of perforation probability is associated with the spatial 
variation in relative chemical activity 𝑎෤  of 2D materials. The relative perforation 
probability scales as  
𝜌ሺ𝑥, 𝑦ሻ/𝜌଴~𝑎෤ሺ𝑥, 𝑦ሻ ൌ 𝑒
∆ఓሺ௫,௬ሻ
ோ்  
where ∆𝜇ሺ𝑥, 𝑦ሻ represents the change of chemical potential on the dome with respect to 
the unstrained flat region, 𝜌଴ is the reference perforation probability in unstrained graphene, 
and 𝑅 and 𝑇 are the gas constant and absolute temperature, respectively. For simplicity, 
the NPs-induced strain energy 𝜀 is considered as the only contribution to ∆𝜇. Here, two 
different models are developed to estimate the distribution of εሺx, y ሻ: 1) The shell-based 
analytical model (SBA model) considers the graphene as a continuum elastic film with 
effective mechanical properties60; 2) A space-frame numerical model (SFN model), where 
primary and secondary beams are used to bridge the nearest and next-nearest carbon atoms, 
associated with bond stretching and angle variation61, respectively. For an infinite graphene 
supported by a single nanoparticle, the maximum strain calculated by the SBA model is 
6.8% at the dome (Figure 2.1.S7) and the SFN model predicts a locally concentrated strain 
energy distribution (Figure 2.1.S8). Note that the SBA model further verifies that the 
maximum strain at the film dome is independent to the size of NPs (Figure 2.1.S9). The 
continuous distribution of perforation probability is given in Fig 2.1.3(a), and NPs-induced 
dome encompass 4 orders of probability higher than those in flat region, and the perforation 
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probability decays exponentially in the range of particles’ radius. The discrete perforation 
probability of carbon atoms deduced from the SFN model is shown in Fig 2.1.3(b). Both 
models confirm the priority for oxygen reacting with carbon atoms at strain concentrations. 
Therefore, through engineered strain distribution, the supporting NPs serve as a tunable 
template for controlling reactive activity of carbon atoms and thus guiding perforation sites.  
 
Figure 2.1.3 Mechanism clarification. (a) Spatially continuous distribution of 
perforation probability by SBA model; (b) Spatially discrete distribution of perforation 
probability by SFN model, where a single NPs is covered by graphene with periodic 
boundary condition. 
 
2.3.5 Experimental Verification  
Oxygen plasma with high chemical reactivity to carbon-based material is adopted 
to study oxidative etching graphene supported by NPs. Due to the size independence of the 
NPs-induced maximum strain, SiO2 NPs with diameter of ~50 nm are demonstrated here. 
The isolated SiO2 NPs with insulating and clean surfaces are prepared on SiO2 substrate 
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through a dip coating method, and the micro-morphologies of bare NPs are demonstrated 
in Figure 2.1.S10. Next, a single layer graphene, synthesized using chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD), is transferred to the SiO2 NPs/SiO2 substrate through a polymer transfer 
method. As shown in Fig 2.1.4(a) and 2.1.4(b), SEM images reveal that while keeping flat 
in most regions, graphene locally delaminates from the SiO2 substrate and forms dome-
like morphology conforming to the NP. Illustrated by the AFM image (Fig 2.1.4(c)), the 
graphene apex of bulge is vertically displaced by 30 nm and the span of delaminated region 
is roughly 120 nm. We also observe ridge-like wrinkling features surrounding bulges in 
Fig 2.1.4(a) and 2.1.4(b), confirmed by our r-MD simulations (Figure 2.1.S11), which is 
attributed to the geometrical perturbation of graphene film on spherical NPs. To examine 
the strain on graphene after bulge formation, the Raman spectra in Fig 2.1.4(d) shows a 
strong G peak (1588.7 cm-1) with negligible intensity of the defect D peak (1342.0 cm-1), 
which suggests the high-quality of as-prepared graphene without NPs supported, and the 
nature of single-layer is confirmed by the significant intensity of the 2D peak (2683.0 cm-
1). After transferring graphene to the SiO2 NPs/SiO2 substrate, these blue shifts in the G 
(1585.1 cm-1) and 2D peaks (2673 cm-1) confirm the discernible strain modulated. Note 
that the strain induced by bending at bulges and wrinkles can contribute these blue shifts, 
and detailed correlation analysis in Raman spectra is subjected to future studies.  
The thus-obtained bulged graphene sample is etched through exposure to oxygen 
plasma for 6 seconds. Fig 2.1.4(e) illustrates the exposed SiO2 NPs due to successful 
perforation of graphene occurring at locations adhering to pre-deposited NPs. The etched 
sample is then immersed into deionized water in order to remove fully exposed NPs and 
the formed nanopore is shown in Fig 2.1.4(f). The size of created nanopore is comparable 
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with the diameter of NPs (50 nm), owing to the fast reaction rate under the intensive plasma 
oxygen51. AFM characterization of the nanopore profile in Fig 2.1.4(g) and 2.1.4(h) show 
that while flat elsewhere, a well-defined pore morphology is formed with pore diameter of 
~50 nm and crater ridge height of about 25 nm. The adhesion between NP and graphene 
can cause the out-of-plane displacement of crater edges.  It’s noted that nanopores can also 
be initiated at wrinkling ridges of graphene (Figure 2.1.S12), and the wrinkle-induced 
perforation at such ridges is verified by MD simulations (Figure 2.1.S13). Therefore, the 
modulated strain by pre-deposited NPs provides a feasible way for selective perforation on 
graphene. 
 
Figure 2.1.4 Morphological characterization of graphene before/after exposure to 
oxygen plasma. (a) The SEM image of CVD graphene; (b) The magnified SEM image of 
a graphene bulge; (c) The 2D AFM image of a graphene bulge; (d) Raw Raman spectra of 
graphene before and after adhering to SiO2 NPs/SiO2 substrate; (e) The SEM image of 
graphene with exposed NPs (red arrows) after exposure to plasma oxygen for 6 s; (f) The 
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magnified SEM image of nucleated pore after removing NPs; (g) The 3D AFM image and 
(h) height profile of created pore with a well-like structure. 
To demonstrate the evolution of perforation, we expose the pristine graphene 
adhered to SiO2 NPs/SiO2 substrate to oxygen plasma for different durations. Fig 2.1.5(a)-
2.1.5(d) show the time evolution of nanopore morphologies under increasing reactive 
durations and the formed pore grows up (the pore sizes: ~15 nm at 1.5 s, ~40 nm at 3.0 s 
and ~60 nm at 4.5 s) with the underlying NP gradually uncovered. It’s not easy to capture 
the initial reaction stage due to the highly intensive reactivity of plasma oxygen51. Shown 
in the Raman spectra in Fig 2.1.5(e), the intensity of the D peak increases with increasing 
exposure time and the G peak broadens. After a longer exposure of 4.5 s, the ratio of  I஽/𝐼 , 
as a measure of graphene disintegrity, increases to 2.41, while the ratio of Iଶ஽/𝐼  decreases 
to 0.83 (Fig 2.1.5(f)). These evidences indicate significant defect formation. Although 
Raman analysis cannot comprehensively distinguish the types of defects that may be 
present, the time-evolving morphologies confirm the contribution to defects from pore 
initiation and growth. Finally, based on ~500 NPs in SEM images with the observation 
area of 3000 μmଶ, we statistically summarize the number ratio of unexposed NPs to total 
observed NPs as a function of exposure time in Fig 2.1.5(g). The exposed ratio increases 
with increasing exposure time, further verifying the growth of nanopore size and newly 
initiated pores. The dependence of pore size on exposure time illustrates the potential 
controllability of such strain-guided perforation. However, more precise controllability 
necessitates other mild etching agents, for example, Oଶ at high temperature, where the 
controlling factors includes temperature, oxygen concentration, etc40. In addition, other 
protruding nanostructures with various shapes and sizes can be introduced to modulate the 
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magnitude and distribution of strain62-64, and to enable overarching tunability of perforation 
on 2D materials.  
 
 Figure 2.1.5 The effect of exposure time on pore growth. Time evolution of (a)-(d) SEM 
images of created pores. (e) Raman spectra of graphene with increasing exposure durations 
to oxygen plasma; (f) The ratio of 𝐼஽/𝐼  and 𝐼ଶ஽/𝐼 for etching graphene undergoing 
different exposure times; (g) Statistical summary on the number ratio of unexposed NPs to 
total sampling NPs as a function of different exposure time. 
 
2.1.6 Conclusion  
We proposed a novel perforation process on graphene through modulated strain on 
pre-deposited SiO2 NPs beneath the monolayer, and the perforation process was tunable by 
varying the oxidative time, size and pattern of the NPs. r-MD simulations was employed 
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to verify the potential of periodical nanoperforation and the broad applicability of such 
strain-guided method to a variety of 2D materials and arbitrary choice of nano-protrusions 
as strain initiators. Both simulation and modeling efforts revealed the mechanism where 
the C-C bonds are stretched and the reactivity of carbon atoms is highly enhanced in the 
strain concentrated dome, triggering larger perforation probability. This facile and scalable 
strain-guided method provides a practical route to efficiently nanopatterning 2D materials.  
2.1.7 Appendix 
1) Shell-based analytical model 
The schematic of an elastic membrane resting on a spherical particle which is adhered 
to a substrate is given below. 
 
The axial symmetry Föppl-Hencky membrane equations describe the normal 

















𝑑𝑟 ൰ ൅ 𝑝 ൌ 0 
Here, 𝐸 is Young's modulus of the membrane, ℎ is the thickness of the membrane and 𝑝 




𝑇ఏ ൌ 𝑑𝑑𝑟 ሺ𝑟𝑇௥ሻ 
𝜀௥ ൌ 1𝐸ℎ ሺ𝑇௥ െ 𝜈𝑇ఏሻ 
𝜀ఏ ൌ 1𝐸ℎ ሺ𝑇ఏ െ 𝜈𝑇௥ሻ 
where 𝜈 is the Poisson's ratio. 
The membrane can be separated into two regions, as shown in the red and blue 
contours in the sketch. For the red region the contact is assumed frictionless. Thus, the 
normal displacement is given as: 
𝑤 ൌ 𝑅 ൅ ඥ𝑅ଶ െ 𝑟ଶ                0 ൑ 𝑟 ൏ 𝑐 
The boundary condition at 𝑟 ൌ 0 is: 
𝑇௥ ് ∞ 
The membrane force is then obtained as: 
𝑇௥ ൌ െ 𝐸ℎ8𝑟ଶ ln ቆ1 െ
𝑟ଶ
𝑅ଶቇ ሺ𝑅
ଶ െ 𝑟ଶሻ ൅ 𝐶ଵ 
where 𝐶ଵ is an integral constant. 
For the blue detached part, the force density is 𝑝 ൌ 0 and the boundary condition at 𝑟 ൌ
𝑎 is: 
𝑤 ൌ 0, 𝑇௥ ൌ 𝑇଴ 
A set of analytic solutions of 𝑤 and 𝑇௥ are: 
𝑇௥ ൌ 𝑇଴ ቀ𝑎𝑟ቁ
ଶ
ଷ 















By using the conditions of balanced forces at 𝑟 ൌ 𝑎 and the continuity of 𝑤,𝜀௥ and 𝜀ఏ at 
𝑟 ൌ 𝑐, we can deduce 
𝑇଴𝛽ሺ𝑎ሻ ൌ Γ 
𝑇଴ ൌ ൬34 Γ√𝐸ℎ൰
ଶ
ଷ 
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After numerically solving the parameters 𝑎, 𝑐 and 𝐶ଵ, the fields of strain, displacement and 
energy density can be deduced.  
2) SFN model 
The finite element calculations were performed using the commercial code ABAQUS67. 
The graphene sheet (6.038 nm×6.146 nm) is equivalent to a beam frame network, 
constructed by interconnected circular beams with section radius r = 0.05 nm and modulus 
E = 31.7 TPa, to model the strain energy on each atom; these beams link the carbon atoms 
and have identical length as C–C bonds. It was verified that bond radius is not small 
compared with length, thus having negligible bending effect61. Therefore, the shear-
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flexible, quadratic Timoshenko beam element (B32) was adopted for numerical analysis, 
which provides robust finite-strain solutions for both thick as well as slender beams. The 
nanoparticle is simplified as a rigid sphere with diameter of 2 nm, and the substrates is also 
regarded as a rigid plate with the size much larger than graphene sheet. Besides, to drive 
the formation of graphene bulges, gravity is introduced as a simplification of interaction 
between them the graphene sheet and NPs as well as the substrate.  
The etching probability of the carbon atoms can be determined from the strain energy 
of each carbon atom. Here, the atom strain energy is calculated by summation of halves of 
strain energies of three main bonds and other three secondary bonds connected to the atom, 
because each bond contributes to two carbon atoms.  
3) Supplementary Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 2.1.S1. Strain distributions of graphene adhered to the substrate decorated with a 
NP having diameter of (a) 0.8 nm, (b) 1.5 nm and (c) 2.5 nm. Both the strain contours show 
the same maximum strain 6% at the dome apex with that for the NP having diameter of 1.0 
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nm in Figure 2a, which means the size-independence of maximum strain. With increasing 
NP’s size, the NP-induced dome morphologies have the self-similarity in geometric.  
 
Figure 2.1.S2. The simulated perforation process on graphene by oxygen at the atmosphere 
with the oxygen number density 4 ൈ 10ିଷ/ Åଷ  and the temperature 1300 K: 1) bare 
graphene (0 ps); 2) oxygen adsorption (70 ps); 3) lattice distortion (105 ps); 4) bond 
breaking (125 ps); 5) single vacancies (150 ps); 6) pore growth (165 ps). In this simulation, 
the diameter of NP underneath is 1 nm.  
 
Figure 2.1.S3. The etched carbon atoms as a function of reactive simulation time by 
varying temperatures and oxygen concentrations. Higher temperature and oxygen 
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concentration can lead larger perforation rate. In this simulation, the diameter of NP 
underneath is 1 nm.  
 
Figure 2.1.S4. Oxygen adsorption energy as a function of strain on graphene. The 
adsorption energy increases significantly with increasing bend-induced strain. 
 
Figure 2.1.S5. The nucleation of pore on a single layer of boron nitride (BN) with a SiO2 
NP supported (1 nm) at 170 ps. This is exemplified to show the applicability of strain-
guided perforation to a broad variety of 2D materials. Simulation parameters: temperature 




Figure 2.1.S6. Perforation of graphene with NPs of chemically stable C60 fullerence. 
Simulation parameters: NPs’ size (7Å), snapshot time (220ps), temperature (1600K), 
oxygen concentration (4 ൈ 10ିଷ/ Åଷ). 
 
Figure 2.1.S7. Continuous distributions of radial strain 𝜀௥ and tangential strain 𝜀ఏ as a 
function of the horizontal distance away from the NP’s center, which is calculated by 





Figure 2.1.S8. Spatially discrete distributions of normalized strain energy 𝜀 on each 
carbon atoms calculated by SFN model.  
 
Figure 2.1.S9. Continuous distributions of radial strain 𝜀௥ for the NPs with different size, 
which calculated by SBA model. This result verifies the independence of maximum 
strain at the dome apex on the size of NP. 
 














Figure 2.1.S10. SEM and AFM images of SiO2 NPs on SiO2 substrate, showing the 
diameter of NPs is roughly 50 nm 
 
Figure 2.1.S11. Simulated wrinkling features surrounding bulges in r-MD simulations. 





Figure 2.1.S12. SEM images of initiated perforation at wrinkling ridges of graphene after 
exposure to oxygen plasma for 1.5 s 
 
 
Figure 2.1.S13. r-MD simulation result of initiated perforation at wrinkling ridges. 
Simulation parameters: NPs’ size (2 nm), snapshot time (65 ps), temperature (1600K), 






2.2 Rapid programmable nanodroplet motion on a strain-gradient surface 
When interacting with water and other liquids, the surface crystal structure 
determines the surface energy and thus the hydrophobicity. In-plane gradient strain applied 
to a flat crystal surface can create a surface morphology with hydrophobicity gradient, 
capable of driving the movement of water droplet. In this Section 2.2, the nanomaterial of 
graphene is used as a model crystal to investigate the effect of strain-gradient on 
nanodroplet motion, which is potential to advanced devices of water collection. 68 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Surfaces capable of directionally transporting water droplets are observed in ubiquitous 
biological systems, including rice leaves, striders’ legs liquid droplets and cicada wings, resulting 
from directional and gradient nanostructures on these organism surfaces69-74. Inspired by the nature, 
engineered strategies to manipulate liquid droplet motion have attracted extensive attentions due to 
potential applications in microfluidics75, 76, energy conversion77 and smog removal78. A variety of 
strategies based on wettability gradient were reported, including permanent chemical (e.g. doping 
of functional groups79, 80) and physical (e.g. surface roughness81-83, structural topology, combination 
of multiple gradients, etc.) modifications to surfaces or droplet. These irrecoverable and passive 
treatments only for specific purposes are not suitable for reconfigurable platform of droplet 
manipulation, and slow droplet velocity of micrometers per second was induced. Additionally, 
droplet motions can be responsive to external stimuli by electromagnetic field, pH, temperature and 
light84-88. However, additions of chemicals into liquids were employed and thus involved either 
undesirable contaminations or slow response time. Recently, the gradient of substrate curvature 
presented a strategy for fast droplet transporting with the velocity up to 0.4 m/s89, but the droplet 
may stagnate on the conical substrate instead of moving forward at a critical ratio of the local 
substrate radii to droplet radii.  Up to now, facile fabrication of such curvature-gradient substrates 
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and active manipulation on 2D platform are challenging, which is the gap we aim to bridge in this 
study.  
Recently, strain-engineering has been widely studied experimentally and theoretically  for 
tuning material properties90, 91. Externally applied strain to substrate were experimentally adopted 
to actuate the migration of fibroblasts in the direction of principal strain, and the rolling motion of 
biological organisms, like zoosperms, was driven by the strain-gradient induced by muscle 
contraction92, 93. Not limited to biological systems, as one of effective strategies, the strain-gradient 
based method has been realized in nanosystems, including transport of 2D nanoflakes on graphene94, 
95. To best of our knowledges, no explicit study has been reported on manipulating the motion of 
water nanodroplets in a more controllable way through deforming substrates.  
In this study, we propose a mechanism for rapid transporting nanodroplets through strain 
engineering, and achieve controllable manipulation of both speed and direction of the nanodroplet 
along linear and nonlinear paths. Through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and theoretical 
modeling, the strain-gradient externally applied to substrates is able to shift the balance of van der 
Waals force between the substrate (graphene or copper) and the nanodroplet, thus providing the 
driving force. The programmable strategy suggests broad applications of directional droplet 
transport. 
 
2.2.2 Modeling and method 
All of the MD simulations were carried out on the LAMMPS package. The 
AIREBO potential field was used to describe the graphene, and the long range TIP4P water 
model was used to model the droplet. The 12-6 Lennard-Jones pair potential, V ൌ
4𝜖௜௝ሺ𝜎௜௝ଵଶ/𝑟௜௝ଵଶ െ 𝜎௜௝଺ /𝑟௜௝଺ሻ , was used to describe the interactions between water molecules 
and graphene36, with 𝜖஼ை ൌ 4.063 𝑚𝑒𝑣 ,  𝜎஼ை ൌ 3.19Å ,  𝜖஼ு ൌ 0  and 𝜎஼ு ൌ 0 . All 




2.2.3 Wetting behavior of strained substrate 
We firstly study the wetting behavior of water droplet on a strained substrate, where 
graphene is employed as an illustrative example. A constant displacement is applied to the 
boundary atoms to achieve a uniaxial strain, then the graphene is fixed. Fig 2.2.1(a) shows 
the schematics of a 500-water-molecule droplet on a monolayer graphene with constant 
uniaxial strain ε. After equilibrium in NVT ensemble with 300 K for 500 ps, the 
configuration of water molecules is extracted and we calculate the contact angle by fitting 
the profile of the outermost molecules of water droplet. As shown in Fig 2.2.1(b), when no 
strain is applied, the corresponding contact angle of water droplet is 86.95°, consistent with 
previous calculations using the same parameters. With the strain increasing from 0 to 0.2, 
the contact angle increases monotonously from 86.95° to 98.99°, indicating the wettability 
of water droplet on graphene changing from hydrophilicity to hydrophobicity. The reason 
is that the larger tensile strain applied to graphene induce smaller areal density of carbon 
atoms, which results in the decrease of liquid-solid surface energy and increase of contact 
angle. Note that no significant change in the contact angle is observed for larger droplets 
with more water molecules involved in simulations (see Fig 2.2.S1).  Thus, the contact 




Figure 2.2.1. (a)Top view and side view of a 500-water-molecule droplet on a monolayer 
graphene with a constant uniaxial strain 𝜀. (b) Variation of the contact angle with the strain 
ε.  
 
2.2.4 Nanodroplet movement driven by strain gradient substrate 
Based the strain-dependent wettability, continuous variation of wettability may be 
achieved by applying strain with directional gradient, becoming a tunable driving force for 
water droplet motion. The motion of droplet on a monolayer graphene with constant strain 
gradient is investigated herein. Shown in the top of Fig 2.2.2(a), the simulation system 
includes a nanodroplet of 500 water molecules and a monolayer graphene with the 
dimension of 197 Å ൈ84 Å. The system is then firstly relaxed in NVT ensemble with 300 
K for 500 ps with the mass center of nanodroplet fixed in both x and y direction with all 
graphene atoms fixed. Then, linearly distributed displacements in y direction are then 
applied to the boundary atoms along the x direction of graphene, thus creating a constant 
strain gradient 𝐺௫ ൌ 𝑑௠௔௫/𝑤𝐿 along the x direction. The continuous variation of strain 
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leads to an asymmetrical configuration with different contact angle along the direction of 
strain gradient in the bottom of Fig 2.2.2(a), providing the driving force for droplet motion. 
The droplet is subsequently released and its motion was simulated using NVE ensemble. 
To save computational cost and clearly demonstrate the droplet motion on a 
timescale of hundreds of picoseconds, the strain gradient 𝐺௫ ൌ 9.15 ൈ 10ିସ/Å  is taken as 
a representative example. The time histories of the displacement and velocity of the mass 
center of droplet are shown in Fig 2.2.2(b) and 2(c). The droplet speeds up along the x 
direction with the acceleration of 𝑎௫ ൌ 3.31 ൈ 10ିଷÅ/psଶ and the displacement along the 
y direction can be neglected, indicating that the net driving force is along the opposite 
direction of the strain gradient. In the present study, the velocity of the nanodroplet can 
reach 50 m/s. It is evident from Fig 2.2.2(d) that the interactive vdW potential between 
water droplet and graphene decreases with the movement of droplet, indicating that the 
potential energy has been converted to kinetic energy. 
The driving force for nanodroplet motion can be qualitatively explained by the 
wettability gradient resulting from the strain gradient. For a spherical-cap drop on a solid 
surface induced by wettability gradient, the driving force can be written as 
𝐹ௗ௥௜௩௜௡௚ ൌ 𝜋𝑅ଶ𝛾 𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃௖𝜕𝑥 ൌ 𝜋𝑅
ଶ𝛾 𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃௖𝜕𝜀 𝐺௫ 
where R is the radius of the drop, 𝛾 is the liquid-gas interfacial tension, 𝐺௫ is the strain 
gradient and 𝜃௖  is the contact angle between drop and solid surface. Based on this 
relationship, the driving force is proportional to the strain gradient and the contact area of 
droplet, qualitatively agreeing with our simulation results (Fig 2.2.3). However, the term 





Figure 2.2.2 (a) Top view and side view of a 500-water-molecule droplet on a monolayer 
graphene. (b) The time history of the displacement of the mass center of droplet along the 
x direction. (c) The time history of the velocity of the mass center of droplet along the x 
direction and y direction. (d) The variation of interactive vdW potential energy and the 
system total potential energy with respect to the transport distance x.  
2.2.5 Molecular mechanism 
A analytical model based on vdW interaction is developed, from which one may derive 
the net driving force exerted on a spherical-cap droplet (with a molecular density of  and 




















in which Δ is the distance between droplet’s bottom surface and substrate, ν is the Poisson's 
ratio of substrate, 𝜎଴ is the areal density of atoms on unstrained substrate, 𝜖 and 𝜎 are LJ 
parameters and 𝑧଴ is the height of the center of the droplet with respect to the substrate 
surface Z=0 (Fig 2.2.S2). 
Through minimization of the interactive vdW potential energy between bulk water 
and graphene, one obtains Δ ൌ √0.4ల 𝜎 . Therefore, the driving force and acceleration can 
be written as 
𝐹ௗ௥௜௩௜௡௚ ൎ െ0.703𝜋ଶ𝜎଴𝜖𝜌ሺ1 െ 𝜈ሻ𝐺௫𝑅ଶ𝜎ଷ~𝐺௫𝑅ଶ 
𝑎 ൌ 𝐹ௗ௥௜௩௜௡௚/𝑚~𝐺௫/𝑅 
which shares the same scaling law with the previous phenomenological contact angle 
theory. 𝑚 is the droplet mass. Note that the present driving force may be similar to that 
induced by the stiffness gradient of the substrate, in the sense that the driving force is 
resulted from the redistribution of the van der Waals potential energy, nevertheless, the 
strain gradient is readily tunable in practice but the surface stiffness gradient is not.  
To verify the theory, several MD simulations are conducted by varying the strain 
gradients and nanodroplet sizes. The relevant parameters 𝜎଴ (0.382/Åଶ), 𝜈 (0.186), R (18 
Å  for 500-water-molecule droplet and 22.5Å for 1000-water-molecule droplet) and 𝜌 
(0.0415/Åଷ) can be deduced from simulation. Fig 2.2.3(a) shows the displacement of a 
500-water-molecule droplet as a function of time for different strain gradients, and the 
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curves of acceleration vs strain gradient for the 500-water-molecule and 1000-water-
molecule droplets are plotted in Fig 2.2.3(b). The simulation trends are consistent with our 
theoretical model, and both the simulation and theory suggest that the acceleration is in 
directly and inversely proportion with the strain gradient and the droplet radius, 
respectively.   
 
Figure 2.2.3 (a) The time history of the displacement of the mass center of the 500-water-
molecule droplet for various strain gradient 𝐺௫. (b) The acceleration of the mass center of 
the droplet with respect to strain gradient 𝐺௫ for various sizes of the droplet. 
 
2.2.6 Actuation by 2D strain gradient: nonlinear pathway 
The driving force is relevant to the strain gradient and the size of droplet, thus 
offering a way to precisely control the linear straight movement of droplet. Certain 
applications, however, such as drug delivery, fog collection and cell motility control, may 
require the movement of droplet in complex curved paths; this can be achieved adjusting 
strain gradients in two directions and loading sequences. The fundamental pathway of 
turning is illustrated here. Considering a  150Å ൈ 147Å single layer graphene and a droplet 
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containing 1000 water molecules, it first experiences equilibrium at 300K in NVT 
ensemble for 500 ps while the mass center is fixed, so that an initial stable configuration 
of droplet (State A) is obtained. Next, displacement loading along the y direction is slowly 
applied to the atoms on the two boundaries along the x direction of graphene in 50 ps to 
obtain a 1.16 ൈ 10ିଷ/Å strain gradient along the x direction, after which the displacement 
boundary condition is fixed and droplet is released (see the schematics in Fig 2.2.4). The 
strain gradient drove droplet to move along the x direction from the high strain end to the 
low strain regime for 200 ps (State B). Afterwards, the strain gradient in the graphene is 
slowly released to pristine state within 50 ps, while the droplet keeps move in the x 
direction (see Fig 2.2.S3). Thereafter, the graphene is slowly stretched again (within 50 ps), 
achieving a new strain gradient in the y direction of  1.16 ൈ 10ିଷ/Å and then the boundary 
is fixed, and this new strain gradient drove the droplet to accelerate along the y direction 
(see Fig 2.2.S4). Fig 2.2.4 shows the trajectory of droplet in a parabolic path, which agrees 
quite well with parallel theoretical prediction. Note that the decay of velocity in x direction 
is attributed to the nonuniaxial strain gradient and thus distorted areal density of carbon 
atoms near boundaries, subjected to future studies. This example suggests that by adjusting 
the loading amplitude (gradient), direction and sequence, it is possible to manipulate a 




Figure 2.2.4 Trajectory of water droplet on a monolayer graphene with tunable strain 
gradient direction.  
 
2.2.7 Generalized substrate 
The above principles are not limited to the surface of graphene. To illustrate the 
broader applications, motion of water droplet on a (111) copper surface was simulated. The 
EAM potential39 is used to describe the copper substrate and 500 water molecules are 
contained in the droplet. Due to small failure strain of copper (less than 8% in EAM 
potential), the length of substrate is reduced to achieve the same strain gradient (strain 
gradient: 9.15 ൈ 10ିସ/Å) as that of graphene, as shown in Fig 2.2.5(a). Compared with 
graphene, copper has smaller areal density of atoms 𝜎଴ (0.176 /Åଶ), larger Poisson's ratio 
ν (0.3) and larger interactive vdW potential with water 𝜖஼௨ିை (7.394 meV). Also, the water 
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droplet on copper has smaller radius R (16 Å), leading to a smaller driving force of droplet 
on copper (111) than that on graphene. Shown in Fig 2.2.5(b), the movement of droplet on 
(111) copper surface is about 40% slower than that on graphene. This example indicates 
that the motion of water droplet can be controlled on any general surface with properly 
applied strain gradient.  
 
Figure 2.2.5 (a) Top view and side view of 500-water-molecule droplet on copper (111) 
surface. (b) Comparison of displacement-time curves of 500-water-molecule droplet on 
graphene and copper (111) surface. 
 
2.2.8 Conclusion 
A novel method to control the movement of a nanodroplet on a substrate using 
strain gradient was proposed, and verified using both MD simulations and theoretical 
analysis. The driving force, originating from the imbalance of Van der Waals force between 
the substrate surface and droplet, is in the opposite direction of the applied strain gradient, 
and its magnitude is proportional to the magnitude of the strain gradient and the square of 
droplet radius. By properly adjusting the strain gradient and its direction, as well as loading 
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sequence, one may precisely control the acceleration and deceleration the droplet, and even 
its trajectory.  
2.2.9 Appendix  
1) Contact angle of water droplet on graphene with strain 
We calculated the contact angle of the droplet through fitting the profile of the 
outermost molecules of water droplet. We performed 5 MD simulations for each strain and 
obtain the average and standard deviation of contact angle. The contact angles of water 
droplet with different sizes were also calculated (see Figure S1). The droplet size does not 
significantly affect the contact angle.  
 
Figure 2.2.S1. Variation of the contact angle with the strain ε and size of the droplet. 
2) Driving force of droplet 
As shown in Figure S1, a spherical-cap droplet on a substrate with a gradient strain 
𝜀௬ ൌ 𝜀଴ ൅ 𝑥𝐺௫, where 𝜀଴ is the strain at (0,0,0). The center of droplet, with a radius R and 
atomic number density 𝜌, locates at (0,0,𝑧଴), and the substrate top surface is on the plane 
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Z=0. The atomic interactions between substrate and water molecules are described by 12-
6 Lennard−Jones pair potential, 𝑉 ൌ 4ϵሺ𝜎ଵଶ/𝑟ଵଶ െ 𝜎଺/𝑟଺ሻ. 
Firstly, we calculated the potential energy between single water molecule and top-
layer atoms of substrate 
Φ ൌ ඵ 𝜎௖𝑉𝑑𝐴
஽
 
Here, 𝜎௖ is the areal density of atoms on substrate, which can be expressed as a 
function of strain: 
𝜎௖ ൌ 𝜎଴1 ൅ 𝜀௫ ൅ 𝜀௬ ൌ
𝜎଴
1 ൅ ሺ1 െ 𝜐ሻ𝜀௬ 
in which 𝜎଴ is the areal density of atoms on unstrained substrate; 𝜐 is the Poisson's ratio 
of substrate. Therefore, the potential energy can be rewritten as  







ሺ𝑥ଶ ൅ 𝑦ଶ ൅ 𝑧ଶሻ଺ െ
𝜎଺
ሺ𝑥ଶ ൅ 𝑦ଶ ൅ 𝑧ଶሻଷ቉ 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 










Due to symmetry, the force applied to this single water molecule by substrate is  
 






















Consider a spherical-cap droplet with a molecular density  , the center at (0,0,𝑧଴) 
and a radius R, as well as a substrate located on the plane Z=0 with a gradient strain 𝜀௬ ൌ
𝜀଴ ൅ 𝑥𝐺௫. Then, the total driving force exerted on the droplet is 
 
𝐹ௗ௥௜௩௜௡௚ ൌ න 𝜌𝑓𝑑𝑉
௏
 




























in which Δ is the distance between droplet’s bottom surface and substrate. Due to the 
geometry of droplet close to a hemisphere (the contact angle is around 90°), we can assume 




Figure 2.2.S2. Sketch of a spherical-cap drop in the coordinate system. 
 
3) The theoretical pathway of droplet 
From State A to state B, the droplet is accelerated along the x direction and the pathway is 
a straight line, shown as the blue dash line in Figure S3. From State B to State C, the 
velocity component along x direction is initially kept but reduced by the. Since the direction 
of driving force is switched to the y direction, the velocity component along y direction 
linearly increase. The friction force in x direction can be evaluated by: 
𝐹௙௥௜௖௧௜௢௡ ൌ െ𝜆𝜋𝑅ଶ𝑉஻ 
So the displacement in the x direction is: 
 





shown as the red dash line in Figure S3. Based on the previous study96, the friction 
coefficient λ is 1.2 ൈ 10ସNs/mଷ and 𝑉஻ is 21 m/s according to the MD simulation result. 
The driving force along the y direction is: 
𝐹௬ ൌ െ0.703𝜋ଶ𝜎଴𝜖𝜌ሺ1 െ 𝜐ሻ𝐺௬𝑅ଶ𝜎ଷ 
And the displacement in the y direction is: y ൌ ி೤௧మଶ௠  
 
 
Figure 2.2.S3 The time history of velocity component in the x direction for water droplet 





Figure 2.2.S4. The time history of velocity component in the y direction for water droplet 











2.3 Phosphorene nanotube 
Besides graphene, the novel two-dimensional (2D) functional phosphorene has 
become the focus of significant research effort recently, thanks to the successful 
fabrications by micromechanical cleavage, Ar+ plasma thinning process and liquid 
exfoliation methods. Using bending load, 2D phosphorene monolayer can be rolled up to 
a tube-like structure, in terms of phosphorous nanotube discussed in the Section 2.3. The 
new morphology exhibits unusual and tunable mechanical and thermal properties for future 
nanoelectronics. 6, 97 
 
2.3.1 Introduction  
Two-dimensional (2D) structures of graphene 98, silicene, boron nitride 99, 100 and 
MoS2 101 monolayer have attracted intensive attentions of scientist due to their novel 
properties. Meanwhile, a wide range of applications in nanoelectronics have been also 
based on their tubular nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes 102, boron nitride nanotubes 
103 and silicon carbide nanotubes 104, thanks to their stable structures 102, 105, 106, robust 
mechanical behaviors 104, 107-109, and remarkable electrical properties 110, 111. Black 
phosphorus monolayer (BPM) is a new member of 2D materials. The layered structure 
possessing the strong intralayer strength and weaker interlayer interaction like graphite 112. 
The novel two-dimensional (2D) functional phosphorene has become the focus of 
significant research effort recently, thanks to the successful fabrications by 
micromechanical cleavage 113, Ar+ plasma thinning process 114 and liquid exfoliation 
methods 115. Not only does phosphorene exhibit comparably high carrier mobility (~10000 
cm2V-1s-1), it is also a semiconductor with band gap (0.3–2 eV) 116 larger than semimetallic 
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graphene 98. Additionally, the puckered structure of phosphorene, shown in Fig. 2.3.1(a), 
enables its significant anisotropy of band dispersion 117, electrical and thermal conductivity 
117-119, mechanical properties 120-122. These properties suggest extensive potential 
applications in phosphorene-based nanodevices, including transistors, advanced batteries 
and optoelectronics 123, 124.  
Despite these advances, limited attention has been paid thus far to the phosphorus 
allotrope, the phosphorene nanotubes. PNTs were theoretically designed and predicted by 
rolling up a phosphorene sheet along armchair or zigzag direction, forming two types of 
nanotubes, (m, 0) zigPNTs and (0, n) armPNTs shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively 
125, 126. The configuration of a PNT was characterized by the integer indexes (m, n). Further, 
a wrapping vector R = ma1 + na2 has been defined 127, 128. Indeed, PNTs’ anisotropies in 
energetic viability and phase transition 125, 129, 130 were assessed and predicted through first 
principle calculations, leading to the possibility of synthesis of α-PNTs and β-armPNTs 
wrapping from blue and black phosphorene 130, respectively. However, the β-zigPNT 
structure was regarded as unfavorable due to large strain energy 130. Furthermore, diagrams 
in determining stable, faceted PNTs and fullerene structures were presented 129 and defect-
induced blue PNTs with neglected bending energy were demonstrated to have lower 
formation energy than round PNTs by density functional theory 131. Although these 
theoretical predictions at 0 K offered a guidance for future laboratory fabrications, 
evaluation of the stability of PNTs at finite temperature remains unrealized.  
Strain-engineering of PNTs was demonstrated possible. For example, strain could 
affect the carrier mobility and band structures of PNTs 127, 130, 132, and the elastic modulus 
and conductance 132 could be varied by its diameter. No significant difference of optical 
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properties was found by varying the diameter of PNTs, though the chirality and 
polarization direction dependences were presented 130. Compared with the phosphorus 
monolayer, PNTs are more favorable to become practical structures in nanodevice 
applications, such as strain sensors, photodetectors, and transistors due to the great 
tunability of electrical and optical properties by size and strain 132. For the aforementioned 
strain-engineered applications, the mechanical behaviors of PNTs, including Young’s 
modulus, facture strength and buckling strain, require further investigation.  
In this work, MD simulations are carried out to study the thermal-stability and 
mechanical behaviors of armPNTs and zigPNTs. Intriguingly, PNTs with larger diameter 
are likely to withstand higher temperature due to the relatively lower intrinsic hoop strain, 
and the armPNTs can resist higher thermal load than zigPNTs at the same size. Based on 
the stable armPNT and zigPNT structures, the size-dependence of Young’s modulus and 
fracture strength are observed. To clarify the underlying mechanism, an analytical 
continuum model is developed to illustrate the size dependence of the Young’s modulus. 
Finally, upon axial compression, the buckling mode transition of armPNTs from column 
buckling to shell buckling is observed with increasing tube diameter, which may shed some 
light for strain-tunable characteristics and operation of future PNTs-based electronics. 
 
2.3.2 Model and Method 
Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)-based 
MD simulations 133 are performed. The Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential 134 validated to 
describe the mechanical properties of phosphorene is used in the simulation. The boundary 
in the axial direction of PNT is periodical, while a sufficiently large vacuum space (100 Å) 
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surrounding the nanotube is applied. For the stability analysis, each initial PNT, having the 
length of 50 supercells, is relaxed to a thermally stable state with a NPT ensemble at given 
temperature (0 K~400 K), controlled by the Nose-Hoovers thermostat for 250 ps. The 
pressure and time step are set at 0 bar and 0.5 fs, respectively.  
Mechanical simulations: The above equilibrium structures at 0 K are used to study 
the deformation behaviors. The mechanical properties under axial tension and compression 
are studied at a constant strain rate of 10-4 ps-1 in the NPT ensemble. The strain is defined 
as the relative change of simulation box along the axial direction (ε=ΔL/Lz). In order to 
calculate the stress, the interlayer spacing of phosphorene is taken as the thickness of a 
PNT, commonly assumed to be 5.24 Å 122. For the sake of simplicity, only zigPNTs and 
armPNTs (Figs. 2.3.1(b) and 2.3.1(c)) are studied, and other mixed chiralities will be 
explored in future. 
Thermal simulations: In the non-equilibrium Müller–Plathe approach [38], a-PNT 
is divided into 2N (N = 10) layers in the axial direction. The kinetic energies of the hottest 
atom in layer 1 and the coldest atom in the middle layer N+1 are exchanged continually for 
5 ns to produce a symmetric temperature gradient, thereby forming the equal thermal flux 
J at both sides separated by the two layers in Fig. 2.3.1(d). By satisfying Fourier’s law of 






Figure 2.3.1 (a) Top view: crystal structure of 2D phosphorene (a1 = 3.3 Å and a2 = 4.5 
Å); (b) The zigPNT is bended from phosphorene sheet along the wrapping vector (m, 0) (r 
= ma1/2π); (c) the armPNT is bended from MBP along the wrapping vector ( r =  a2/2π ); 
(d) An arm-PNT is divided into 2N layers, with the cold layer 1 and hot layer N+1. 
 
2.3.3 Thermal stability of PNTs 
The strain energy sE , originating from bending a phosphorene sheet into a PNT is 
defined as 𝐸௦ ൌ ሺ𝐸௉ே் െ 𝐸஻௉ሻ/𝑁, where N is the total numbers of atoms in the simulated 
PNT, and PNT BPE E  is the potential energy difference in an equilibrium nanotube with 
respect to the 2D phosphorene sheet (as the reference system) at a given temperature. 
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Physically, a higher strain energy for nanotube means a larger intrinsic strain in the hoop 
direction. The results in Figs. 2.3.2(a) and 2.3.2(b) provide maps for determining the stable 
region by varying temperature and size. All single-walled PNTs are inclined to have higher 
thermal stability as the diameter increases. Taking the (0, 10) armPNT and (0, 20) armPNT 
as examples, the former is able to resist T = 175 K which is lower than that of the later one, 
T = 410 K. Figs. 2.3.2(c) and 2.3.2(d) explain the cause of this phenomenon. It is evident 
that a higher strain energy is stored in a PNT with smaller diameter under higher thermal 
load after energy minimization. The curvature-dependent strain energy agree well with 
those in bended phosphorene sheets studied by the MD simulation 135 and first principle 
calculations 128, 130. As shown in Fig. 2.3.2(d), the temperature-sensitive bending energy in 
PNTs are found, which is similar with that of phosphorene monolayer 135. Thus, the higher 
intrinsic hoop strain in a bended PNT structure is responsible for collapsing at lower 
thermal load. In addition, the strain energies in the (0, 6) armPNT (0.085 eV/atom) and (17, 
0) zigPNT (0.093 eV/atom) are close to the value at fracture (~0.1 eV/atom) for a 2D 
phosphorene sheet under uniaxial tension along both armchair and zigzag directions, 
indicating the verge of integrity. Hereby, the (0, 6) armPNT and (17, 0) zigPNT are 
suggested to be the smallest stable PNTs without fracture or phase trainsition 128, which 
echoes with the collapsed smaller structures found in our MD simulation. Compared with 
other 1D nanostructures, PNTs exhibit weaker thermal stability. For example, CNTs can 
remain stable at temperature up to 2000 K 136. 
In terms of the effect of chirality, at a particular radius, armPNTs are found to have 
the ability to withstand much higher thermal loads than zigPNTs, by comparing Fig. 
2.3.2(a) with Fig. 2(b). This is exemplified by the maximum temperature, T = 410 K, upon 
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which the (0, 20) armPNT could resist, as opposed to that of the (20, 0) zigPNT which may 
only resist T = 10 K. By comparing the strain energies of the two types of PNTs, the values 
for armPNTs are much lower than that for zigPNTs at all temperatures and sizes shown in 
Figs. 2.3.2(c) and 2.3.2(d). The structural stability upon different thermal loads provides 
a preliminary guideline for future synthesis in laboratory and operation of PNTs in 
applications. Note that some other phases are not considered in the present manuscript, 
such as the faceted PNTs with joints 126, 131 and the ones with bending-induced phase 
transitions 128. The investigation of their thermal stabilities will be subjected to future 
research.  
 
Figure 2.3.2 The phase diagrams for thermal-stability of (a) armPNTs and (b) zigzagPNTs 
with varying temperature and wrapping vector of nanotube; (c) The strain energy stored in 
wrapped PNTs as function of the diameter of armPNTs (black triangular) and zigPNTs (red 
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circles) at T = 0 K; (d) The strain energies of (50, 0) zigPNT (red) and (0, 20) armPNT 
(black) change with temperature.  
 
2.3.4 Size-dependent tensile properties  
Since Young’s modulus of phosphorene changes slowly with temprature 135, initially 
stable PNT structures at 0 K are strecthed to further explore the underlying mechanical 
behaviors of PNTs. Figs. 2.3.3(a) and 2.3.3(b) show the nominal stress-aixal tensile strain 
curves of (0, n) armPNTs and (m, 0) zigPNTs, respectively. ArmPNTs (~94 GPa) are stiffer 
than zigPNTs (~20 GPa), while zigPNTs have larger fracture strain, which originates from 
the structural anisotropy of phosphorene 122, 135. Similar brittle fracture behaviors of carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) at low temperature were also observed in PNTs 137. However, PNTs are 
much softer than other 1D materials, for example, CNTs (~1.0 TPa) 138, SiCNT (~0.6 TPa) 




Figure 2.3.3 The axial tensile stress-strain curves for (a) armPNTs and (b) zigPNTs with 
various wrapping indexes at T = 0 K 
 
It is evident that the wrapping index or diameter has a significant influence on the stress-
strain curve, showing strong size effect on both the stiffness and strength of the PNTs. The 
Young’s moduli of PNTs in Figs. 2.3.4(a) and 2.3.4(b) can be deduced by fitting the stress-
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strain curves in the small strain region (≤1.0%). As the tube diameter increases, the 
Young’s modulus increases from 84 GPa to102 GPa for armPNTs and from 15.6 GPa and 
24 GPa for zigPNTs. Meanwhile, the effects of diameter on the tensile strength of PNTs 
are shown in Figs. 2.3.4(c) and 2.3.4(d). The present values of the fracture strength for 
both armPNTs and zigPNTs increase with increasing nanotube diameter, approaching the 
limit values of 10.3 GPa and 4.0 GPa for a pristine phosphorene sheet 134.  
It is interesting to find the existence of bending-induced intrinsic stress along the axial 
direction in equilibrium PNTs, even before external loads are applied (shown in Fig. 
2.3.4(e)). The residual compressive stress in the inner sublayer of PNTs is relaxed when 
the applied strain increases up to 0 , which is defined as the initial axial strain. The unique 
atomic structure (two-sublayers phosphorous atoms shown in Fig 2.3.4(e)) differs from 
monolayer atoms in CNTs 141, and is likely responsible for the intrinsic axial strain. 
According to Fig 2.3.4(f), the absolute values of intrinsic axial strains for both armPNTs 
and zigPNTs exponentially decrease as radius increases, approaching zero. Consequently, 
for the strecthed PNT with smaller diameter, the lower fracture strength (Figs 2.3.4(c) and 




Figure 2.3.4 Size-dependent mechanical properties at T = 0 K. Young’s modulus of (a) 
armPNTs and (b) zigPNTs, fracture strength of (c) armPNTs and (d) zigPNTs. (e) The 
atomic stress (unit: eV/atomic volume) of PNT structures. (f) The intrinsic axial strain in 




In order to explain the size-dependence of Young’s modulus, a simple continnum model 
is proposed by considering both the intrinsic axial strain and the nonlinear effect of 
potential. As a first order approach, several simplified assumptions are adopted. First, 
despite the two sublayers (shown in Fig. 2.3.4(e)) in a PNT with bond interaction in 
between, the continuum model considers only a monolayer tube with a uniform intrinsic 
axial strain; Second, the effect of curvature on the atomic potential is neglected, although 
geometry nonlinearity was regarded as being responsible for the size-dependence of 
stiffness of CNT with diameters less than 0.5 nm 142, the PNTs in the present study are 
sufficiently large such that the curvature effect may be small. The nonlinear effect of 
potential is illustrated by the stress-strain curves of a 2D phosphorene sheet under tension 
at 0 K, presented in Figs. 2.3.5(a) and 2.3.5(b). This nonlinearity suggests that the Young’s 
modulus of phosphorene is also strain-dependent, and the corresponding E(ε) is plotted in 
Fig. 2.3.5(c) based on the fitting of a simple quadratic function. The result closely matches 
that calculated by Jiang et al. 121.  
To take into account the effect of the intrinsic axial strain ( 0 ), the Young’s modulus of 
a continuum tube with intrinsic strain can be derived as 
𝐸∗ ൌ ாሺఌబሻାாሺିఌబሻଶ െ
ሺாሺିఌబሻିாሺఌబሻሻఌబ
ଶఌೌ೛೛               (2.3.1) 
where app  is the applied strain to deduce Young’s modulus, which is sufficiently small 
region so that the Young’s modulus of each sublayer can be regarded as a constant during 
deduction. For example, app  is taken as 0.01 in the MD simulation above. Both the 
magnitude of 0  and the nonlinear variation of stiffness with respect to the strain, 
contribute to the size effect: as the diameter of PNTs increases, Fig. 2.3.4(b) shows the 
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decreased intrinsic axial strain 0 . While the first term in Eq. (2.3.1) remains constant due 
to the assumed linearity of the Young’s modulus-strain relation (see Fig. 2.3.5(c)), the 
second decreases based on the Fig. 2.3.5(c), which consequently leads to the increased 
Young’s modulus E*. The trends given by this model are in qualitative agreement with the 
size-dependence of Young’s modulus derived by our MD simulations (see Figs. 2.3.4(a) 
and 2.3.4(b)) and the previous results by first principle calculations 132.  
Additionally, it is seen that the size-induced stiffening for armPNTs is more sensitive 
than that for zigPNTs. Basically, the nonlinear effect in zigzag direction is more significant 
than that in armchair direction as shown in Fig. 2.3.5(c). Specifically, as the strain increases 
from -0.01 to +0.01, the strain-induced reduction of Young’s modulus in zigzag direction 
(30%) is larger than that in armchair direction (10%). This primary mechanism for size-
dependence of Young’s modulus is different from that for CNTs, where no intrinsic axial 






Figure 2.3.5 The nonlinear stress-strain curves of a 2D phosphorene sheet simulated by 
MD at T = 0 K along the (a) zigzag direction and (b) armchair direction; The Young’s 
moduli of the phosphorene sheet along zigzag direction (red line) and armchair direction 
(blue line) are fitted and plotted as a function of the applied strain, in (c). 
 
2.3.5 Size-dependent thermal conductivity  
The size-dependent thermal conductivity is explored for the optimized a-PNTs. In 
Fig. 2.3.6(b), it shows the thermal conductivity κ with various n, associated with the 
diameter of the nanotube by D = na2/π, at temperature T = 300 K. The length of the 
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nanotube is chosen to be 100 nm, while a periodic boundary condition is applied along the 
axial direction for each a-PNT. Fig. 2.3.6(b) clearly demonstrates that as n increases, κ 
sharply increases and then comes to a gentle rise after n = 20. As the characteristic size 
scales down to the order of nanometers, the phonon confinement leads to reduced phonon 
group velocities and phonon mean-free path (MFP), thereby weakening the thermal 
transport. In previous studies, this size effect was also observed in silicon nanowires and 
carbon nanotubes [39–41]. Besides, the thermal conductivity of the nanotube strongly 
depends on the length. To investigate this effect, Fig. 2.3.6(c) illustrates the relationship of 
thermal conductivity and length for the (0, 20) a-PNT. As shown in Fig. 2.3.6(c), κ 
gradually increases with increasing length. Therefore, the size effect of thermal transport 
is related to not only the diameter, but the length. As studied here, the length of the 
simulation system L is not significantly longer than the phonon MFP, resulting in phonon 
scattering occurring at the interfaces between the heat source and sink. In other words, κ is 
largely limited by the size, known as the Casimir limit. The thermal conductivity of infinite 







where 𝑙ஶ is the phonon MFP of infinite (0, 20) a-PNT, and C is a constant. Given 
that the representative MFP along the zigzag direction is 66 nm for the phosphorene sheet 
[11], the lengths of 150–300 nm are employed for the linear fitting between 1/κ and 1/L. 
The fitted relationship reads 1/κ = 3.1/L + 0.02233, and hence it yields the estimated 
thermal conductivity of 44.8 WmK−1 in the limit 1/L = 0 and the phonon MFP of infinite 
(0, 20) a-PNT 𝑙ஶ = 35nm. In a previous study, Hong et al used the same SW potential and 
reported the thermal conductivity of 110.7 WmK−1 along the zigzag direction for 
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phosphorene sheet [14]. Hence, the thermal conductivity of PNT is greatly reduced 
compared to that of 2D phosphorene, largely originating from the restricted paths for 
phonon transport in PNTs, as the phonon MFP shrinks down to 35 nm of a-PNT against 66 
nm of 2D phosphorene. In spite of the difference, the thermal conductivity of a-PNTs will 
converge to the value of phosphorene as the diameter and length increase. 
 
Figure 2.3.6  (a) An arm-PNT is divided into 2N layers, with the cold layer 1 and hot layer 
N + 1; (b) The diameter-dependent thermal conductivity of arm-PNT; (c) The thermal 
conductivity κ of arm-PNT with varying axial length under temperature T = 300 K; (d) 




2.3.6 Conclusions  
We carried out MD simulations on single-wall PNTs to study the structural stability 
and mechanical behaviors of PNTs. The results indicated that PNTs with a larger diameter 
are able to resist higher temperature. However, zigPNTs have lower resistance to the 
thermal loads due to high intrinsic hoop strain in the the wrapped structures. Also, the 
remarkable size-effect of mechanical properties was revealed, and both Young’s modulus 
and fracture strength of PNTs decrease as the diameter decreases. In addition, a continuum 
model was developed to uncover the role of the intrinsic axial strain on the size-dependence. 
Compared to 2D phosphorene, the thermal conductivity of a-PNT evidently decreases due 
to phonon confinement, exhibiting remarkable size effects, which relies on not only the 













2.4 Closed-edged Bilayer Phosphorene Nanoribbons 
In this section, we further apply the point forces to press the tube-like morphology 
rolled as discussed in Section 2.2, the bilayer structure with closed edges is formed with 
tunable electrical properties of band gap, enriching the applications in nanoribbon-based 
devices.144 
2.4.1 Introduction   
As a novel two-dimensional material, black phosphorene has recently become the 
focus of extensive research efforts. It may be fabricated via micromechanical cleavage113, 
Ar+ plasma thinning process114 and liquid exfoliation method115. Phosphorene exhibits 
comparably high carrier mobility (~1000 cm2V-1s-1) as well as significant band gap (0.3–2 
eV)116 98. Additionally, its puckered structure enables its significant anisotropy of band 
dispersion, thermal conductivity117-119, mechanical properties120-122. Besides black 
phosphorene, several other phosphorene allotropes were also proposed. Among the 2D 
allotropes, the most common monolayers are 𝛼 െ P, 𝛽 െ P, 𝛾 െ P and 𝛿 െ P, which enrich 
the variety of phosphorous family145.  
Despite these advances, the tremendous needs for functional nanoelectronics 
require controllable engineering of phosphorene nanostructures. Considerable efforts have 
been paid to low-dimensional phosphorene isomeric forms, among which the most 
common are phosphorene nanotubes (PNTs) and nanoribbons (PNRs). Previous studies 
showed that the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties for both PNTs and PNRs 
were not only size-dependent due to quantum confinement, but also tuned through external 
strain and electrical field6, 97, 146, 147. In addition, structurally robust PNRs were considered 
as a potential candidate for thermoelectric applications because of the enhanced Seebeck 
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coefficient148. Accordingly, it is crucial to find a practical way to fabricate PNRs with 
desired size, which is a precondition for broad applications of PNR-based devices, for 
example, thermo-electronics 147, 149. 
Although PNRs-based nanodevices can be prepared via a top-down 
microfabrication from phosphorene flakes, including electron beam lithography and 
reactive ion etching 149, 150, the synthesis of narrow nanoribbons with well-defined edges 
remains a great challenge. The spontaneous collapse of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
suggested an effective strategy for the fabrication of closed-edged bilayer graphene 
nanoribbons (CBCNRs)151-153. The advantage of this potential method is that the width and 
thickness of nanoribbons can be tuned by unzipping available nanotubes. With radially 
deforming CNTs, the energetic stability and fascinating electronic properties of 
nanoribbons were extensively investigated154, 155. As an analogy of collapsed CNTs, can 
spontaneous formation of phosphorene nanoribbons with tailored size happen for the 
PNTs? What is the change of physical and chemical properties from PNTs to corresponding 
nanoribbon structures?  
In this study, we investigate the dynamic characteristic of radially deforming PNTs 
and the energetic stability of the derived closed-edged bilayer phosphorene nanoribbons 
(CBPNRs). We focus on the armchair PNTs which have lower strain energy than zigzag 
PNTs97. The potential energy of CBPNRs is shown to be much less than the corresponding 
PNTs. In addition, our ab initio calculations demonstrate the change of band structures 
from PNTs to CBPNRs and the size-dependent bandgap of obtained CBPNRs. This work 
provides a potential technique to fabricate phosphorene nanoribbons with well-defined 
edges and enrich the applications in nanoribbon-based devices 149, 156, 157. 
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2.4.2 Model and Method 
The LAMMPS-based Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations 133 are performed to 
investigate the dynamic configuration of PNTs undergoing radially deformation. We adopt 
the reactive force field validated to describe the chemical and mechanical properties of 
various phosphorous allotropes 158. Two types of nanotubes including armchair PNTs and 
zigzag PNTs have been predicted, and the (0, n) armchair PNT can be constructed by 
rolling up 𝑛 times of units cells in armchair direction of phosphorene 97. The boundary in 
the axial direction of PNTs is periodical, while a sufficiently large vacuum space (100 Å) 
surrounding the nanotubes is added. All the MD simulations consist of two steps: loading 
process and collapsing process. First, two virtual point forces, van der Waals (vdW) 
interaction with PNTs, are placed at the top and bottom of the round PNT (Fig 2.4.1(a)) 
and then move toward each other. Second, the point forces are removed once the vertical 
shortest distance between the facing phosphorous atoms is 5 Å, forming a collapsed PNTs. 
The simulations with time step of 0.5 fs are performed in NPT ensemble at temperature 0 
K in order to emphasize the configurational evolution without thermal fluctuation. The 
simulation for each case is run long enough to achieve an equilibrium state.  
The geometrical optimization and electronic structure calculations are carried out 
within the density-functional theory using generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with 
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional 159, as implemented 
in the Quantum Espresso Package 160. The plane-wave cutoff energy for wave function is 
set to 400𝑒𝑉. The van der Waals correction are described by DFT-D3 method of Grimme, 
which has been validated reliable for multilayer phosphorene 161. The electron-ion 
interactions are described by ultrasoft peseudopetentials. When geometrically relaxing the 
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structures of PNTs and CBPNRs obtained from MD simulations, 1 ൈ 10 ൈ 1 Monkhorst-
Park k-meshes are used. The atoms are relaxed until the forces are converged to 
5 ൈ 10ିଷ𝑒𝑉/Å and the energy convergence criteria of 1 ൈ 10ିହ𝑒𝑉. The periodic boundary 
condition is applied to the axial direction of the simulated structures separated by the 
vacuum layer of 25Å to eliminate the coupling effect of neighboring slabs. For electronic 
properties, we adopt a k-point density equivalent to 1 ൈ 20 ൈ 1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh. 
2.4.3 Deformation and collapsing of PNTs 
 
Figure 2.4.1 (a) The schematic of deforming armchair PNT; (b) The deformation pathways 
of (0,15) and (0,30) armchair PNTs (left) projected to the 𝑑 െ 𝑊 plane; (c) The strain 




We simulate the radial deformation of armchair PNTs subjected to the compression 
by point forces as illustrated in Fig 2.4.1(a). During loading and collapsing steps, the 
distance between atoms on the opposing faces undergoes shrinking ሺ𝑑ሻ or expansionሺ𝑊ሻ. 
The strain energy is defined, ∆𝐸 ൌ ሺ𝐸ௗ െ 𝐸଴ሻ/𝑁, where N is the total numbers of atoms 
and 𝐸ௗ െ 𝐸଴ is the potential energy difference between the deformed and original tubes. 
We plot the variation of values ሺ𝑑, 𝑊ሻ for (0,15) and (0,30) armPNTs in Fig 2.4.1(b), 
which maps their transformation pathways. Initially, the circle cross-sections (𝑆଴, 𝐿଴) of 
tubes deform into oval shapes (𝐴ଵ, 𝐴ଶ) and then peanut-like shapes (𝐵ଵ, 𝐵ଶ), which is 
similar to the radial deformation in CNTs151. These oval and peanut-like shapes are 
unstable configurations because of positive strain energies illustrated in Figure 1c, which 
shows the evolution of energy change as a function of 𝑊.  
After removing the point forces, the subsequent simulation continues and the 
collapsing pathway of PNTs is revealed by the snapshots (𝐵 → 𝐶 → 𝐷) shown in Fig 
2.4.1(b). From 𝐵ଵ  to 𝐶ଵ  configurations of the (0, 15) PNT, the shortest distance 𝑑 
continues reducing with increasing width 𝑊  but not smoothly since the phase 
transformation of black-to-blue phosphorene occurs at the edged atoms. The phase change 
comprises of a high bending energy due to large curvature at the two edges, verified by the 
sudden drop of strain energy shown in Fig 2.4.1(c) when the 𝐶ଵ configuration forms. Then, 
the roughly planar configuration (𝐶ଵ ) relaxes and shrink back into an overall curved 
structure with smaller width, that is, arc-like CBPNRs (𝐷ଵ). The curvature is attributed to 
the odd number of 𝑛, and hence, the number mismatch of unit cells between the two 
sublayers. However, for the larger tube, (0, 30) PNT, we observe the configurational 
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pathway (𝐵ଶ → 𝐶ଶ) with the constant value of 𝑑 shown in Fig 2.4.1(b) and an increase of 
contact area leads to the steady declination of strain energy in Fig 2.4.1(c). The 
continuously spreading of self-collapse is driven by the release of stored vdW energy in 
the nanotube, which was reported to dominate the collapse of CNTs 151. Furthermore, the 
black-to-blue phosphorene transformation occurs in the two edges of 𝐶ଶ configuration and 
the sequent relaxation drives the formation of the sigmoidal CBPNRs (𝐷ଶ) with locally 
curved edges. Fig 2.4.1(c) shows that this bilayer nanoribbon has much lower strain energy 
compared with the original (0,30) PNT. The above results underpin a potential method to 
fabricate the energetically stable CBPNRs based on PNTs.  
 
Figure 2.4.2 (a) The CBPNR configurations derived from the PNTs with odd or even value 
of 𝑛 .; (b) The formation energy of PNTs and CBPNRs relative to that of monolayer 
phosphorene is dependent on the size 𝑛. 
 
Through our systematical studies shown in Fig 2.4.2(a), all PNTs with odd number of 
unit cells (for example, 𝑛 ൌ 15,25) are found to collapse into an arc-like structure with 
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overall curvature, while sigmoidal CBPNRs with locally curved edges are originated from 
the PNTs with even number (for example, 𝑛 ൌ 14,30). Since extremely small nanotubes 
were verified to be structurally unstable 97, we only consider the cases with 𝑛 ൒ 9 . 
Additionally, the formation energies per atom for both CBPNRs and armchair PNTs 
relative to that of monolayer phosphorene are plotted as a function of 𝑛 in Fig 2.4.2(b). It’s 
evident that these energies decline with the increase of tubes’ diameter. Of importance is 
the energy loss for forming CBPNRs from corresponding PNTs illustrated in Fig 2.4.2(b). 
The energy loss per atom is higher for the bilayer ribbons with smaller size. It is noted that 
the released vdW energy between the two opposing walls is approximately proportional to 
the ribbon size. However, the results in Fig 2.4.1(c) confirm that the energy change for 
local black-to-blue phosphorene transition dominates the energy drop from PNTs to 
CBPNRs, which is independent of the initial tube size. Hence, the energy loss per atom 
from PNTs with larger diameter is relatively small. Since the thermal fluctuation energy is 
much smaller than that from local phase transition as well as vdW interaction, the thermal 
effect is not considered in this study although thermal perturbation may affect the onset of 
collapse of PNTs and will be subjected to future work. 
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2.2.4 Electronic Properties of Closed-edged Bilayer Nanoribbons 
 
Figure 2.4.3 The band structures of the (0,14) (a) pristine nanotube and (b) corresponding 
sigmoidal nanoribbon; The band structures of the (0,15) (c) pristine nanotube and (d) 
corresponding arc-like nanoribbon. 
Of great significance is to investigate the electronic properties of the collapsed 
structures predicted by MD simulations as mentioned above, since it is crucial for future 
CBPNRs-based nanodevices. Fig 2.4.3 shows the electronic band structures along the 
irreducible Brillouin zone for bilayer nanoribbons and their comparisons of nanotubes. The 
original armPNTs of (0,14) and (0,15) demonstrate semiconducting behaviors with direct 
band gaps of 0.481eV and 0.492eV shown in Figure 2.4.3(a) and 2.4.3(b), respectively. 
These band gaps are in good agreement with previous studies127, 132, although the values of 
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band gap are underestimated by the PBE functional. After the collapse of (0,14) PNT, the 
position of valence band minimum (VBM) keeps almost unchanged, while its conduction 
band minimum (VBM) shifts downward at the high-symmetry point Γ, resulting in a 
reduced band gap of 0.323eV shown in Figure 3c. Interestingly, it’s found in Fig 2.4.3(d) 
that the arc-like CBPNR fabricated from the (0,15) PNT exhibits an indirect band gap of 
0.368 eV , where the valence maximum band significantly shifts away from Γ  point. 
Noticeably, the arc-like CBPNR presents a dramatic difference with the sigmoidal one, and 
the origin of this direct-to-indirect transition is possibly attributed to the high strain in the 
arc-like collapsed structure. Taking (0,15) CBPNRs as an example, the intrinsic strain of 
roughly 7% is estimated in the curved bilayer nanoribbon. Furthermore, Fig 2.4.3(c) 
illustrates lower strain energy in the collapsed tube of n ൌ 14 than that of n ൌ 15 by 
6 ൈ 10ିଷ 𝑒𝑉/atom, although the difference of strain energy between these two original 
tubes is neglected ( 7 ൈ 10ିସ 𝑒𝑉/atom ). Thus, this strain energy was found to be 
responsible for the direct-to-indirect gap transition of phosphorene 162. This unique 
property for arc-like CBPNRs is qualitatively different from both the recent study of direct-
to-indirect gap transition at smaller PNTs 163 and the transition originated from axial strain 
in PNTs 127. Therefore, both of direct and indirect band gaps allow flexibly tuning 




Figure 2.4.4 The spatial charge density associated with the VBM and CBM for the (a, c) 
PNTs and (c, d) CBPNRs for the size (0,14) and (0,15). The isosurface is set to 0.008 𝑒/𝑏଴ଷ, 
and 𝑏଴ is the lattice parameter along nanotube axis. (e)The band gaps of armchair PNTs 
and CBPNRs are plotted as a function of tube size 𝑛. 
 
Interestingly, we observe the dramatic change of band gap once squeezing round 
PNTs into CBPNRs in Fig 2.4.1. To understand this difference, we plot the isosurfaces of 
the charge density associated with CBM and VBM for (0,14) and (0,15) structures in Fig 
2.4.4 (a)-(d). Fig 2.4.4 (a) and (c)show that the localized states of phosphorus atoms 
contribute to the charge density at VBM, while the delocalized states play a key role in the 
CBM 164. Compared with the (0,14) PNTs, the charge density of VBM in the collapsed 
structure is nonuniform and sparse in the edge region with the dominating phase of blue 
phosphorene. It’s apparent that the charge density of CBM overlaps between the two planar 
walls implying the formation of new bonds after the (0,14) PNT collapsing. Unlike the 
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(0,14) CBPNR, the charge density of (0,15) CBPNR at VBM due to the overall curvature 
becomes asymmetric with large concentration in the lower sublayer with compressive 
strain. This symmetry breaking is speculated to play an important role in the shift of VBM 
away from the Γ point and hence, the direct-indirect band gap transition shown in Fig 2.4.3 
(d). Additionally, the density overlaps and bonding forms in the (0,15) CBPNR. The above 
results show that the mixed phase of black-blue phosphorene and bond formation 
significantly result in the change of band gap from the round tubes to the closed-edged 
bilayer nanoribbons. 
Last, we show the band gaps of round tubes and fabricated CBPNRs by varying the size 𝑛 
in Fig 2.4.4 (e). As expected, the band gap of round tube increases with diameter, 
converging to the infinite limit of monolayer phosphorene 132. However, for the two types 
of fabricated CBPNRs, the predicted band gaps decrease sharply with increasing ribbon 
width (or increasing value of 𝑛). The monotonically declining behavior is similar to the 
usual 1/𝑤ଶ  relation for monolayer phosphorene nanoribbon due to quantum 
confinement147. However, the discrepancy is likely to be attributed to the restrictive edge 
configuration and vdW interaction between stacked layers of CBPNRs. Additionally, for 
all cases studied, both the VBM and CBM are located at the Γ point of sigmoidal CBPNRs, 
while the arc-like nanoribbons exhibit indirect band gap. Hence, the size-dependence of 






We proposed that the collapse of armchair PNT (through radial deformation) is an 
effective approach to fabricate stable nanostructure: closed-edged bilayer phosphorenene 
nanoribbons, which enrich the family of nanodevices’ components. The number of 𝑛 in 
PNTs can determine two different structures: arc-like and sigmoidal bilayer nanoribbons. 
We also found the distinction of band structures upon the stuctural transformation, and the 
size-dependent band gap with nanoribbon width. The underlying mechanism was revealed 
to lie in the combined effect of black-to-blue phosphorene transition and bond formation 
between two facing walls in the CBPNRs. More importantly, the direct-to-indirect 
transition of band gap was observed in the arc-like CBPNRs but not in the sigmoidal ones. 
Even though the direct-to-indirect transition of band gap was reported in PNTs 163, the 
extremely small tube corresponding to the transition point was revealed to be energetically 












Chapter 3   Engineered morphologies on 
microscale material structures 
 
Beyond nanoscale material structures, we further investigate the morphologies in 
microscale systems, where continuum equations of thermodynamics can dominate the 
morphological dynamic but not using atomic/electron interactions. In this section, the thin 
film in core/shell microsphere evolves from flat surface to crack-like grooves, ripples and 
island-like pattern, driven by surface instability considering surface energy16-18.  
3.1 Self-Assembly of Islands on Spherical Substrates by Surface Instability 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Surface instability of thin films not only plays a critical role in the evolution of 
surface morphologies observed in natural and biological systems,165-167 but also underpins 
a promising micro/nanofabrication technique for mechanical self-assembly of surface 
patterns.168-170 Many previous studies of surface instability were based on spontaneous 
wrinkles in stiff film/compliant substrate systems. These have demonstrated the feasibility 
and tunability of two-dimensional (2D) patterns of thin film on planar substrates, including 
stripes,171-173 herringbones and zigzag labyrinths by varying the anisotropy of membrane 
force.174-177 Studies on curved and closed substrates were inspired by the observation of the 
triangular/Fibonacci patterns of spherules on the Ag core/SiO2 shell microstructures upon 
cooling,178-180 followed were intensive theoretical models and experiments which were 
carried out to investigate the spontaneous organization of 3D wrinkling morphologies such 
as buckyball-like, labyrinth-like and ridged patterns in spheroidal systems165, 175, 181, 182 with 
controllable geometrical/material parameters. 
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Nevertheless, an intriguing mystery remains unresolved. In the pioneering study of 
instability of curved surface of Ag core/SiO2 shell microstructures, the mechanism of 
wrinkling/buckling failed to explain the protruding features of spherules.178, 180 The 
buckling theory can only deduce dent-like morphologies, but not the more interesting 
protruding ones. Since the pioneering work has been widely cited, its unreasonable 
explanation misled a large amount of scholars working in this field. Due to the big impact 
from the misinterpretation, a sound clarification of the mechanism behind spherules 
patterns on spherical substrate is urgent. In fact, in those Ag core/SiO2 shell microsystems 
the ratio of surface energy to strain energy is comparable with the typical roughness 
wavelength,175 and  at the high annealing temperature of 1270 K the surface diffusion of 
SiO2 becomes noticeable.178, 183 However, the classic buckling analysis175 can  incorporate 
neither surface energy nor mass diffusion. Here we propose a mechanism that the formation 
of such protruding morphologies may be controlled by the competition between strain 
energy and surface energy as well as surface-diffusion. The elucidation of the mechanism 
of diffusion-controlled surface instability may not only help to explain the spontaneous 
islands on spherical core/shell microstructures, but also enrich the pathways of mechanical 
self-assembly. 
The morphological instability based on diffusion in strained thin film was 
elucidated by Asaro and Tiller, Grinfeld and Srolovitz (referred as ATG instability).184-186 
The growth of thin films on lattice-mismatched substrates, such as InGaAs/GaAs and Si1-
xGex/Si,187, 188 usually follows the ATG instability mode. This can lead to the evolution of 
various surface morphologies, such as the crack-like grooves, ripples and islands. Unlike 
those on planar substrates, anti-correlated islands183, 189 and periodic shells168, 190 where 
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were observed to evolve on cylindrical nanowire surfaces, this implies the controllability 
of morphologies by size and curvature.  
     Inspired by these experimental results, extensive studies have theoretically 
explored the stability and kinetics of the surface morphology. The critical parameters and 
initial modes of instability in various planar film/substrate191, 192 or cylindrical183, 193, 194 
systems were deduced through the linear perturbation analysis. The competition between 
two stress-relaxation mechanisms during the epitaxial growth of thin film: misfit 
dislocation and undulation of free surface, was also investigated.192, 195 To explore the 
nonlinear surface evolution, significant research efforts have been devoted to various 
numerical methods. Based on the Galerkin finite element methods, Yang et al. predicted 
the formation of ordered quantum structures in strained epitaxial film 196, 197 and core/shell 
nanowire.198 Free from singularities, the phase field model by Ginzburg-Landau approach 
is a promising numerical technique. The simultaneous growth and coarsening of quantum 
islands was obtained in two and three dimensional (3D) phase field simulations.199, 200 
Furthermore, the method was used to quantitatively explore the controllability of self-
assembled patterns on planar and curved substrates by tuning geometrical size, elastic and 
misfit-strain anisotropies.168, 200-202  
Despite these advances, the study of ATG instability of closed and curved thin 
films/substrate system is rare. Among the limited literatures, the microstructural stability 
and evolution of one particle in contact with its melt subjected to mass rearrangement and 
a growing spherical precipitate-matrix interface has been analytically and numerically 
explored.203-205 Although Colin deduced the growth rate of fluctuation in the case of two 
stressed spherical shell,206 the elastic heterogeneity was not considered. The mechanism of 
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stressed-driven instability via surface diffusion in spherical core/shell systems remains 
unclear. Indeed, surface instability modes of closed core/shell systems (such as spherical) 
could enrich the family of surface diffusion-driven assembly of spontaneous patterns on 
curved microstructures and complement those induced by buckling. In this study, the linear 
perturbation analysis considering elastic heterogeneity is analytically performed and linked 
to the surface instability at the very initial stage. In addition, using 3D phase field modeling, 
we numerically explore the nonlinear evolution of surface instability on the spherical 
core/shell microstructures in the presence of misfit-strain. The geometrical/material 
properties and misfit-strain affecting the kinetics of morphological evolution are discussed, 
which qualitatively echoes with those predicted by linear analysis. Finally, we 
experimentally explore the controlled self-assemblies on spherical Ag core/SiO2 shell 
microstructures to verify the pattern features of islands.  
 
Figure 3.1.1. The schematic of a spherical core/shell structure: the radius of core is 
denoted by R and the shell have thickness h.  
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3.1.2 Phase Field Modeling and Experimental Methods 
Numerical Model: A model of spherical core/shell composite (Fig 3.1.1) is 
established using spherical coordinates to investigate the surface instability of a thin film 
enclosing a closed and curved substrate under stress. The core and shell with isotropic 
elasticity have different shear moduli μ௖ and μ௦ (𝛽 ൌ μ௖/μ௦), while the Poisson’s ratio ν is 
taken to be the same for simplicity. An isotropic intrinsic strain 𝛆∗ ൌ 𝐻ሺ𝑟 െ
𝑅ሻ𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔ሺε∗, ε∗, ε∗ሻ is introduced in the core, and the interface between core and shell are 
assumed to be coherent without involving misfit dislocations. Basically, the intrinsic strain 
can mimic the misfit of thermal expansion or the lattice mismatch in epitaxial crystalline 
growth during the annealing process.206 
Experimental details: The detailed experimental setup and parameters can be 
found in the previous work.178, 180 After evaporating the mixture of AgO2/SiO2 powders in 
a Al2O3 crucible chamber, which was filled with a gas mixture of 90%Ar+10% H2 to a 
pressure of 𝟑 ൈ 𝟏𝟎𝟒 𝐏𝐚~𝟒 ൈ 𝟏𝟎𝟒 Pa. The size of formed Ag core/SiO2 shells in the vapor 
can be controlled by the base pressure, and the ratio of AgO2/SiO2 powders determines the 
thickness of SiO2 layer.  Ag core/SiO2 shell microstructures were collected on a sapphire 
substrate placed 1 cm over the powders mixture surface. At the beginning, the power 
mixture was heated to ~1535 K and the substrate was kept at ~1270 K. Liquid droplets 
were formed on the way flying to the substrate, and then evolving to a Ag core/SiO2 shell 
structure due to poor miscibility between Ag and SiO2. The Ag core/SiO2 shell 
microstructures with a radius of 1-10 µm were observed on the substrate.  For a controlled 
study of surface roughness, three groups of SiO2 shell/Ag core microstructures were 
annealed at the same temperature but for different durations. Then, we cooled down the 
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system at a fast rate of ~350 K/min such that the evolved morphologies at the high 
annealing temperature could be kept. The morphologies of the core/shell structures were 
imaged through Ex Situ observation using a scanning electron microscope (SEM; FEI, 
SERION). The elemental compositions of core and shell were verified from the energy-
dispersive X-ray spectrometer. 
 
3.1.3 Linear Stability Analysis 
To study the combined effect of substrate radius 𝑅, modulus ratio 𝛽 and eigenstrain 
ε∗ on the kinetics of morphological evolution, we extend Colin’s work206 for our case of 
spherical core/shell microstructure, where 𝛽 does not equal to one (refer to the Supporting 
Information). The growth rate (see Equation (S3)) can be reduced to that in Colin’s work206 
with the special case of β ൌ 1. The critical radius, below which the fluctuation may not 
develop, is determined from the expression, ሺ1 ൅ ℎ/𝑅ሻହ ൌ 21ሺ1 െ 𝜈ሻ𝛼𝑅/ሺ2ሺ7 ൅ 5𝜈ሻ𝑅∗ሻ. 
It is apparent that the critical radius is sensitive to the modulus ratio and eigenstrain, 
matching with those in previous works.203, 205-207 The typical parameters: ε∗ ൌ 0.02, γ ൌ
1.5 Jmିଶ, µ௦ ൌ 30 GPa, ν ൌ 0.3 175, are taken and they correspond to the Ag core/SiO2 
shell system in the parallel experiment below and their variations with temperature are 
neglected.199, 200 
Based on Equation (S3) relating the growth rate to fluctuation amplitude, the 
positive growth rate leads to development of a fluctuated morphology, whereas a stable 
surface results from the negative value. We plot the dimensionless growth rate ω as a 
function of degree 𝑙 for increasing normalized sizes 𝑅/ℎ in Fig 3.1.2(a).  It is observed that 
with increasing value of 𝑅/ℎ, not only does the number of mode degree 𝑙 for positive 
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growth rate increase, but also the value of growth rate. Thus, the amplitude of perturbed 
surface grows faster in the system with larger 𝑅/ℎ value. Furthermore, the most possible 
instability mode 𝑙௙  is defined to correspond to the fastest growth rate among all 
perturbation modes, and it refers to the typical wavenumber of rough surface after 
instability. As shown in Fig 3.1.2(a), the value of 𝑙௙ decreases as the normalized size 𝑅/ℎ 
is reduced, implying a denser morphology in a larger structure just at the initial stage of 
surface undulating. The similar trends were also revealed in Colin’s work with β ൌ 1.  
In addition, the effects of eigenstrain and modulus ratio on the growth rate are 
shown in Fig 3.1.2(b) and 2(c), respectively. It can be noticed that the surface roughness 
of a misfit-strained system develops slower than the one with larger misfit strain and the 
growth rate of fluctuated morphology decreases as the modulus ratio of core to shell 
decreases. Retracting and comparing the values of 𝑙௙  in Fig 3.1.2(b) and 2(c), we can 
expect a denser protruding pattern in the structure with either larger modulus ratio or 
intrinsic strain. Therefore, the linear stability analysis preliminarily underlines the 




Figure 3.1.2 The dimensionless growth rate plots as a function of various fluctuation mode 
degree l characterizing the evolved morphology at various values of (a) normalized size 
R/h, (b) intrinsic strain ε∗ and (c) modulus ratio β 
 
3.1.4 Nonlinear Dynamics Simulation 
Since the abovementioned analysis only predicts the surface evolution at the very 
initial stage, we adopt a 3D phase field approach199-201 to study the nonlinear surface 
instability (see the Methods section for details). The development of the surface undulation 
in a representative spherical core/shell structure with misfit-strain is shown in the inset of 
Fig 3.1.3(a). As the simulation time proceeds, the morphological pattern evolves from 
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initial fluctuation (described as Equation (S10)) to flat surface (𝑡 ൌ 2τ), several grooves 
(𝑡 ൌ 50τ), ripples (𝑡 ൌ 75τ) and islands (𝑡 ൌ 150τ). Even though the coarsening of islands 
continues after 𝑡 ൌ 150τ, the topology of pattern after 𝑡 ൌ 300τ changes little and thus 
suggesting the system is pretty close to the equilibrium state due to the extremely slow 
growth rate thereafter. It is noted that within the context of the mesh roughness and initial 
random fluctuations, the close-to-equilibrium pattern of islands should be regarded as 
quasi-periodic.  
      The strain energy of the system is plotted as a function of dimensionless time in 
Fig 3.1.3(a). It clearly shows that the development of surface roughness is associated with 
elastic energy relaxation, followed by a plateau where the islands coarsen. Specifically, the 
first stage (t ൌ 0~2τ) of stress relaxation corresponds to the smoothening of initially 
random undulation. Subsequently, as shown in Fig 3.1.3(a), the relaxation of strain energy 
has two fast stages: the formation of grooves until exposure of the substrate (A→B→C), 
and the breaking of ripples into a set of islands (C→D). The reduction of strain energy 
implies that the formation of islands is thermodynamically driven. Finally, there is a slower 
process (D→E) corresponding to islands refinement due to the achievement of stress 
relaxation.  Moreover, the small variation of strain energy (D→E) verifies the kinetically 
unfavorable process of further coarsening and refinement of islands, since both the slow 
growth rate and numerical imperfections make it difficult for the evolution of an ideally 
periodic pattern with commensurate islands within a limited simulation time. The quasi-
equilibrium pattern of islands on spherical substrate is very likely to be the result of stress 
relaxation due to surface instability, not due to deformation as mechanical buckling.169, 177 
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      To quantitatively explore the kinetics of morphological evolution, the coverage 
parameter ξ characterizing the extent of surface evolution is defined as the percentage of 
mass left inside the otherwise smooth, non-evolving surface (dash circle in Fig 3.1.1), e.g. 
ξ ൌ 1 at the beginning of surface instability. The extent of evolution ξ as a function of time 
𝑡 is plotted in Fig 3.1.3(b) for increasing values of substrate curvature. It is seen that the 
growth rate, denoted by the slope of the curves, decreases exponentially with simulation 
time. This can be compared with the morphological evolution in Fig 3.1.3(a) which 
illustrates the fast evolution occurring at the initial times and close-to-equilibrium after t ൌ
400τ. Furthermore, the faster evolution is evidently associated with larger substrate radius, 
showing the curvature-dependent kinetics of undulation growth and a unique feature to the 
closed and curved substrate. The results in Fig 3.1.2(a) bear a resemblance to the trends 
here, although they are just valid at the very initial stage of surface instability. Therefore, 
the self-assembly of small spherules on spherical substrate is feasible through tuning 
evolution time and substrate curvature, implying an alternative route to future fabrication 




Figure 3.1.3 (a) The evolution of strain energy of the spherical core/shell particle (𝑅 ൌ
50𝑙, ℎ ൌ 4𝑙, β ൌ 1/3) as a function of dimensionless time. (b) The coverage parameter ξ 
as a function of simulation time for three cases: R/h = 12.5; R/h = 6.67; R/h = 5.0. 
 
      Furthermore, the effects of normalized size 𝑅/ℎ, eigenstrain ε∗ and modulus ratio 
β , were explored. Unless otherwise noted, the results below are for the shell having 
thickness ℎ ൌ 4 𝑙 and shear modulus µ௦ ൌ 30 GPa. Besides the coverage parameter ξ, the 
dimensionless average height (normalized by 𝑙) of the island peaks relative to the initial 
radius of shell, 𝑅 ൅ ℎ, is another quantitative parameter to describe the extent of undulation. 
Due to the mass conservation in a given system, the increase of average height roughly 
corresponds to the declination in the number of islands. A morphological map at 𝑡 ൌ 100τ 
is constructed with respect to the substrate radius and intrinsic strain in Fig 3.1.4(a), which 
shows the transition from stable surface to the pattern of separated islands. For a given 
value of 𝑅/ℎ, the surface undulation grows faster with the increase of ε∗, and when ε∗ is 
fixed, the grooves transit to islands as the substrate curvature is reduced. In addition, the 
distribution of islands on the substrate are denser than that on the substrate with smaller 
radius. Moreover, the average heights not only illustrate the undisturbed morphology when 
both 𝑅/ℎ and ε∗ are small, implying the existence of a critical curvature corresponding to 
stable surface, but also validate the amplitude of undulation growing faster in larger 
particles as revealed by the linear analysis. 
     In the second morphological map in Fig 3.1.4(b), the spontaneous patterns at 𝑡 ൌ
80τ  are selected to further study the competition of geometrical parameter 𝑅/ℎ  and 
modulus ratio β between core and shell. From the cases with a certain value of 𝑅/ℎ, the 
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transition from grooves to islands occurs earlier in the systems with harder substrate. Based 
on the diagram, it is evident that the denser distribution of islands is in favor when β and 
𝑅/ℎ  become larger. Meanwhile, the effect of larger modulus ratio resulting in faster 
morphological evolution is consolidated by the average height of islands shown in Fig 
3.1.4(b). Comparing with 𝑡 ൌ 80τ and 𝑡 ൌ 100τ in Fig 3.1.4(a) and 4(b) respectively, the 
morphologies at 𝑡 ൌ 200τ show the decreasing number of islands, with an increase in the 
dimensionless average height. The maps in Figure 4 provide a promising and controllable 
way for self-assembling ordered structures on spherical substrates by controlling the 
evolution time, geometrical/material properties and misfit-strain. 
   In the 3D simulation abovementioned, the difference of the diffusivity in the 
surface, interface and bulk is neglected in the phase field model for simplicity, and the 
surface diffusion could be much faster than the others, whose role will be explored in future. 
The intrinsic strain and elastic properties adopted in the current study may be regarded as 
effective averaged parameters. Through uncovering some of essential factors affecting the 
dynamics of diffusional surface evolution, the model could be refined to incorporate more 
complicated geometries, temperature-dependent and anisotropic elasticity and eigenstrain 
parameters which possibly offers ways for designing various surface topologies on the 





Figure 3.1.4. Diagrams for surface morphology at given time (a) t ൌ 80 τ and (b) t ൌ
100 τ. The morphologies of the structure (R/h =12.5) at t ൌ 200 τ are shown on right sides 
of (a) and (b). 
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3.1.5 Experimental Verification 
As discussed above, uniform islands are able to be self-assembled on the closed 
and curved (e.g. spherical substrate) through the mechanism of diffusional surface 
instability, the kinetic of which is highly dependent on substrate curvature, mismatch strain 
and modulus ratio between the substrate and shell. In this section, the morphologies with 
protruding features are experimentally studied with emphasis on the spherical Ag core/SiO2 
shell microstructures, which may promise manipulation of 3D patterns on closed and 
curved substrates.  
Ag core/SiO2 shell samples were synthesized by thermal evaporation of SiO and 
Ag2O mixture into sapphire substrates, which was heated to 1270 K. Before cooling, we 
kept the system at 1535 K for different durations in order to investigate the effect of 
annealing time. The profiles of Ag core/SiO2 shell microstructures, annealed for 1 min, 5 
min and 10 min, are respectively shown in Fig 3.1.5(a), 5(b) and 5(c). The chemical 
compositions of Ag, Si and O at the red dash region in Fig 3.1.5(c) were characterized by 
the energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (Fig 3.1.S1).  These three samples have 
approximately the same diameter of 5 μm, and with more time allowed the morphological 
transition from smooth surface to uniform islands and finally to relatively sparse and bigger 
islands. Although the misfit-strain in the film can drive surface undulating, the mass 
diffusion of SiO2 in Fig 3.1.5(a) is insignificant and its surface keep remains smooth due 
to the short annealing time. However, given longer annealing time in Figure 5(b), the 
uniform island-like spherules are likely the result of adequate diffusion. When the 
core/shell microstructure is further annealed, surface diffusion is responsible for islands 
coarsening, which is exemplified by Fig 3.1.5(c). The experimental transition from Figure 
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5(a) to (c) is consistent with the numerically simulated morphologies illustrated in the inset 
of Fig 3.1.3(a) (A→D→E), although it’s very difficult to experimentally capture the fast 
transition from state A to C in Fig 3.1.3(a). This transition is similar to the experimental 
observations in the diffusion-based growth of Si core/Ge shell nanowire, during which 
extended time for annealing makes smaller islands disappear while larger islands continue 
to coarsen resulting in the morphology with low island density.183 Additionally, it’s evident 
that the average distance between islands in Fig 3.1.5(b) (roughly 0.5 µm) is smaller than 
that in Fig 3.1.5(c) (roughly 1.0 µm), which further confirms the coarsening of islands as 
the annealing time increases. Therefore, the formation of protruding features in Fig 3.1.5(b) 
and 5(c) are likely to be diffusion-controlled.  
Defects may induce non-uniformity in the core/shell structure. The profile (Fig 
3.1.S2) shows non-uniform islands near the interface between the microstructure and 
sapphire substrate, while nearly uniform islands can be seen in the region far from the 
interface. The local non-uniformity may be induced by geometrical constraints.  We also 
find that a large cooling rate (500 K/min) could lead to broken structures, shown in Fig 
3.1.6(d), which is possibly due to large thermal mismatch stress fast occurs in the SiO2 
shell.  
In addition, the size of formed Ag core/SiO2 shells in the vapor can be controlled 
by the base pressure, and the ratio of AgO2/SiO2 powders determines the thickness of SiO2 
layer. 208 Thus, we kept the mass ratio of Ag2O/SiO powders as 5:1, and the Ag core/SiO2 
shell microstructures with a radius of 1-10 µm were obtained by varying the base pressure 
within the range of 3 ൈ 10ସ Pa~4 ൈ 10ସ Pa. Then we annealed the systems for 5 min 
before cooling it. The thickness of SiO2 layer can be measured as 150 nm from some broken 
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structures similar to that in Fig 3.1.6(d), and the thickness is approximately constant among 
the microstructures with various sizes due to the unchanged composition of the Ag2O/SiO 
precursor. As shown in Fig 3.1.6, spontaneous SiO2 spherules are observed on spherical 
Ag substrates (where β ൎ 1/3, ε∗ ൎ 0.02), with approximate radii 2.5 µm for (a), 4.0 µm 
for (b) and 7.5 µm for (c). The observation of denser array of islands on larger 
microstructure are in qualitative agreement with both numerical results in Figure 4 and 
analytical predictions in Fig 3.1.2(a). Interestingly, the smooth surface of exposed Ag core, 
shown in Fig 3.1.5(d), verifies no deformation in the substrate. The evidence excludes the 
mechanism of mechanical buckling, which would result in the dent-like and ridged patterns 
for the same microstructures. 165, 175 These agreements effectively strengthen the diffusion-
controlled mechanism behind the formation of islands on spherical substrates.  
 
Figure 3.1.5 Three representative surface patterns of the Ag core/SiO2 shell 
microstructures with approximate radius of 2.5 µm: (a) smooth surface; (b) uniform islands; 





Figure 3.1.6 SEM micrographs of the Ag core/SiO2 shell microstructures annealed for 10 
min, with approximate radii (a) 2.5 µm, (b) 4.0 µm and (c) 7.5 µm. A broken sample with 




     In summary, the nonlinear phase field simulations and linear stability analysis were 
performed to explore the spontaneous patterns induced by diffusional surface instability on 
spherical core/shell systems. At a given evolution time, the transition of morphologies, 
from flat surface, to grooves and ripples and eventually the assembly of islands with 
roughly uniform size, could be controlled since the growth rate of undulation is highly 
dependent on the substrate curvature, modulus ratio and intrinsic strain. With the increased 
eigenstrain, radius and stiffness of substrate, the self-organization occurs faster. In the 
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parallel experiments, the surface patterns of SiO2 islands were also successfully formed on 
Ag substrate. Thus, the surface instability via diffusion may dominate the self-assembly of 
islands on spherical particles observed in pioneering study,178 whose mechanism remain 
obscure until the present study.  
 
3.1.7 Appendix 
1) Linear Stability Analysis.  
The shell surface is perturbed as the expression206 
𝑟ሺ𝜃, 𝜙, 𝑡ሻ ൌ ሺ𝑅 ൅ ℎሻሺ1 ൅ 𝑒𝑌௟௠ሺ𝜃, 𝜙ሻሻ                                            (S1) 
in which 𝑡 , 𝑒  are the time and dimensionless perturbation amplitude, respectively; 
𝑌௟௠ሺ𝜃, 𝜙ሻ denotes the complete spherical harmonic function with degree l and order m. We 
analytically deduce the development of perturbation amplitude: 
𝑒ሺ𝑡ሻ ൌ 𝑒ሺ0ሻexp ሺఠ௧ఠబሻ                                                             (S2) 
with the dimensionless growth rate,  
𝜔 ൌ െ𝑙ሺ𝑙 ൅ 1ሻሺ𝑙 ൅ 2ሻሺ𝑙 െ 1 െ ఈሺଵିఔሻோలଶሺ௟మାሺଵାଶఔሻ௟ାଵାఔሻሺோା௛ሻఱோ∗ ሻ                    (S3) 
and 𝜔଴ is the constant dependent on diffusivity and material properties. In addition, 𝑅∗ ൌ
ሺଵିఔሻమஓ
ସఓೞሺଵାఔሻమக∗మ is the characteristic length and the coefficient α marks the effect of modulus 
ratio β on the growth rate: 
α ൌ ଽఉమሺଵିఔሻమሺோା௛ሻల൫ଶோయሺଵିఉሻሺଵିଶఔሻା൫ሺଵାఔሻఉାଶିସఔ൯ሺோା௛ሻయ൯మ                                  (S4) 
 
2) 3D Phase Field Modeling 
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Two long-range field variables, 𝜙ଵሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ and 𝜙ଶሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ, are introduced to characterize the 
configuration of the spherical core/shell system, e.g. 𝜙ଵ ൌ 1 െ 𝜙ଶ ൌ 1 in the shell, 𝜙ଶ ൌ
1 െ 𝜙ଵ ൌ 1 in the core and 𝜙ଵ ൌ 𝜙ଶ ൌ 0 in the vacuum. The free surface is denoted by a 
smooth change of 𝜙ଵ from 0 to 1. The coordinate-dependent modulus 𝐶௜௝௞௟ሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ can be 
described as 𝐶௜௝௞௟ሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ ൌ 𝜙ଵ𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ ൅ 𝜙ଶሺ𝛽𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ ሻ , where 𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ ൌ ଶఓఔଵିଶఔ 𝛿௜௝𝛿௞௟ ൅ 𝜇ሺ𝛿௜௞𝛿௝௟ ൅
𝛿௜௟𝛿௝௞ሻ. The morphological evolution of the external free surface 𝜙ଵሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ is governed by 




ఋథభ ሿ                                                    (S5) 
where the surface mobility, relating diffusivity 𝐷 and absolute temperature 𝑇 by 𝑀ሺ𝜙ଵሻ ൌ
஽ሺథభሻ
ஃ௞ా் , is assumed to be zero in the core and constant in the shell and vacuum; Λ and 𝑘୆ are 
respectively the atom numbers per volume and the Boltzmann’s constant. 
     The total free energy is a function of 𝜙ଵሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ, 𝜙ଶሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ, 
𝐸௧௢௧௔௟ ൌ ׬ ሼ𝑓ሺ𝜙ଵሻ ൅ 𝜆଴ሾ∇𝜙ଵሺ𝐫ሻሿଶ ൅ 𝑓௘௟ሺ𝜙ଵ, 𝜙ଶሻሽ𝑑ଷ𝑟 ௏                           (S6) 
where the bulk chemical free energy 𝑓ሺ𝜙ଵሻ is a double-well function 𝑎ϕଶሺ1 െ 𝜙ሻଶ with 
the Landau coefficient 𝑎; 𝜆଴ሾ∇𝜙ଵሺ𝐫ሻሿଶ is the gradient energy characterizing surface energy 
with the gradient coefficient 𝜆଴; the third term is the strain energy density 
𝑓௘௟ ൌ ଵଶ 𝐶௜௝௞௟ሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ ቀ𝜀௜௝ െ 𝜀௜௝∗ ሺ𝐫ሻቁ ൫𝜀௞௟ െ 𝜀௞௟∗ ሺ𝐫ሻ൯                                                (S7) 
in which 𝜀௜௝∗ ሺ𝐫ሻ  is the intrinsic strain. 𝜀௜௝  can be calculated through the phase field 
microelasticity (PFM) model.209 Without losing generality, the elastic and strain anisotropy 
could be taken into account in the present model.200, 202 By establishing an equivalent 
homogeneous system with constant stiffness tensor 𝐶௜௝௞௟଴  and an effective eigenstrain 
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𝜀௞௟଴ ሺ𝐫ሻ in the way, 𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ ቀ𝜀௞௟ െ 𝜀௞௟଴ ሺ𝐫ሻቁ ൌ 𝐶௜௝௞௟ሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ൫𝜀௞௟ െ 𝜀௞௟∗ ሺ𝐫ሻ൯, the elastic strain and 
stress field of the original system are evaluated. The distribution of 𝜀௜௝଴ ሺ𝐫, tሻ can be obtained 





                                                 (S8) 
in which 𝐾௜௝௞௟ ൌ 𝐾𝛿௜௞𝛿௝௟ is an artificially kinetic coefficient, and the strain energy of this 
equivalent system can be calculated as below: 
𝐸௘௤௨௜௩ ൌ ଵଶ ׬ 𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ 𝜀௜௝଴ 𝜀௞௟଴ 𝑑ଷ𝑟
 
௏ ൅ ଵଶ ׬ 𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ 𝜀௜̅௝𝜀௞̅௟𝑑ଷ𝑟
 






ሺଶగሻయ 𝜉௜𝜎෤௜௝଴ ሺ𝝃ሻ𝐺෨௝௞ሺ𝝃ሻ𝜎෤௞௟଴ ሺ𝝃ሻ∗𝜉௟
 
కୀ଴ ൅ ଵଶ ׬ ሺ𝐶௜௝௠௡଴ Δ𝑆௠௡௣௤𝐶௜௝௠௡଴ െ 𝐶௜௝௞௟଴ ሻሺ𝜀௜௝଴ െ 𝜀௜௝∗ ሻሺ𝜀௞௟଴ െ
 
௏
𝜀௞௟∗ ሻ𝑑ଷ𝑟       (S9) 
where 𝜀௜̅௝ ൌ ଵ௏ ׬ 𝜀௜௝ሺ𝐫ሻ𝑑ଷ𝑟
 
௏ , and ׬  
 
కஷ଴ represents the integral in the Fourier space excludes 
the point 𝜉 ൌ 0; 𝐺෨௝௞ሺ𝝃ሻ, 𝜎෤௜௝଴ ሺ𝝃ሻ and 𝜉௜ are respectively the components of Green’s function 
tensor, effective stress and basic vector in Fourier space.  
Equation (4) is reduced by physical length 𝑙 and time τ ൌ 𝜆଴/𝐷𝑎, and then numerically 
solved in the computational domain 150𝑙 ൈ 150𝑙 ൈ 150𝑙. At the early stage of surface 
instability, 𝑙଴ ൌ γ/µ௦ε∗ଶ characterizes the wavelength of surface roughness. In order to 
reduce the computational cost, 𝑙 is set as 𝑙଴/2 (𝑙 ൌ 62.5 𝑛𝑚) while keeping the kinetics 
mainly unaltered.200, 210 The initial fluctuation of the morphology is described as the 
superposition of 𝑚  static plane waves with amplitude δ௠ , wave numbers 𝑘௠ఏ ,  𝑘௠థ  and 
random phase shift angles θ௠, ϕ௠, 
𝑟ሺθ, ϕሻ ൌ 𝑅 ൅ ℎ ൅ ∑ δ௠sin ሺ𝑘௠ఏ 𝜃 ൅ θ௠ሻଷଶ௠ୀଵ cos ሺ𝑘௠థ 𝜙 ൅ ϕ௠ሻ                   (S10) 
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where 𝑅  and ℎ are the core radius and shell thickness, respectively; δ௠ ൌ 0.04, 𝑘௠ఏ ൌ
𝑘௠థ ൌ 𝑚 are given. The external free surface of the core/shell microstructure is extracted 
from the isosurface of 𝜙ଵሺ𝐫, 𝑡ሻ ൌ 0.5. 
 
3) Supplementary Figures 
 





Figure 3.1.S2. The Ag core/SiO2 shell microstructures (approximate radius of 2.5 µm) shows 




Chapter 4   Engineered morphologies on 
macroscale material structures 
 
In the section, we turn up to macroscale systems where long-distance elastic 
interaction dominates morphology of material structures, which usually serve as substrates 
for transferring nanomaterials and is important for manipulating nanoscale morphologies.   
Mechanical buckling as a fundamental mechanism for structural transformation on surface 
can be initiated by either external loading or intrinsic strain-mismatch. In this chapter, pre-
patterned defects of cavities and in-plane compression are introduced to both soft materials 
and the bilayer structure, and varieties of surface morphologies are self-assembled20, 21.  
4.1 Tunable Surface Morphology via Patterned Cavities in Soft Materials 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Surface features play a significant role in the behaviors of natural and biological 
systems169, 177, 211. For example, folds in the brain help enhance intellectual capacity and 
furrows grow on plant surfaces during aging process. In engineering systems, various 
methods have been developed to engineer such surface topologies, including periodic 
wrinkles, random bumps and local creases. It has also been shown that the reversibility of 
these features allows not only extensive applications in optics 212 and flexible electronics 
213, but also in tuning the properties of surface adhesion 214 and hydrophobicity 215, etc. 
Recent studies have focused on the stressed layered systems and the sinusoidal pattern of 
wrinkles 211. More fascinating wrinkling patterns including stripes, herringbones, zigzag 
labyrinths 171, 216, and buckyball-like features are obtained by tuning anisotropic stress in 
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bilayers 165, 181, 182. Beyond wrinkles, a variety of surface localizations, including folding 
217, 218, ridging and delaminated buckling, were also observed 177, 219-221.  
Defects (for example, voids, rigid elements) have traditionally been regarded as 
imperfections that affect the formation of surface wrinkles or localizations 222, 223. 
Conversely, researchers have recently utilized the pre-patterned holes and rigid particles to 
produce new intriguing surface features in bilayers 224, 225.  In addition, the composite of 
soft material with embedded particles was studied to allow the controllability of surface 
topographies 226. While this study benefits many applications, the features are local and not 
overall triggered. Despite extensive works on engineering the surface of composite systems, 
limited studies focus on homogeneous materials. 
Here, we focus on the cavity-embedded soft materials (CESMs) with pre-patterned 
cavities below the surface. The design of cavity patterns opens a new avenue to exploit 
periodic surface features in homogeneous materials under external in-plane compression. 
Through finite element calculations, the surface morphology is found to be controllable by 
the shape and spacing of inter-cavities when the soft materials are subjected to external 
stimuli. Our parallel experiments based on 3D-printed prototypes consolidate the 
simulation results. Thus, this method enables the reversibility and continuity of surface 
changes and is applicable for structures/materials across multiple length scales. 
 
4.1.2 Model and Method 
Numerical Model: Both the 2D and 3D nonlinear numerical simulations were 
performed through commercial software ABAQUS to investigate the changes of surface 
features. The CESMs was modeled as a nearly incompressible material using neo-Hookean 
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constitution, which has initial shear modulus G ൌ 0.50 MPa  corresponding to the 
commercial rubber (TangoPlus) used in the experiments. Periodic boundary conditions 
were applied to the lateral sides. Neither vertical displacement nor shear traction was 
allowed on the bottom surface.  
Experimental Methods: The physical prototypes were fabricated by an Objet500 
Connex 3D Printer. The prototypes were made of photo-sensitive polymeric materials, 
TangoPlus. We conducted the uniaxial compression tests with a Zwick/Roell Z2.5 
mechanical tester. To ensure plane strain conditions in the compressive test, the samples 
were sandwiched between two optically clear acrylic plates and another plate was placed 
below the samples. The friction between the plates and the sample was reduced by using 
mineral oil. 20% global compressive strain was applied to each sample with a strain rate 
of 0.0005 sିଵ . A high resolution camera was placed in front of the sample and took a 
picture every minute.  
 
4.1.3 Results in 2D Modeling 
We start from the 2D representative segment of CESMs shown in Fig. 4.1.1(a). 
Underneath the top surfaces, there is one row of circular cavities with diameter 𝑎ଵ, inter-
cavity spacing 𝑏ଵ and depth 𝑐. We construct the dimensionless parameters: relative inter-
cavity spacing α ൌ ୠభି௔భ௔భ  , relative distance from the surface β ൌ
ୡ
௔భ . When subjected to 
increasing uniaxial global compression ε௚௨, two representative CESMs with different inter-
cavity distances show different morphological evolutions, with the phase diagram 
illustrated in Fig. 4.1.1(b). When the relative inter-cavity distance is small, for example, 
α ൌ 0.1 , the initially flat surface transits from local bumps to periodic waves with the 
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wavelength of doubling cavity spacing, followed by one cavity collapsing. Upon the global 
strain reaching 6.8%, the array of cavities suddenly transforms into a periodic pattern of 
alternating, mutually orthogonal ones. This buckling mechanism should be responsible for 
the periodic surface feature and the cavity collapsing release under further compression. 
However, because of the interaction between adjacent cavities in the CESMs with larger 
inter-cavity distance (α ൌ 0.45) is small, only local ridges right above cavities are formed. 
Further compression (up to 45%) induces the close of cavity and the high amplitude-to-
wavelength ratio ridges, which allows the application in super-hydrophobic coatings. The 
amplitude is  half of the distance between the peak and the valley in the surface buckling 
texture, and the wavelength is the closest distance between peaks. Furthermore, the 





Figure 4.1.1 (a) The top figure: a representative segment of a CESM under a global 
compressive strain and with labeled geometrical dimensions; the bottom figure: the 
experimental setup of uniaxial compressing the 3D printed material. (b) The phase diagram 
of simulated surface textures with respective to the uniaxial compressive strain. 
 
To validate the simulation results, we fabricated the cavity-embedded substrate 
samples using 3D printing and compressed them by only 25% global strain to avoid global 
buckling of samples, illustrated in the bottom of Fig 4.1.2(a). The images of surface 
patterns for both α ൌ 0.1 and α ൌ 0.45 were captured by a camera. As shown in Fig 
4.1.2(a), the morphological evolutions for these two samples undergoing increasing 
compression are qualitatively consistent with those simulation results in Fig 4.1.1(b). 
Quantitatively, the critical global strain for inter-cavity instability in the experiment is 6.0% 
for α ൌ 0.1 , which matches well with the simulated value of 6.8% above. The small 
deviation may be attributed to the non-periodic boundary conditions at the compressor 
heads and the dynamic effect induced by the relatively high loading rate. Furthermore, we 
plot the experimental and simulated results of the amplitude-to-wavelength ratio for α ൌ
0.45 as the global strain increasing in Fig 4.1.2(b), indicating quantitative agreement 
between the experiment and simulation. Therefore, the controllability of surface 
morphologies through varying global strain and geometrical parameters offers a new 
strategy to reversibly and repeatedly switch surface topography by involving embedded 




Figure 4.1.2 (a) Experimental surface evolutions of 3D-printed CESM prototypes with 
different values of α, while 𝛽 is set to be 0.2. (b) The comparison of amplitude-wavelength 
ratio between the simulation and experiment for α ൌ 0.45 
 
4.1.4 Results in 3D Modeling 
To investigate more fascinating surface-patterns in soft materials, 3D cavities with 
different shapes are introduced underneath material surfaces. The exemplary 3D segment 
of CESM shown in Fig 4.1.3 includes cuboidal cavities. Note that other geometries for 
cavity can also be embedded, for example, spherical cavities. We construct the 
dimensionless parameters: relative inter-cavity spacing α௜ ൌ ୠ೔ି௔೔௔೔   ( 𝑖 ൌ 1, 2 ), relative 
distance from the surface β ൌ ୡ௔మ , and aspect ratio γ ൌ
௔భ
௔మ , to study the effect of cavity 
geometry on surface features. Based on the finite element simulation, the morphological 
evolutions of 3D CESMs undergoing either uniaxial ε௚௨ or biaxial compressive strain ε௚௕ 




Figure 4.1.3. Schematics of representative CESMs with patterned cuboidal cavities.  
 
Fig 4.1.4(a) shows the diagram of cross sections of CESMs with cuboidal cavity 
patterns with respect to the uniaxial compressive strain and the geometrical parameter 𝛾. 
In the case of  𝛾 ൌ 1 , the surface keeps flat until the critical compressive strain reaches 
5.5%, and then, the checkerboard pattern is triggered by the mechanical buckling, forming 
the alternate concave and convex feature shown in Fig 4.1.4(b). The compressive strain in 
the plates is released by out-of-plane bending deformation, further compression still 
maintains this topology but increases the amplitude. As shown in the side views of 
deformed CESMs in Fig 4.1.4(a), the instability-induced transformation of original cavity 
geometry should be responsible for the checkerboard pattern with the wavelength of 2𝑎ଵ. 
However, for the cavities with aspect ratio γ ൌ 2, the high-order checkerboard pattern with 
the wavelength of 𝑎ଵ occurs firstly at the critical strain of 7.2% shown in Fig 4.1.4(a). At 




To address the effect of aspect ratio on surface pattern, we adopt a simple stability 
analysis. A plate with lateral periodicity (the thickness of 𝑡, length of 𝑎ଵ and width of 𝑎ଶ), 
right above cavities, is adopted for analysis and subjected to uniaxial compression in the 
𝑎ଵ direction. The critical membrane force in the length direction for buckling is calculated 







ଶ, where 𝐷 is the bending stiffness of plate and 𝑚 refers to the 
number of half-wavelength of the buckling plate 227. The relation of N௫௖௥ with 𝑎ଵ/𝑎ଶ is 
plotted in Fig 4.1.4(c) for different values of 𝑚. It’s illustrated that the critical force for 
𝑚 ൌ 1 is smaller than that for 𝑚 ൌ 2 in the case of  ௔భ௔మ ൌ 1, which explains the preference 
of the checkerboard pattern with wavelength of 2𝑎ଵ as applying uniaxial compression in 
our simulation. However, the buckling mode of 𝑚 ൌ 2, corresponding the wavelength of 
𝑎ଵ, is illustrated to occur preferably when the aspect ratio is 2. It is consistent with our 
simulation result shown in Fig 4.1.4(a). Although vertical walls in between cavities are not 
considered in this model, the qualitative agreement with the simulation results emphasize 




Figure 4.1.4 (a) The phase diagram of simulated surface textures and (b) the surface 
morphologies of cuboidal cavity embedded CESMs for γ ൌ 1 and γ ൌ 2 at the uniaxial 
global compression of 14%. (c) Theoretically critical membrane forces of plates for 
different buckling modes 𝑚 as a function of the aspect ratio γ. 
 
Besides the aspect ratio, other parameters of cavity can be used to switch the surface 
topologies, including loading strategies and cavity shapes, etc. Fig 4.1.5 shows the surface 
patterns of CESMs at 12% biaxial compressive strain for values of α ൌ 0.15, 0.85, 2.5, and 
all cavities are kept cuboidal. With increasing relative inter-cavity spacing, the surface 
topology varies from checkerboard pattern to alternating mutually orthogonal peanuts, 
followed by local features: quadrangular bumps. The mechanism changes from buckling-
induced inter-cavity instability to local deformation due to weaker interaction between 
cavities at the case of larger α value.  
 
Figure 4.1.5 The surface morphologies of cuboidal cavity embedded CESMs with α 




We further study the effect of cavity shape and row number on the topological 
evolution of CESMs under different loading conditions: uniaxial and biaxial compression. 
The inter-cavity spacing, relative distance from surface and aspect ratio are set to be 
constant for all cases.  Fig 4.1.6(a) presents the results of surface topology for spherical 
cavity with square lattice and biaxial global compression, and shows the square array of 
convex bumps transforms into alternating mutually orthogonal peanuts when the global 
compressive strain increases from 13% to 16%. However, the surface patterns with larger 
bumps followed by alternating mutually orthogonal ellipses are observed when we initially 
introduce hemispherical cavities, which are demonstrated in Fig 4.1.6(b). This difference 
is mainly due to the center of hemispherical cavity is closer to the top surface compared to 
the spherical cavity scenario when the value of β is the same. Furthermore, row number 
can be used to change the surface topography. We arrange a single row of cavities in the 
line with loading direction. The surface morphology in Fig 4.1.6(c) is similar to those in 
Fig 4.1.6(a) for the square array of spherical cavities, but the hemispherical cavities induce 
a non-symmetric surface pattern at the global strain of 24% in Fig 4.1.6(d), which is much 
different from the square array of hemispherical cavities under biaxial compression.  This 
transition from symmetric into non-symmetric surface is caused by the instability of 
underneath cavities. It’s found that the instability occurs upon reaching a critical 
compressive strain. Although our results demonstrate that a single row of cavities is able 
to trigger the symmetric to non-symmetric surface morphology transition, there are other 
potentially important parameters for tuning the surface morphology, including 
heterogeneous shapes, mixture of cavity and hard particles and cavity patterns, which will 




Figure 4.1.6 The surface morphologies of CESMs with square patterns of (a) spherical and 
(b) hemispherical cavities undergoing different biaxial global compression. The surface 
morphologies of CESMs with one column of (c) spherical and (d) hemispherical cavities 
undergoing different uniaxial global compression. 
4.1.5 Conclusion 
In this study, a series of 2D and 3D surface topographies were created in soft 
materials with embedded cavity array. Both simulation and experimental efforts confirmed 
that by varying the geometries of cavities (sizes, shapes, arrays) and loading methods 
(uniaxial and biaxial compression), we can dynamically tune the surface evolutions. The 
variety of overall and local morphologies was revealed to be based on the inter-cavity 






4.2 Unconventional Localization Prior to Wrinkles and Controllable 
Surface Patterns of Film/Substrate Bilayers through Patterned Cavities 
4.2.1 Introduction 
A rich range of surface morphologies, from overall wrinkles to local bumps or 
channels/folds, can be often observed in natural and biological systems.169, 177, 211 The 
controllability of such features allows not only potential applications in optics212 and 
flexible electronics213, but also tuning surface properties including adhesion214 and 
hydrophobicity,215 among others. For example, overall spreading sinusoidal wrinkles form 
in a stiff film/soft substrate bilayer subjected to uniaxial compression.211 Anisotropy of 
membrane force can result in more intriguing overall wrinkling features including stripes, 
herringbones, and zigzag labyrinths on planar substrates,171, 216 and buckyball-like and 
labyrinth features on spheroidal substrates.165, 181, 182  
While these overall wrinkles have been widely studied, dynamically and locally 
tunable surface features are also intriguing. Upon further compression, the sinusoidal 
pattern may transit to periodic-doubling patterns, ultimately followed by localized folds in 
the bilayer.220 It has been also found that pre-compression applied to the substrate can 
facilitate the formation of folds, while a different advanced mode of instability, termed 
localized mountain ridge, occurs after wrinkling if the substrate is subjected to pre-
stretching.228, 229 In addition, the transitions from wrinkles to sharp folds and large aspect 
ratio of ridges have been experimentally observed.217, 230 However, the highly non-linear 
elasticity of substrate determining the difference of advanced localizations limits the choice 
of substrate materials, and pre-compression/stretch experimentally also complicates the 
fabrication. Moreover, both ridge and fold modes may co-exist at relatively high 
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compressive strain.217, 231 While enhanced compression can induce transition between 
different patterns, the control of surface undulations is sometimes difficult and the pattern 
variation is limited. It is therefore desirable to better control the surface morphological 
transition through new methods (such as varying substrate features) that are 
complementary to compressive loading. Note that in particle-enhanced soft materials 
(without film attachment), locally controllable deformations were achieved,226 however the 
study of tunable and reversible local surface features by controlling the defects in substrate 
is rare. 
In fact, defects are experimentally inevitable and likely to affect the formation of 
wrinkles or localizations.222, 223 Available literature studies focused on elastically 
heterogeneity of thin film including patterned holes224, 232 and rigid elements221, 233 where 
the wrinkling pattern is disordered in the distance scaling with characteristic wavelength. 
However, the influence of cavities inside the substrate on controlling the surface patterns 
of bilayer has not received much attention. Here, we demonstrate that bilayer with pre-
patterned cavities below the interface of film/substrate can attain highly ordered buckles 
and the pattern transition may be different than those in pristine substrates. Both finite 
element simulations and parallel experiments are conducted to investigate how the spatial 
and geometrical variations of cavities impact the evolution of surface patterns when the 
bilayer undergoes uniaxial compression. The presence of cavities served as strain relief can 
induce an unconventional transition from localized ridges to folds prior to wrinkles. We 
further study the dependence of initial bifurcation strain and advanced patterns on the 
cavity geometries. The findings of this paper may provide guidelines for using substrate 
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cavities to enrich surface geometries and their transitions under various levels of 
compression.  
 
4.2.2 Modeling and Experimental Method 
Numerical method: The representative segment of defected bilayer in plane-strain 
model is shown in Fig 4.2.1, consisting of a thin film adhered to a substrate with patterned 
through cylindrical cavities. Periodic boundary condition in the  𝑥 direction is applied to 
the vertical sides of the model. Neither vertical displacement nor shear traction is allowed 
on the bottom surface. Here, nonlinear numerical simulations are performed through 
commercial software ABAQUS and four-node plane strain quadrilateral elements are used. 
In all cases, the mesh density is verified by mesh convergence studies. Without losing 
generality, the film and substrate with linear isotropic elasticity have different Young’s 
modulus, 𝐸௙/𝐸௦ ൌ 300 , while the Poisson’s ratio is taken to be the same for simplicity. 
The modulus ratio is consistent with that in the parallel experiment and similar approach 
can be applied to other material systems. Although we focus on 2D morphological designs, 
our design concept can be easily extended to 3D systems. In these calculations, a linear 
perturbation analysis is first conducted to identify the onset of first bifurcation including 
the morphological mode. We adopt the pseudo-dynamic method to study the advanced 
instability transitions within the frame of quasi-static deformation and kinetic effects are 
negligible. The compressive strain applied on the film is 𝜀௔ , which can be controlled 





Figure 4.2.1. A representative segment of thin film (red) adhered to defected substrate 
(blue) with pre-patterned holes. 
Experimental Method: The physical prototypes were fabricated by an Objet500 
Connex 3D Printer. The thin film and substrate was made of photo-sensitive polymeric 
materials, TangoPlus and VeroBlack, respectively. We conducted the uniaxial compression 
tests with a Zwick/Roell Z2.5 mechanical tester. To ensure plane strain conditions in the 
compressive test, the samples were sandwiched between two optically clear acrylic plates 
and another plate was placed below the samples. The friction between the plates and the 
sample was reduced by using mineral oil. 20% global compressive strain was applied to 
each sample with a strain rate of 0.001 sିଵ. A camera with high resolution was placed in 
front of the sample and took a picture every minute.  
4.2.3 Results and Discussion 
     For a cavity-free substrate, the critical compressive strain  𝜀௪௖  and wrinkling 
wavelength 𝜆௪௖ are calculated by211 
                                              𝜀௪௖ ൌ ଵସ ൫3𝐸௦തതത/𝐸௙തതത൯
ଶ/ଷ ൌ 1.16%                                           (1) 
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                                                  𝜆௪௖ ൌ 2𝜋𝑡൫𝐸௙തതത/𝐸௦തതത൯ଵ/ଷ ൌ 29.0𝑡                                                    (2) 
with the Young’s modulus ratio 𝐸௙തതത/𝐸௦തതത ൌ 300. In the defected bilayer shown in Fig 4.2.1,  
𝐿 is the inter-cavity distance and the circular cavities has diameter 𝐷 and depth ℎ . We 
define the initial bifurcation with the critical strain 𝜀௖, when the flat surface transits to an 
uneven morphology, but not limited to wrinkles. To avoid the boundary effect, we set the 
thickness of substrate as 10𝜆௪௖. 
To study the effect of cavities on the evolution of surface patterns, the system with 
𝐷/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 1, ℎ/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 0.1 and 𝐿/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 5, is taken as a representative example. As shown 
in Fig 4.2.2(a), the surface pattern transits from flat surface to local bumps, mountain 
ridges, folds and the co-existing phase of folds and wrinkles with increasing compressive 
strain. At the initial bifurcation with the critical strain 0.62%, the flat surface locally 
undulates upward at the location right above cavities. After that, the film starts to pull 
material outward from the substrate, resulting in the formation of ridges. However, it is 
hard to achieve mountain ridges without the conditions of non-linear elasticity for substrate 
and pre-stretching in cavity-free bilayers.229 Additionally, wrinkles form at a critical value 
that is lower than that predicted by Equation (1), that is, the defected bilayer is easier to 
relax the film compression by localizations rather than overall spreading wrinkles. At the 
compressive strain of 6.0%, the mountain ridges snap downward and evolve into the 
folding pattern since ridges can no longer energetically favorable.  Finally, another strain-
relief mode, surface wrinkles, emerges in the flat region between two adjacent holes, 
leading to the co-existing phase of both folds and wrinkles; these surface wrinkles have the 
characteristic wavelength determined by Equation (2). Interestingly, the surface wrinkles 
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appear far later than the localizations of ridges and folds, this is opposite to the traditional 
wrinkle to ridge/fold transition in cavity-free bilayers.220  
To validate the simulation result of the unconventional transition of surface 
morphology, we fabricated the stiff film/compliant substrate bilayer prototype with only 
one cylindrical cavity inside. The wrinkling wavelength was measured to be 𝜆௪௖ ൌ
6.6 𝑚𝑚 by a pristine bilayer system. Since the length of sample, 33 𝑚𝑚, is far large than 
𝜆௪௖ and cavity diameter of 𝜆௪௖ ൌ 6.6 𝑚𝑚 , the experimental test is able to mimic no 
interaction between cavities in the simulation. From Fig 4.2.2(b), there is good qualitative 
agreement in the morphological evolution between simulation and experimental results.  
Although imperfections such as small cavities are unavoidable in most systems,222, 
223 the pre-patterned cavities in the substrate may be useful in some sense. First, the 
presence of cavities can easily trigger the localizations at relatively small compression 
strain of 0.62%. The ridges/folds are easier to form in systems with cavities than in cavity-
free systems (which typically require pre-compression/stretching). Moreover, the strain for 
wrinkles occurring in systems with cavities, approximate 18%, is much larger than that in 
cavity-free system (1.16%), which underpins a potential method by pre-patterning cavities 
to suppress widespread wrinkles.  
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Figure 4.2.2. Simulation (a) and experiment (b) images of the defected bilayer structure at 
various compressive strains, where 𝐷/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 1, ℎ/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 0.1 and 𝐿/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 5.  
In order to study how the spatial arrangement of cavities affects morphological 
evolution, we calculate the critical strain for the initial mode of instability as a function of 
the normalized spacing, illustrated in Fig 4.2.3. For this system,  𝜀௪௖ is computed to be 
1.21% for cavity-free one, which is close to that predicted by Equation (1). Shown by the 
serial cases of  𝐷/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 1 and ℎ/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 0.1 (black curve), the critical strain increases as 
the spacing 𝐿 becomes larger, approaching a plateau. The reason for increasing critical 
strain lies in less interaction between two adjacent defects as the spacing increases, thus 
the mechanism of initial bifurcation varies with the spacing 𝐿: the pattern of waves occurs 
if the spacing is small, while large spacing only allows local upward undulation. For the 
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case of small spacing, circle cavities transform into a mutually orthogonal and alternating 
pattern with the wavelength of doubling spacing. 
The position and size of cavities can also affect the initial buckling mode. Take the 
examples with fixed diameter 𝐷/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 1, it’s observed that the critical strain becomes 
larger when cavities locate deeper relative to the film/substrate interface. When the depth 
is beyond half of characteristic wavelength 𝜆௪௖, the critical strain approaches the value for 
wrinkling in cavity-free system since the effect of cavities on surface pattern is negligible.  
Additionally, larger cavities result in smaller critical strain. If the cavity size is very small, 
then the cavities have no pronounced influence on wrinkling pattern. In short, the initial 
instability morphology for defected bilayer shows little difference with the cavity-free 
bilayer if the cavity size is much smaller than 𝜆௪௖ or the cavities locate far from the 
film/substrate interface. 
 
Figure 4.2.3. The strain for first bifurcation as a function of spacing 𝐿 in the bilayer with 
cavities having different diameters and depths.  
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         After initial mode of instability, further compression is applied to the bilayer system. 
The diagram of advanced surface pattern is plotted with regard to applied strain ε௔ and 
normalized spacing 𝐿/𝜆௪௖ in Fig 4.2.4(a). When two adjacent cavities are relatively close, 
the amplitude of waves builds up with increasing applied strain after the initial bifurcation. 
The continuously applied compression induces locally ridged pattern followed by the 
folding and wrinkling configuration for the case of large spacing, for example, 𝐿 ൌ 5𝜆௪௖. 
The morphological difference due to the hole spacing is experimentally validated by the 
images at the global strain of 0.1 shown in Fig 4.2.4(b). The non-uniformity of pattern in 
Fig 4.2.4(b) is possibly caused by the loose boundary conditions and the limited number 
of fabricated cavities in experimental setup. In addition, if the spacing is 𝐿 ൌ 𝜆௪௖ , we 
observe the saw-like pattern, which possibly results from the interaction between the local 
buckling morphology and the overall wave. With further compression, the saw-like pattern 
evolves into the pattern with partial folds. Thus, the inter-cavity spacing plays an important 
role in surface pattern formation. 
 
Figure 4.2.4. The diagram of buckling morphologies for the defected structures (𝐷/𝜆௪௖ ൌ
1 and ℎ/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 0.1) against applied strain and normalized spacing. 
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Fig 4.2.5 shows the diagram of surface patterns against normalized diameter 𝐷/ℎ 
and normalized spacing 𝐿/𝜆௪௖. All the morphologies are captured at the strain of 2.0%, 
slightly larger than 𝜀௪௖. When the diameter is relatively small, we observed that wrinkling 
patterns were slightly perturbed by the defects inside substrate. Note that perfect wrinkling 
morphologies are expected in cavity-free systems (𝐷/ℎ → 0). However, in the cases of 
𝐷/ℎ ൌ 2 and 𝐿/𝜆௪௖ ൌ 0.2, the wavelength of waved pattern is spacing-tripling and it’s a 
new instability configuration due to defects interaction.  Based on these diagrams, the 
defected bilayer system can bifurcate into diverse modes: localized ridges, localized folds, 
saw-like and waved patterns, depending on the size, position and spacing of defects.  
 
Figure 4.2.5. The diagram of surface morphologies for the defected structures (ℎ/𝜆௪௖ ൌ
0.1), where the applied strain is fixed at 𝜀௔ ൌ 0.02, against normalized diameter 𝐷/ℎ and 
normalized spacing 𝐿/𝜆௪௖ 
Although the current study is based on 2D models, similar approach can be easily 
extended to 3D systems, where the more varieties of cavity (or controlled defect) 
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geometries, anisotropy of loading and instability mechanisms may further enrich the family 
of surface pattern transition in the bilayer. Besides mismatched expansion, one may also 
impose various ways of inducing compressive strain in the film, including mechanical 
compression, active material responding to environmental stimulus, e.g., pH, electrical 
field and humidity, etc., in practice. The material constitutive behavior can also be 
nonlinear, e.g. the incompressible neo-Hookean materials, which may further fine tune the 
morphological features and will be subjected to the future work.   
4.2.4 Conclusion 
In this study, we numerically and experimentally validated that the conventional 
transition, of wrinkles to localizations (folds or ridges) in film/substrate bilayers subjected 
to increasing uniaxial compression, can be reversed through the pre-patterned cavities in 
the substrate. Compared with cavity-free bilayers, the localizable surface topologies were 
achieved at relatively small strain even within a linear-elastic substrate. The presence of 
holes not only simplified the conditions for creating localized folding-like morphologies, 
but also served as a strain-relief mechanism to suppress the formation of overall spreading 
wrinkles. Additionally, the surface patterns of defected bilayers were highly dependent on 










Chapter 5   Functional devices enabled by 
morphology manipulation 
 
Based on the studies of multiscale materials, chemical/physical properties could be 
optimized through varying strain-engineered morphologies. Beyond material-level, the 
strategy of morphology manipulation is adopted to search for functional devices to figure 
out practical challenges in the field of energy. In this chapter, we firstly proposed a novel 
energy conversion system: chemical-loop reduction of CO2 with atomically modified 
perovskite, and then demonstrate the flexible battery with macroscale design of electrode 
structures234-236.  
5.1 Reduction of Air-containing CO2: Chemical Looping Based on 
Perovskite Nanocomposites by Cu doping 
5.1.1 Introduction 
Carbon utilization is one of the economical solutions to mitigate anthropogenic 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emission apart from carbon sequestration. Substantial efforts have 
been invested in the reduction of CO2 to carbon monoxide (CO), as gaseous fuels237-241 or 
the intermediate for higher-value chemicals242-246, which are desirable for closing the 
carbon loop and hopefully producing new venues for chemical industries. Photocatalytic 
splitting of CO2 into CO can make use of solar energy, but challenged by the unsatisfactory 
efficiency of less than 0.2%240, 247-249. Although electrocatalytic reduction and thermal 
reforming are more scalable technologies for the cycling of CO2238, 240, 250, their activity 
and selectivity for CO2 reduction are challenged by the high O2 sensitivity. The oxygen-
tolerance was less than 2 %v/v for the elelctrocatalytic condition of fast electrons 
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collections251, 252, while the portion of 3 %v/v O2 can lead inevitable oxidation of the 
catalysts at above 1000 K253-255. Consequently, most carbon utilization progresses either 
targeted converting high-purity CO2 or exhibited low CO2 conversion in the presence of 
O2. 
According to a report recently released by the Royal Academy of Engineering256, 
among various carbon capture techniques257-259, the distributed direct-air-capture (DAC) of 
CO2 is perhaps the only feasible engineering solution for greenhouse gas removal. Recent 
advances in humidity-swing direct air capture (HSDAC) have significantly reduced the 
complexity and cost of CO2 capture, since it only requires substrate drying or wetting for 
chemically absorbing or releasing CO2260-262. When separation or vacuum process is not 
needed, air-containing CO2 (with typical 50 v% CO2) can be easily attained through 
HSDAC at extremely low cost, and the captured CO2 is free of contaminant (unlike post 
combustion capture (PCC)) 258, 259, 261, 263. The distributed DAC may inspire series of new 
industrial utilizations and applications. Indeed, separation/vacuum process can also be very 
costly for PCC, like any capturing process for obtaining high-purity CO2258, 261, 264, 
265 .Therefore, it is of paramount importance to develop both oxygen-tolerant and high-
selectivity process for CO2 reduction, otherwise, expensive upstream CO2 purification 
would limit the efficiency of downstream utilization. This is a vital step for closing the 
synthetic carbon cycle. 
Chemical looping has been widely used for CO2 conversion266-269.The co-utilization 
of CO2 with CH4 as a reducer feedstock has been optimized to produce high-purity syngas, 
along with various oxidants, such as air, O2 and H2O250, 270-272. As a re-oxidant in the 
methane-assisted CO2 splitting, CO2 has also been effectively converted to CO268, 272, 273. 
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However, conventional chemical looping schemes have rarely studied the efficiency of 
CO2 conversion with the presence of air or oxygen gas as co-oxidants. Intrinsically, the re-
oxidation of reduced oxygen carriers is sensitive to the composition of extra reductant or 
oxidant (e.g., CH4, O2) in CO2 feedstock, and thus likely declining the qualities and/or 
yields of produced CO in the condition of impure feedstock stream of CO2268. For example, 
the Sr3La2O7 perovskite oxide was found to be theoretically unfavorable for high CO2 
conversion at high oxygen pressure due to the strong competition from the highly oxidative 
capacity of O2268.Thus, these limitations make the conventional schemes difficult and 
costly integrating with the upstream HSDAC technique, and it motivates the current study 
to efficiently integrate CO2 capture and utilization.  
Combining the HSDAC and chemical looping techniques, we propose a novel 
carbon-looping scheme (Fig 5.1.1) to convert air-containing CO2, which produces pure CO 
and syngas through successive cyclic redox process for further production of valued-added 
chemicals. This scalable scheme can economically and efficiently take advantage of the 
low-cost captured air-containing CO2 with only additive of reducing agent (e.g., CH4), and 
the high temperature required for reaction can be potentially sustained though concentrated 
solar thermal energy268.  
Herein, by using the strategy of substituting A sites in perovskites, Cu-doped 
LaFeO3 as oxygen carrier in cyclic redox was developed to efficiently split air-containing 
CO2 into CO in the cyclic redox scheme with CH4 undergoing partial oxidation. With air-
rich CO2 stream (1:5 O2/CO2 ratio, mimicking 1:1 CO2/air mixture) in the CO2 splitter, this 
perovskite demonstrated remarkable performance: 87% CO2-to-CO conversion and the CO 
yield of 2.28 mol/kg per step, compare to only 27.5% and 0.41 mol/kg respectively, for 
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conventional pristine LaFeO3. Furthermore, the partial substitution of La with Cu ions also 
promoted the efficacy of methane oxidation: the syngas yield (11 mol/kg) increased by 113% 
and CH4 conversion doubled to 72%, while 95% syngas selectivity was still achieved. This 
air-stable scheme offers an effective pathway to directly converting atmospheric CO2 into 
methanol and acetic acid as valuable productions, reducing energy consumption by 67.3% 
and mitigating net CO2 emission by 94.5%, thus offering an economic engineered approach 
to close the carbon loop.  
 
Figure 5.1.1. Schematic of cyclic redox scheme and its contribution to close the carbon 
looping. Three key processes are included: upstream direct-air-capture for producing air-
containing CO2, perovskites-based chemical looping reactor for syngas and CO production, 




5.1.2 Model and Method 
Synthesis of perovskite nanocomposites: Three-dimensional ordered 
macroporous LaFeO3, LaxFeCu1-xO3-δ and LaFexCu1-xO3-δ were prepared by methyl 
methacrylate (PMMA)-templating method. According to the chemical formula of designed 
oxygen carriers, required amounts of La(NO3)3∙6H2O, Fe(NO3)3∙9H2O, and/or 
Cu(NO3)2ꞏ3H2O (the total concentration of the cations in the solution is kept at 0.25 mol/L) 
were dissolved in deionized water and stirred for 3 h. Then, citric acid (the molar ratio of 
citric acid to metal ions is 1:1) and PMMA template were added into the above solution, 
subsequently followed by stirring for 4 h, drying at 100 °C for 24 h and calcinated at 600 °C 
for 2 h. 
Characterizations: The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired on a 
Rigaku diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm, U=40 kV, I=200 mA). The 
in situ XPS experiment was conducted on a PHI 5000 Versaprobe II instrument according 
to the following processes: the sample was first pretreated in H2 atmosphere heated from 
room temperature to 800 °C and then cooled to room temperature in Ar atmosphere. After 
that the catalyst was treated in CO2 or (CO2+O2) stream heated from room temperature to 
800 °C. The fresh, reduced and re-oxidized samples are tested by the XPS instrument, 
respectively. The element distribution was analyzed by transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM, JEOL JEM-2100) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
instrument. The morphology of the sample was observed by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) on a NOVA NANOSEM 450 instrument. Temperature programmed reduction of 
hydrogen (H2-TPR) experiments were performed on a TPR Win instrument (produced by 
Quantanchrome Instruments Co.) under a flow of 10% H2/Ar mixture (25 mL/min) over 
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50 mg catalyst. CH4-TPR experiments were performed on a microreactor (CATLAB, 
produced by Hiden Analytical Co.) with a flow of 5% CH4/Ar mixture gas (50 mL/min) 
over 50 mg oxygen carriers, and the temperature was increased from room temperature to 
900 °C. After the CH4-TPR experiments, the CO2-TPO experiments were carried out. The 
samples were exposed to 5% CO2/Ar (50 mL/min) from room temperature to 900 °C. The 
outlet gases were measured by an online mass spectrometer (QGA, produced by Hiden 
Analytical Co., England).  
The In situ Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) 
analysis was performed on an FTIR spectrometer (vertex 70, Bruker, Germany) equipped 
with a liquid N2 cooled Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride (MCT) detector. A Pike 
Technologies HC-900 DRIFTS cell with nominal cell volume of 6 cm3 was used. Scans 
were collected from 4000 to 1000 cm−1 at a resolution of 4cm−1. The reduced oxygen 
carriers were placed in a DRIFTS cell equipped with CaF2 windows and was pretreated in 
flowing Ar (25mL/min) at 600 ºC for 1 h. Then, the pretreated sample was exposed to CO2 
(10%)/O2 (2%)/Ar(88%) for 30 min and the IR spectra were recorded.  
Isothermal reaction and cyclic redox experiment: For the qualitative analysis on 
the performance of different oxygen carriers, the samples (0.1 g) were pretreated in a 
microreactor (CATLAB) in Ar at 300 °C for 10 min, and then reacted with methane mixed 
gas 5% CH4/Ar (30 mL/min) at 850 °C for 10 min in the POx step. After that, the oxygen 
carriers were purged with pure Ar (99.99%, 50 mL/min) for 10 min. Then, the mixed gas 
CO2 (10%) +O2 (2%) balanced with Ar (30 mL/min) were introduced into the reactor and 
CO2 splitting lasted for 10 min. The gas was detected using the online mass spectrometer 
(QGA). For calculating methane conversion, CO2 conversion and yields of syngas and CO, 
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oxygen carriers (1.8 g) were placed in a fixed bed reactor (quartz tube with a diameter of 
16 mm) and pretreated in Ar at 300 °C for 30 min. Methane stream (5% CH4/Ar) with a 
flowrate of 200 mL/min was fed for 31 min at 850 °C. After that, the oxygen carriers were 
purged with pure N2 (99.99%, 150 mL/min) for 30 min, and then the mixed gas CO2 (10%) 
+ O2 (2%) balanced with Ar (200 mL/min) were introduced into the reactor for 20 min. The 
POx-CO2 splitting cycle was repeated 50 times. The outlet gas composition was measured 
by a gas chromatograph (7890A GC System, produced by Agilent Co.) 
Ab-initio calculation: The calculations were performed with the spin-polarized 
density functional theory (DFT) method using the ab initio code QUANTUM-
ESPRESSO274. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional of 
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials were 
used to describe electron-ion interactions, a plane-wave cutoff energy of 50 Ry was used. 
Given the strongly correlated nature of LaFeO3, a U Hubbard-like correction is introduced 
into the DFT energy functional (DFT+U) to account for the on-site Coulomb interactions 
in d orbitals275. For Cu atoms, the U parameter is set to 6.52 eV, as in previous studies of 
copper containing systems276. For Fe atoms, the U parameter is set to 4.5 eV277, providing 
a good description of the magnetic moment of Fe3+ ions and the band gap in LaFeO3. A 
4×4×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids (centered at the Γ point) was used for Brillouin zone 
sampling. A 4-layer slab with the bottom layer fixed was used to model the LaFeO3(110) 
surface and the thickness of vacuum is set at 20 Å. The conjugate gradient method (CG) 
was used to optimize the atomic positions until the change in total energy was less than 5 
×10-6 eV/atom, maximum Hellmann–Feynman force within 0.01 eV Å−1, and the 
maximum displacement of atoms was less than 5 ×10-5 Å.  
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5.1.3 Performance of Cu-doped LaFeO3 
Owing to its unique electronic properties, LaFeO3 perovskites were found to exhibit 
promising activity and selectivity in catalytic reductions in the presence of O2278, 279. Since 
the performance of perovskite may be improved by substituting A or B sites with other 
ions 280, 281, we prepared two types of oxygen carriers with various Cu doping ratios: 
Laଵି୶Cu௫FeOଷିஔ  and LaCu௫Feଵି௫Oଷିஔ  (x = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2). Firstly, the redox 
performances of these Cu-doped perovskites were evaluated through isothermal reactions 
of methane partial oxidation (POx) and O2-containing CO2 splitting. Over pure LaFeO3, 
the methane conversion was only 34.7% with the syngas yield of 5.15 mol/kg and the 
H2/CO ratio of 2.3 in the POx step, comparable with previous studies over iron-based 
perovskites272. However, the substitutions of La or Fe site with Cu atom improved the 
methane conversion and syngas productivity. Interestingly, La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ exhibited 
exceptional performances among such doped perovskites. Compared to pure LaFeO3, the 
syngas productivity of La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ  nearly doubled (11.0 mol/kg) with much 
higher CH4 conversion (71.4%), and the H2/CO ratio being closer to 2 (Fig 5.1.2(a)-2(c)). 
By comparing the redox performances among representative oxygen carriers (Table 
5.1.S1), La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ  was identified among the best oxide for methane partial 
oxidation. Through the methane temperature-programmed reduction (CH4-TPR) (Fig 
5.1.S1), the peaks of CO and H2 generation for La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ corresponded to the 
lowest temperature (775 °C) among all the doped perovskites and the smallest amount of 
undesired CO2 was produced. In the carbon dioxide temperature programmed oxidation 
(CO2-TPO) and oxygen temperature programmed desorption (O2-TPD) (see Fig 5.1.S2), 
La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ  significantly outperformed to pure LaFeO3 in the intensity of CO 
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generation (more than three times higher) and O2 desorption. It is evident that 5 at% Cu 
substitution to La sites could assist the kinetics of reductivity and re-oxidation of the 
LaFeO3 perovskite, desirable for methane selective oxidation and CO2 splitting 
simultaneously. 
 
Figure 5.4.2 Redox performances of Cu-doped LaFeO3. (a) Conversions of methane 
and CO2, (b) yields of syngas and CO, (c) H2/CO molar ratios in the steps of methane POx 
and/or CO2 splitting using LaFeO3 perovskites with different Cu contents: LaFeO3 (S଴), 
La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ (Sଵ), La0.8Cu0.2FeO3-δ (Sଶ), LaCu0.05Fe0.95O3-δ (Sଷ), LaCu0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (Sସ). 
The left and right sides of dash line indicate that the feedstock stream of CO2 splitting step 
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contains pure CO2 (CO2:O2=1:0) and O2-containing CO2 (CO2:O2=5:1), respectively. 
Comparison of instantaneous performances between (d, e) pure LaFeO3 and (f, g) 
La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ: the elution profiles (CO, H2, CO2) and cumulative syngas yield in (d, 
f) the step methane POx step; the elution profiles (CO, O2, CO2) and cumulative CO yield 
in (e, g) the step of O2-containing CO2 (CO2:O2=5:1) splitting.  
 
Next, splitting of O2-containing CO2 (CO2:O2=5:1) was investigated. The 
substitution of 5% La with Cu also significantly enhanced both CO2 conversion (87%) and 
CO yield (2.28 mol/kg) (Fig 5.1.2(a)-2(b)), while pure LaFeO3 exhibited unsatisfactory 
performances (27.5% CO2 conversion and 0.414 mol/kg CO yield). In terms of CO2 
conversion and CO yield, La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ  highly outperformed the other doped 
perovskites and pure LaFeO3 even for splitting O2-free CO2. To the best of our knowledge, 
the proposed Cu-doped perovskite, La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ, was for the first time shown to 
effectively split air-containing CO2. Note that the Cu-doped perovskites underwent 
complete reduction/oxidation herein, unlike the fact that the strategy of partially 
replenishing the active lattice oxygen was reported to achieve high CO2 conversion268. 
Interestingly, the presence of O2 as the feedstock of CO2-splitter can enhance CO2 
conversion when compared with that fed with pure CO2 for the La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ sample, 
since the reaction between the reduced Cu and Fe species in oxygen carrier and O2 gas 
releases heat to assist CO2 conversion (Figure 5.1.S3).  
To emphasize the redox activity of La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ, Fig 5.4.2(d)-2(g) display 
the profiles of gaseous elution for complete reduction/oxidation over the 
La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ sample. While both CO and H2 accumulated with reaction time and 
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small amount of CO2 was initially eluted during the POx step, La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ 
demonstrated a syngas productivity rate of 6.13 mmol kgିଵsିଵ, which was much larger 
than that over pure LaFeO3 (3.2 mmol kgିଵsିଵ). After feeding the O2-containing CO2 
stream over pure LaFeO3, the duration for near-complete CO2 conversion (>95%) was only 
54 s, corresponding to a CO yield rate of 5.6 mmol kgିଵsିଵ. By contrast, the new oxygen 
carrier La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ exhibited a significantly longer duration (300 s) for such CO2 
conversion (>95%), which was almost constant before fully replenishing the active lattice 
oxygen. The average rate of CO yield over La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ (4.75 mmol kgିଵsିଵ) was 
one order of magnitude higher than that over pure LaFeO3(0.86 mmol kgିଵsିଵ) and was 
even higher than that for pure LaFeO3 under pure CO2 (O2-free) feeding stream (Fig 5.1.S3). 
Therefore, with the presence of O2 in the feeding stream of CO2, the dopant of Cu to the A 
site of LaFeO3 perovskite can significantly improve the CO2 conversion while keeping 
higher redox activity to partially oxidize methane. 
5.1.4 Structural evolution during redox cycles  
To shed light on the mechanism for improved performances after 5 at% Cu 
substitution, the structural evolution of La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ  sample was further 
investigated. The morphologies of as prepared and reduced La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ samples 
were investigated by SEM and TEM technologies. The SEM images (Fig 5.1.S4) showed 
a three-dimensional periodic framework with uniform pore size of 100 േ 10 nm, which 
benefited the redox activity compared with nonporous samples (Fig 5.1.S5). Both of 
HRTEM and Fourier Transform images (Fig 5.1.3(a)-3(c)) revealed the sample’s crystal 
surface with a fringe spacing of 0.279 nm corresponding to the (1 1 0) plane. While no 
clusters of doped Cu or CuO were observed in the STEM images, the elemental mapping 
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(Fig 5.1.3(d)-3(f)) by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) suggested that all 
elements were uniformly dispersed in the as-prepared sample. To further verify the 
substitution position of Cu, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns and Rietveld refinement 
of fresh pure LaFeO3 and La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ (Fig 5.1.S6) validated the pure perovskite 
phase with no impurities oxides detected for the Cu-doped sample, and 4.8 at.% A sites in 
perovskite were substituted by Cu atoms (Table 5.1.S2-5.1.S3), unlike B sites substituted 
in most of studies in Cu-doped LaFeO3279, 282, 283.  
Once reacted with reductive gases, the reduced La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ sample was 
characterized through XRD techniques. Fig 5.1.3(g) shows the XRD patterns of the 
perovskite undergoing varying reduced time in the CH4 atmosphere. With continuously 
feeding CH4 stream, the pure perovskite structure was maintained until the reduced time 
went beyond 5 min, after which other oxides composites (La2O3, FeOx) and metallic Fe0 
particles appeared without complete collapse of the perovskite structure. Similar oxides 
and metallic phases were reported in the previous studies of reduced perovskites268, 272, 284. 
The deep reduction of Fe cations into metallic Fe0 particles of 20-40 nm was also identified 
through STEM and EDS mapping images (Fig 5.1.S7), while Cu and La elements were 
uniformly distributed. When the reduced sample was exposed to an O2-containing CO2 
environment, the perovskite structure was totally restored and no structural evolution was 
suggested by the identical XRD patterns for the fresh sample and the re-oxidized sample 
(Fig 5.1.3(g)), confirmed by the absence of metallic Fe0 particles in the re-oxidized sample. 
Interestingly, the metallic Cu0 signal was detected when the sample was reduced by 14 min 
(Fig 5.1.3(h)), and disappeared once undergoing the re-oxidation step. However, it is worth 
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stressing that the effect of Cu substitution on the redox activity and the metallic Cu0 on the 
followed step of O2-containing CO2 splitting remained unclear. 
 
Figure 5.1.3 Structural and compositional characterizations for fresh and spent 
La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ. (a) STEM image, (b) HRTEM image, (c) the corresponding Fast 
Fourier Transform image, (d-f) EDS maps for as-prepared La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ sample. (g) 
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XRD patterns for as-prepared sample, the spent samples reduced by methane for 7 min and 
14 min, and the sample 1st re-oxidized in the step of by O2-containing CO2 splitting. (h) 
The XRD patterns with magnified regions to illustrate the appearance of metallic Cu. Fe 
2p XPS patterns for (i) LaFeO3 and (j) La0.95Cu0.05FeO3 samples reduced/oxidized by 
different gases: as-prepared (label: Fresh), reduced by H2 (label: H2), re-oxidized by CO2 
(label: CO2) and re-oxidized by O2-containing CO2 (label: CO2 (O2)). (k) Cu 2p XPS 
patterns for the La0.95Cu0.05FeO3 sample. (l) Proposed structural evolution during cyclic 
redox with self-regeneration of metallic Cu, which assists improved efficiency for splitting 
O2-containing CO2. 
 
5.1.5 Mechanistic investigation 
In-situ XPS technique was used to characterize the evolution of elemental oxidation 
state during redox cycle. Note that the surface adsorbed oxygen took a great proportion 
(93%) of surface elements for fresh La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ sample, larger than that of pure 
LaFeO3 (Fig 5.1.S8). This likely accounts for the more active deep oxidation of methane 
to CO2 at the initial time of POx step (Fig 5.1.2(d) and 2(f)). It is well known that the ratio 
of surface adsorbed oxygen to lattice oxygen is related to the concentration of oxygen 
vacancies272. The O 1s XPS patterns (Fig 5.1.S9) demonstrated a higher value for such 
ratio (~0.75) in the fresh samples after 5% substitution of La sites, hence, indicating more 
oxygen defects in La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ samples. After reduction by H2, the XPS patterns 
(Fig 5.1.3(i) and 3(j)) identified the formation of metallic Fe0 on perovskite surfaces for 
both pure LaFeO3 and La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ, confirming the XRD patterns above. However, 
less proportion of surface Fe elements for La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ (Fig 5.1.S8) may be helpful 
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to reduce the coke formation, because the metallic Fe0 species is active for methane 
decomposition.  
Shown in Fig 5.1.3(k), the Cu 2 XPS patterns evidently illustrated the formation of 
metallic Cu0 on the surface of reduced La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ sample, and note that this Cu0 
signal can never be detected but only faint intensity of Cu2+ peaks after re-oxidation by the 
mixture. Quantitatively, the Cu element occupied a 4 at.% proportion of surface elements 
in the reduced sample, with respect to the imperceptible amount of Cu element on the 
perovskite surface upon re-oxidation (Fig 5.1.S8). The surface metallic Cu0 verified the 
crystal peak in XRD pattern and indicated that the Cu species may migrate in and out of 
the perovskite lattice during reduction-oxidation cycles. Interestingly, this phenomenon 
(see the schematic in Fig 5.1.3(l)), so called self-regeneration property, have been 
previously observed in precious metal modified perovskites (e.g., Pb-doped LaFeO3)285-287. 
Compared to pure LaFeO3, the metallic Cu0 on the surface of reduced sample should play 
an important role for enhancing the conversion of CO2 into CO in the presence of O2, and 
even serve as a promoter for CO producing.  
There are two possible reasons proposed for the high oxygen-tolerance. Firstly, Cu-
substitution improves the oxygen mobility to replenish bulk vacancies, hindering undesired 
back reaction of produced CO with surface oxygen. In contrast, when the reduced pure 
LaFeO3 is exposed to the atmosphere of O2-containing CO2, the perovskite surface is 
occupied with produced oxygen from O2 owing to the relatively slow delivery rate of 
oxygen into bulk perovskite lattice, thus suppressing CO2 conversion. The evidences of 
much higher CO peak in CO2-TPO and the oxygen desorption peak in O2-TPD over the 
La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ confirmed its higher oxygen mobility than pure LaFeO3 sample. On 
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the other hand, as shown in Fig 5.1.3(g) and 3(h), the distinct Fe 2p peaks at ~ 710 eV 
highlighted the larger value of Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio in the oxidized La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ sample. 
Thus, Cu substitution could improve the formation of oxygen vacancy, accelerating the 
mobility of lattice oxygen, which is consistent with the much higher rate of syngas 
productivity and other catalytic reductions by Cu doped Fe-based perovskites279, 282.  
Secondly, indicated by the XRD and XPS evidences of Cu exsolution, the metallic 
Cu0 on the reduced sample may serve as a catalyst to promote CO2 adsorption and splitting, 
with little influence on the kinetics of O2 splitting after Cu is doped into LaFeO3 perovskite. 
In situ Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS) was 
performed on the two reduced samples in pure CO2 and air containing CO2, as shown Fig 
5.1.S10. Much higher IR intensity for carbonate species (in the region of 1000-1800 cm-1) 
was detected over the reduced La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ than the pure LaFeO3, and the amount of 
formed carbonate species was enhanced over the reduced La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ samples when 
changing pure CO2 to air containing CO2 as feed gas. This indicated that the Cu species in 
the reduced LaFeO3 system could strongly improve the adsorption ability of CO2 especially 
in the presence of O2.  
The mechanism for the enhanced performances was further explored through ab 
initio simulations, and we calculated the binding free energy and reaction barrier for CO2 
and O2 splitting reaction on the (110) surface of reduced LaFeO3 (with oxygen vacancies) 
in the presence/absence of Cu adatoms. As shown in Fig 5.1.4, the additional binding Cu0 
site exhibited significant increase by 191.2% in CO2 binding energy (E௔ௗ ൌ െ0.99 𝑒𝑉) as 
well as reduction by 52.5% in the barrier (E௕௔ ൌ 0.28 𝑒𝑉)) for C-O bond breaking in CO2 
splitting, compared with those (E௔ௗ ൌ െ0.34 𝑒𝑉 and E௕௔ ൌ 0.59 𝑒𝑉) on the only binding 
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site of Fe in pure LaFeO3. The most stable adsorption sites of CO2 and O2 on the reduced 
LaFeO3 (110) surface with or without Cu adatom were shown in Fig 5.1.S11, respectively. 
These changes implied that the reaction of CO2 splitting was accelerated in the presence of 
metallic Cu atom.  
 
Figure 5.1.4 DFT simulation results. (a) Comparison of adsorption energies for CO2 and 
O2 on the (110) surfaces of reduced LaFeO3 with and without Cu adatom; Reaction 
pathways of CO2 splitting into oxygen atom and monoxide molecule on (b) the reduced 
LaFeO3 (110) surface and (c) the reduced LaFeO3 (110) surface with Cu adatom; Reaction 
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pathways of O2 dissociation on (d) the reduced LaFeO3 (110) surface (e) the reduced 
LaFeO3 (110) surface with Cu adatom. The side and top views of atomic structures showing 
adsorption sites for each state are given. The unit in reaction pathway is eV.  
On the other hand, the adsorption of O2, as the oxidative competitor with CO2, 
became weaker and the binding energy increased only by 10.2% (െ2.93 𝑒𝑉 to െ3.23 𝑒𝑉) 
when the Cu atoms presented on the perovskite surface. The barrier of O2 splitting was 
slightly lowered by 11.0% (0.26 𝑒𝑉 to 0.23 𝑒𝑉) due to the unstraightforward pathway for 
the simultaneous diffusion of two generated oxygen atoms. Overall, the catalytical function 
of Cu atoms could enhance the competitiveness of CO2 splitting to the O2 splitting on the 
reduced LaFeO3. Subsequently, higher CO2 conversion and CO productivity are expected 
with the further assistance of subsequent fast diffusion of the produced oxygen to replenish 
vacancies as we discussed above. Therefore, both the substitution of Cu and exsolution of 
metallic Cu are verified to be responsible for mitigating the oxidative competition between 
CO2 and O2, and improving performances of CO2 splitting even in the presence of O2.  
5.1.6 Redox stability 
To demonstrate the redox durability of the La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ  sample, we 
continuously repeated the complete oxidation/reduction for 50 cycles, as shown in Fig 
5.1.5. For the POx step, the syngas (H2/CO≅1.87) yield maintained at 10.9 mol/kg with 
stable methane conversion of 71.0%. In the step of splitting O2-containing CO2, the high 
CO2 conversion (86.5%) and CO productivity (2.2 kg/mol) were retained without apparent 
decay after 50 cycles (Fig 5.1.S12 and S13). We further confirmed the structural stability 
by XRD analysis (Fig 5.1.S14), demonstrating the identical XRD patterns for the as-
prepared sample and the re-oxidized sample after 50 cycles, with only small portion of iron 
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oxides left. The excellent structural reversibility thus contributes to the long-term redox 
reactions and the stability of such performances. 
   
Figure 5.1.5. Redox stability of La0.95Cu0.05FeO3 over 50 cycles. (a) Methane conversion, 
syngas yield and H2/CO molar ratio in the step of methane POx. (b) CO2 conversion and 
CO yield in the step of O2-containing CO2 (CO2:O2=5:1) splitting. 
 
5.1.7 Conclusion 
We proposed a novel copper-containing perovskite as an effective oxygen carrier 
to efficiently split air-containing CO2 into gaseous fuel CO in the cyclic redox scheme. A 
high CO yield (2.28 mol/kg) was achieved for converting the mixture of CO2/O2 (molar 
ratio 5:1). The CO productivity was even comparable to those for reported redox materials 
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(SrFeO3-CaO, CeO2/Fe2O3, LaSrFeAlO3, etc) at 980℃ and the cases for reducing pure O2 
(Table S1). Meanwhile, exceptionally high syngas productivity (11.0 mol/kg) makes the 
Cu-containing perovskite highly attractive, and this yield was two times higher than other 
cyclic redox schemes. At relatively lower 850℃, such activities were stably maintained 
during the 50 cycles. The exsolution and self-regeneration of metallic Cu on the perovskite 
surface was experimentally and theoretically elucidated to be responsible for highly 
efficient CO2 splitting even in the presence of O2. 
The present study is perhaps the first to efficiently splitting air-containing CO2 into 
CO. The proposed La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ-based redox scheme can take advantage of the 
extreme low-cost CO2/air mixture obtained from upstream HSDAC setups, and it may also 
work well directly with flue gas (e.g. PCC) in some other scenarios. To highlight the cost-
efficiency and environmental compatibility of directly utilizing the impure CO2, we 
investigated synthesis of methanol (CH3OH)288 and acetic acid (CH3COOH)289 using the 
upstream yield of syngas and CO from three main models (Fig 5.1.S15): 1) state-of-art 
route of coal gasification (CG model) followed by excess purification/separation 
processes290; 2) 100% CO2 stream from HSDAC is fed into the La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷିஔ 
chemical looping scheme (CL model) ; 3) 50% air-containing CO2 stream from HSDAC 
employed as the carbon feedstock for the same CL scheme. For CL model with 50% 
CO2/air mixture, both methanol and acetic acid are valuable products since the ratio of 
syngas/CO is not one, while acetic acid is the only product for both CG model and CL 
model with 100% CO2. 
Using ASPEN PlusTM, we calculated the overall energy and net carbon emission 
using those three models (Fig 5.1.6). The CL model using 50% CO2 mixture required 11.0 
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GJ thermal energy to produce one metric ton of products (methanol and acetic acid), while 
33.7 GJ and 17.0 GJ was needed for CG model and CL model using pure CO2, respectively. 
Process simulations indicate that the net CO2 emission by using 50% CO2 mixture can be 
mitigated by 94.5% and 42.8%, when compared with the state-of-art route and CL model 
using 100% CO2 respectively. Apart from costly purification setups, the energy demand of 
vacuum/concentration operations for achieving 100% CO2 by HSDAC or PCC is 
significantly higher than that for 50% CO2 capture by HSDAC261, 265. Therefore, 
considering the whole synthetic carbon cycle (Fig 5.1.1), the integration of upstream 
HSDAC and as-designed downstream CL reactor could even save more energy and yield 
less emission, making it one of the most economic, efficient, scalable and promising 
negative emission pathways. 
 
Figure 5.1.6. ASPEN simulation results. Comparison of (a) energy demand and (b) CO2 
emission for generating one metric ton of methanol and acetic acid as valuable products 
among three main models: the state-of-art coal gasification model, the chemical looping 
model using 50% CO2 mixture and using 100% CO2. 
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5.1.8 Appendix  
1) Definitions of yield, conversion and yield 
Methane conversion and syngas yield for the methane partial oxidation (POx) step 
and CO2 conversion and CO yield for the CO2 splitting step were evaluated as follow.  
 In the POx step: 
𝐶𝐻ସ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ൌ   ሺ𝐶𝐻ସ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠ሻ௜௡ െ  ሺ𝐶𝐻ସ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠ሻ௢௨௧ ሺ𝐶𝐻ସ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠ሻ௜௡ ∗ 100% 
𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ൌ  𝐶𝑂 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 ൅ 𝐻ଶ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  
 
 In the CO2-splitting step: 
 
𝐶𝑂ଶ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ൌ  ሺ𝐶𝑂ଶ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠ሻ௜௡ െ ሺ𝐶𝑂ଶ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠ሻ௢௨௧ ሺ𝐶𝑂ଶ𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠ሻ௜௡ ∗ 100% 
 
𝐶𝑂 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ൌ  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑂 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠  
2) Ab initio calculations 
The orthorhombic perovskite structure of LaFeO3 crystal (Pnma (62)) was 
modelled in our ab initio calculations. By cleaving the bulk LaFeO3, FeO-terminated and 
LaO-terminated LaFeO3 (110) surfaces was formed. Because of the multivalent character 
of the Fe atom, oxygen reduction occurs more easily on the FeO termination than the LaO 
termination. Thus, we focused on the adsorption of CO2 and O2 on the FeO-terminated 
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surface. The model of the reduced LaFeO3 (110) surface was created by removing two 
adjacent oxygen atoms at the FeO-terminated (110) surface layer of the LaFeO3 crystal. 
The most energetically favorable adsorption site of Cu adatom on the reduced LaFeO3 (110) 
surface is shown in Figure S11(b). That is, Cu adatom is located between the two oxygen 
vacancies. The most stable adsorption sites of CO2 and O2 on the reduced LaFeO3 (110) 
surface with or without Cu adatom are shown in Figure S11(a) and S11(b), respectively. 
3) ASPEN Plus simulations 
3.1) Modeling: 
The three main routes for synthesizing acetic acid and methanol are summarized in 
Figure S14. For each route, three sections of syngas production, methanol synthesis and 
acetic acid reactor are included. We adopt a commercial process [1] with Cu/Zn/Al2O3 
catalyst to synthesizing methanol from mixture of syngas and CO2, and an RStoic model 
in ASPEN Plus is used.  The synthesis of acetic acid using methanol and CO is conducted 
using the CativaTM process [2], and a two-reactor scheme via an iridium-containing 
complex and hydrogen iodide are adopted he49re to modeling the process. The partial 
pressure of CO as feedstock in acetic synthesis is 22 bar. More details of modeling can 
refer to our previous work [3]. 
 CG model: The traditional coal gasifier (CG) process, model by an adiabatic RGibbs 
reactor operating at 30 bar, is used to obtain syngas. The water gas shift (WGS) reaction 
and subsequent CO2 separation are adopted to keep the composition of CO: CO2: 
H2=24:6:70, desirable for the synthesis of methanol. An additional gasification of coal 
followed by the CO2 and H2 separation provides the CO required for acetic acid 
reaction. The final product is acetic acid.  
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 CL model: The chemical looping (CL) scheme is used to generate syngas, and the redox 
catalyst is La0.95Cu0.05FeO3. Oxygen carriers of La2O3, Fe2O3, CuO are used in ASPEN 
Plus to approximate the real catalyst. For consistency with experimental data, La2O3 is 
assumed to be inert during the reduction/oxidation steps. Fe2O3 and CuO get reduced 
to Fe and Cu, respectively. For the CL using 100% CO2, the two-step reactions are: 
2La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷ ൅ 3.15𝐶𝐻ସെ→ 3.15𝐶𝑂 ൅ 6.3𝐻2 ൅ 0.1𝐶𝑢 ൅ 2𝐹𝑒 ൅ 0.95𝐿𝑎ଶ𝑂ଷ  (reducer) 
0.1𝐶𝑢 ൅ 2𝐹𝑒 ൅ 0.95𝐿𝑎2𝑂3 ൅ 3.15𝐶𝑂ଶ ൅ െ→ 2La଴.ଽହCu଴.଴ହFeOଷ ൅ 3.15𝐶𝑂 (oxidizer) 
Both the reducer and oxidizer are operated at 850℃ and ambient pressure, with 
71.4% methane conversion and 87% CO2 conversion in the separated reactors. Note that in 
the CO2 splitter for treating 50% CO2/air mixture, the CO2 conversion is 89% and the 
reduced oxygen carriers are assumed to be oxidized by the O2 firstly. RStoic reactor models 
are adopted, and no other byproducts is assumedly to be produced. The produced syngas 
and CO are fed into the reactors of methanol and subsequent acetic acid synthesis. The 
final products for the route using 100% CO2 are acetic acid, while both acetic acid and 
methanol are the valuable products for the route treating 50% CO2/air mixture. The net 
reaction for those two CL based routes are: 
CH4 + CO2 = CH3COOH (100% CO2) 
2CH4 + CO2 + 0.5 O2 = CH3OH + CH3COOH (50% CO2/air mixture) 
3.2) Process analysis 
 Energy demand: Based on the Aspen Plus model, total energy requirement (thermal 
basis) for the processes is obtained. The electrical-to-thermal conversion is assumed 
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with 40% efficiency, and all the energy demands are normalized per tonne of the 
products (acetic acid or  acetic acid/methanol) 
 CO2 emission: The CO2 footprint considers the contributions from upstream CH4/coal 
processing, facility to meet energy demand, and CO2 used in the feedstock of CL model 
is credited in the overall process.  CO2 emissions due to methane and coal upstream 
processing is assumed to be 9.1 g CO2/MJ and 10 g CO2/MJ [3], respectively. The 
thermal requirements are met by burning the corresponding amount of methane with 
100% combustion efficiency. 
4) Supplementary Tables and Figures  












LaFeO3 MPO-CDS (with O2) 850 5.15 850 0.414 This work 
La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ MPO-CDS (with O2) 850 11.0 850 2.28 This work 
Sr3Fe2O7-δ-Ca0.5Mn0.5O MPO-CDS 900 4.42 900 1.74 [3] 
3% Ce Mn3O4 MPO-CDS 900 4.34 900 1.3 [4] 
Ni/CeO2–Fe2O3 MC-CDS 700 -- 700 1.6 [5] 
Ni0.3WOx/Al2O3 MPO 800 2.1 -- -- [6] 
La0.8Sr0.2FeO3-δ MPO 900 15.7 -- -- [7] 
Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 CDS -- -- 1000 0.093 [8] 
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 CDS -- -- 1100 0.525 [9] 
LaFe0.5Co0.5O3/SiO2 CDS -- -- 1100 0.28 [10] 
 TR: reduction temperature; TO: oxidation temperature; MPO: methane partial oxidation; MC: 
methane combustion; CDS: carbon dioxide splitting. 
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Table 5.1.S1 summarizes the performances of La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ and other reported oxygen carriers 
for syngas generation from methane partial oxidation and/or CO production from CO2 splitting. 
Among the materials, La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ in this work shows a lower reduction and oxidation reaction 
temperature and exhibits higher yields of syngas and CO. 
 
Figure 5.1.S1. Methane temperature-programmed reduction (CH4-TPR) for the samples 
(Laଵି୶Cu௫FeOଷିஔ and LaCu௫Feଵି௫Oଷିஔ (x = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,0.2)). It can be seen that CO and H2 
are the major products, and little amount of CO2 are detected. The CO over La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ 
reached to the highest intensity for CO formation at 775 °C which is the lowest temperature among 
all the samples. After that, the amount of CO began to decrease, while the H2 production continued 




Figure 5.1.S4. SEM images of the (a) conventional and (b) macroporous La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ samples.  
The macroporous La0.95Cu0.05FeO3 exhibited a well-defined three-dimensional periodic framework 
with the pore diameter of 100 ± 10 nm. 
 
 
Figure 5.1.S5. The oxidation of reduced conventional and macroporous La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ samples 














Table 5.1.S2. Average crystal parameters of LaFeO3. 
Cell of LaFeO3 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 
5.565174 5.551856 7.843398 
Atomic occupancy in cell 
elements fraction x y z 
O-2 1 0.750485 0.303234 0.02201 
Fe+3 1 0 0.5 0 
O-2 1 0.088753 0.492357 0.25 
La+3 1 1.000264 0.024019 0.25 
 
Table 5.1.S3. Average crystal parameters of La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ. 
Cell of La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) 
5.559667 5.559667 7.849131 
Atomic occupancy in cell 
elements fraction x y z 
O-2 1 0.738 0.296 0.0552 
Fe+3 1 0 0.5 0 
O-2 1 0.47418 0.49034 0.25 
La+3 0.8998 0.996 0.024 0.25 




Figure 5.1.S7.  STEM and EDS mapping images of deeply reduced La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ sample. 
 
Figure 5.1.S8. Surface elemental composition (XPS data) of LaFeO3 and La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ 
samples under different oxidation states: as-prepared (label: α), reduced by H2 (label: β), re-




Figure 5.1.S9. O 1s XPS patterns for fresh, reduced, re-oxidized (by pure CO2 or O2-containing 
CO2) (a) LaFeO3 and (b) La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ samples: as-prepared (label: fresh), reduced by H2 (label: 
H2), re-oxidized by CO2 (label: CO2) and re-oxidized by O2-containing CO2 (label: CO2 (O2)). Two 
oxygen peaks were observed at 531.4 eV(labelled as OII) and 529.1 eV (labelled as OI), which can 
be ascribed to surface absorbed oxygen (Oads) and lattice oxygen (Olatt), respectively. It should note 
that the Oads/Olatt (OII/OI) molar ratios over La0.95Cu0.05FeO3 is much higher than that over LaFeO3, 






Figure 5.1.S10. In situ DRIFTS spectra collected during re-oxidation by CO2 and O2-containing 
CO2 over the reduced LaFeO3 and La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ. In the environment of CO2/O2 mixture gas, 
more carbonate species (in the region of 1000-1800 cm-1) [11] due to the adsorption of CO2 were 
detected over the reduced La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ than LaFeO3. The intensity of carbonate species 
increases with time over both the two samples. In the CO2 gas, CO peaks (located at 2000-2200 
cm-1) can be detected. The CO peaks disappeared after 7 min over the reduced LaFeO3, while they 
are detectable for 30 min over the reduced La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ. It is very interesting that bidentate 
carbonate (at ~1522 and 1357 cm-1) was detected on the reduced LaFeO3 in O2-containing CO2, 
while it is monodentate carbonate (at ~1454 cm-1) on the reduced La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ which is usually 
generated by the adsorbed CO [11,12]. These phenomena indicate that more CO is produced on the 




Figure 51.S11. (a) Side views and top views of the reduced LaFeO3(110) surface (left) and its 
CO2 (middle) and O2 (right) adsorption configurations. (b) Side views and top views of the Cu 
atom supported by reduced LaFeO3(110) surface (left) and its CO2 (middle) and O2 (right) 
adsorption configurations. 
 





Figure 5.1.S13. The cyclic elution profiles for La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ in the step of O2-containing CO2 
(CO2: O2 = 5:1) splitting over 50 cycles. 
 
Figure 5.1.S14. The XRD patterns for the as-prepared and the re-oxidized La0.95Cu0.05FeO3-δ 













5.2 High-Energy-Density Foldable Battery Enabled by Zigzag-like Design 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Wearable electronics have attracted increasing attention in the applications of 
health care291-294 and sensing devices.295-298 Despite the upcoming success of 
commercialization of flexible displays and epidermal electronics,293 the lack of deformable 
power sources represents a serious bottleneck for the deployment of wearable electronics. 
Since the energy-storage systems (i.e. batteries) must be conformal to complex 
deformations of flexible electronics, their capabilities of flexibility have been a focal point 
of research. In recent years, considerable efforts have been made to improve the 
deformability of lithium ion batteries (LIBs),291, 294, 299, 300 the current mainstream of power 
source. Various efforts have been devoted to enhance the flexibility of electrodes of LIBs, 
such as making them slim301, incorporate carbon-based302 and polymer-based conductive 
materials, etc.303 Additionally, new electrode architectures such as sponge,304 textile305, 306 
and wire-like shapes307, 308 have been fabricated, showing both improved electrochemical 
performance and mechanical robustness. 
Besides the advance of battery components, new schemes of system-level 
integration of LIBs with deformability were proposed, which are perhaps more compatible 
with standard manufacturing process and cost-effective. By decoupling the energy storage 
and deformable parts, highly deformable LIBs have been fabricated.235, 299, 309 Stretchable 
and bendable LIBs were assembled through a segment design of electrode disks connected 
by a self-similar soft serpentine structure,310 aided by origami patterned electrodes.311 
Nevertheless, due to the excessive use of the deformable segment, the mass loading of 
active materials was low and the cost for assembly was high. Although our previous spine-
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like design achieved simultaneously both flexibility and high energy density with 86.1% 
of a standard pouch cell, however, the system was unable to accommodate escalating 
deformation, such as folding, while maintaining high energy density, since the design must 
sacrifice active materials and give room to more deformable parts in order to undergo larger 
deformation.235 During fabrication, the complex cutting of comb-like pattern not only 
causes incomplete utilization of electrode sheets, but also increases the cost. A drastically 
new system design is urgently needed, which may simultaneously incorporate high energy 
density and tolerance to extreme deformation (such as foldability), hence calling the need 
for more efficient coupling between energy storage and deformable parts, as well as 
simplifying the fabrication process and being more cost-effective for scale-up industrial 
production of flexible LIBs. 
Herein, inspired by origami folding, we design a facile approach to fabricate novel 
flexible Li-ion batteries with superior foldability and high energy density. As shown in Fig 
5.2.1, the conventional graphite anode/separator/ lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) cathode stack 
maintains its integrity and being simply folded into strip-like origami segments, connected 
by division segments (3 mm in length, green in Fig 5.2.1) which serve as future folding 
joints. To protect these “weak points” that may undergo excessive deformation and fatigue 
in practice, protective thin tape is adopted to cover metal foils in these division joints (and 
on both sides). The tape is only applied to joint area, which only occupies less than 4% of 
the area, so its sacrifice little energy density (e.g. <0.5%). Note that within a stack, the 
spacing between division joints may be varied, which affects energy density and foldability 
and is discussed later. The main energy storage is borne by the alternatively self-folded and 
self-wrapped origami strips, which are much thicker and rigid compare to the division 
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joints. Such an assembly strategy not only allows superior foldability (thanks to the flexible 
and tough division joints) and attains high energy density (since the gap between two thick 
segments may approach zero when folded), but also the fabrication process is simple and 
easy to scale up, since the integrity of the entire stack is well maintained.  
The cell thus fabricated with energy density of 275 Wh L-1 can reach 96.4% of the 
conventional stacking cell using the same parameters. The zigzag-like structural design 
could accommodate up to 180° folding between the two rigid origami units, although a 
small gap between the thick stacking segments is needed in practice (to accommodate 
packaging and provide extra tolerance to large deformation, and such a gap is typically 
~1.0mm). The cell also performs well under cyclic charging and fatigue cycles: after over 
100 cycles of charge/discharge at 0.5 C, 96% battery capacity is remained even under 
alternative bending deformations. After 45,000 cycles of continuously dynamic folding 
loads, the discharge capacity of 124.2 mAh g-1 is survived at 1 C (1 C = 145 mAh g-1). 
Furthermore, no smoke or fire is observed when the cell is shorted by a stainless steel nail. 
Therefore, this novel zigzag-like battery structure and its facile fabrication may attract great 




Figure 5.2.1 Fabrication process of the zigzag-like foldable battery. 
 
5.2.2 Model and Method 
Mechanical Simulation: We simulated the deformation of zigzag-like battery 
using 2D nonlinear finite element method, implemented in the commercial software 
ABAQUS67. In all cases, four-node quadrilateral stress/displacement elements with 
reduced integration were used. The energy storage units were considered as rigid parts and 
the sheet of folding joints is the stack of tape/anode/tape/double separators/tape/aluminum 
foil/tape. For simplicity, linear isotropic elasticity was adopted for the battery structure 
with effective modulus and Poisson ratio based on experimental parameters. The length 
and thickness of joints layer are 6 mm and 132 μm, respectively. For each layer in terms 
of thickness, tape is 32 μm. Cu foil: 18 μm; Al foil: 24 μm, and separator is 25μm. The 
pressure of 1 atm is applied to both sides of deformable layers to simulate the vacuum 
conditions inside the aluminized pouch bag. The originally flat origami-inspired structure 
was subjected to angle displacement load for realizing folding configuration.  
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Battery Fabrication: Commercial LiCoO2 and graphite electrodes (Custom 
Electronics Inc.)  were used as cathode and anode respectively. Then the electrodes and 
separators (Celgard 2500) were cut into required size. Protective tap was used to enhance 
the ability of large folding. After that, the aluminized polyethylene (Sigma-Aldrich) 
package was used to pack the battery and then transferred into the argon-filled glovebox 
(O2 < 0.1 ppm, H2O < 0.1 ppm) to drop ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate (1:1 vol/vol) 
(Gotion Corp.) electrolyte. After resting for 6 h, the aluminized polyethylene package was 
vacuum sealed using a high temperature sealer. The total length and width of the cell were 
61.1 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively and each unit was 7 mm long.  
Electrochemical Tests: The foldable LCO/Graphite batteries were firstly charged 
to 4.2 V and held at 4.2 V until the current density decreased to 0.05 C to ensure the 
batteries could be fully charged. The cut off voltage of discharge was 3.0 V. The batteries 
were tested using the battery analyzers of Landt Instruments (Model: CT 2001) and Bio-
logic Potentiostat (Model: VMP3). 
5.2.3 Structure-Mechanical Property Relation 
Optimization of structural design in such zigzag-like battery is required to realize 
excellent flexibility while maintaining electrochemical performances in practice. With the 
present asymmetric zigzag-like structure, the best folding deformation should follow that 
in Scheme A in Fig 5.2.2(a), where the two adjacent joints are bent in opposite directions. 
The uni-directional bending (Scheme B) is also acceptable although the overall folding 
angle is limited at one joint. Scheme C, however, should be avoided in practice since it 




To show the mechanical foldability and durability of the cell, finite-element 
calculations are carried out to evaluate the deformation at folding joints. The result in Fig 
5.2.2(b) shows that the zigzag-like structure with zero gap can be folded by 180° (by 
following Scheme A) and become self-compacted, and the smallest bending diameter d0 at 
folding joints is 0.3 L. Here, L is the length of the thick stack (1 cm for the fabricated 
battery), and h is its thickness. Fig 5.2.2(c) shows the strain contours of multilayer stack at 
joints with and without protective tapes under 180° folding deformation. Since large shear 
deformation is borne by the soft components (tapes and separators), the maximum strain 
in metal foil (e.g. aluminum) is only 0.5% with the presence of protective tape, much 
smaller than that (5.5%) for the naked joint. Therefore, the adhesive tape covering both 
sides of the folding joints is capable for enhancing the mechanical durability of flexible 
battery upon continuous folding.  
In case some battery joints are bent in an undesired direction, e.g. unidirectional 
bending in Scheme B, a necessary gap length (δ଴) of the joint is needed to tolerate excessive 
deformation and contact between stacking units (whose thickness is h), but unavoidable of 
sacrificing its energy density. The balance between acceptable bending radius (beyond 
which excessive stretch can damage joints) and relative energy density is sought after in 
Fig 5.2.2(c). When δ଴/h ൌ 0.5, the minimum dimensionless bending radius for Scheme B 
is R௠௜௡/L ൌ 1.7 with uniform bending imposed at each joint, and a high relative energy 
density of 91% can be retained, compared with the battery without the foldable part but 
having the same parameters. However, for the operation in Scheme C, owing to excessive 
segment contact or joint stretching, the acceptable folding angles at joints are only 34° and 
15° for exemplified parameters δ଴/h ൌ 0.5 and δ଴/h ൌ 0.25, respectively. Therefore, the 
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requirements for function-oriented operations of such zigzag-like battery are highly 
dependent on the geometric design and deployment strategy. Systematic designs, including 
tape thickness, property, origami pattern etc., are subjected to future study.     
 
Figure 5.2.2 Structural design for the zigzag foldable battery.  
 
5.2.4 Electrochemical Performance of Foldable Batteries 
In order to demonstrate the electrometrical performance of the foldable battery, a 
full cell (LiCoO2 (LCO)/Graphite) was tested at 0.5 C, while under various mechanical 
deformation configurations (Fig 5.2.S1) for 100 cycles. As shown in Fig 5.2.3(a), the 
battery was first run in the flat configuration (region I, Fig 5.2.S1(a)) for 15 cycles. Its 
capacity slightly decayed from 148.6 to 147.2 mAh/g (0.06% per cycle). Then, the battery 
was manually bent as Scheme B with a diameter of ~2 cm (D = 2 cm, Fig 5.2.S1(b)) for 
1,000 times, then it was cycled in the bent configuration (D = 6 cm, Fig 5.2.S1(c)) in region 
II. The discharge capacity first increased to 148.5 mAh g-1 after flexing, and remained at 
146.5 mAh g-1 after 10 cycles. After a flat relaxation in region III, the battery was then 
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tested in the flexed configuration (region IV, Fig 5.2.S1(d)), associated with bending 1,000 
times (Scheme B, R௠௜௡/𝐿 ൌ 1) in advance. The capacity loss in region IV was only 0.06% 
per cycle, which was the same as that in the flat state (region I). This implied the repetitive 
mechanical deformations have almost no impact on the as-designed foldable battery. After 
being folded (90 o) 1,000 times following Scheme A (Fig 5.2.S1(e)), the battery was 
subjected to folded (90 o) configuration (region VI), and the total capacity loss was only 
1.7 mAh g-1, corresponding to 0.077% loss per cycle. Subsequently, the cell undergone 
180o manually folding for 1,000 times (Scheme A), followed by cycling at the static 180o 
folded configuration for 20 cycles (region VIII, Fig 5.2.S1(f)). The total capacity loss was 
small (1.4 mAh g-1). It is clear that the electrochemical performance was almost unchanged 
under such harsh folding. Finally, the battery was released into flat configuration (region 
IX) and steadily ran the last 5 cycles. Even having undergone alternative harsh 
deformations, a high capacity retention of 96% with an average Coulombic efficiency 
better than 99.9% after 100 cycles was achieved. The outstanding cycling performance 
indicates that such a foldable battery with novel zigzag structure is highly resistant to 
deformations, as the zigzag structure decouples thick energy storage component and thin 
folding joints, so that most part of electrodes are not subjected to mechanical stress. In 
addition, an interesting phenomenon observed is that the capacity always increases slightly 
after bending. This can be attributed to better electrolyte wetting caused by mechanical 
deformation and better contact among electrode particles and current collectors in the bent 
state. 
To intuitively present the capacity change, Fig 5.2.3(b) shows the voltage profiles 
in different cycles, demonstrating little fading in the specific capacity and overpotential. In 
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addition, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) was applied to further 
understand the robustness of the foldable battery. The charge transfer resistance changed 
slightly from 3.27 Ω to 3.36 Ω (Fig 5.2.S2), which implies that the foldable battery is robust 
enough to bear mechanical deformations.  
Practical applications on wearable electronic devices necessitate stable output 
power under large charging/discharging current. To evaluate the electrochemical 
performance at high current density, a full cell was fixed into a harshly folded (180o) 
configuration and continuously cycled at 0.5 C, 1 C, 2 C, 3 C and then back to 0.5 C with 
5 cycles for each C-rate (Fig 5.2.3(c)). It is demonstrated that the capacity decreased 
steadily, corresponding to a reduction of 17% totally from 0.5 C to 3 C. Finally, the current 
density was switched back to 0.5 C after the galvanostatic charge/discharge at 3 C. The 
total capacity changed from 147.3 mAh g-1 to 137.9 mAh g-1 (capacity retention was 93.6%) 
after such 25 cycles. The electrochemical stability and recoverability are insensitive to high 
current density, which illustrates that the proposed foldable battery is attractive in powering 
commercial applications. In fact, the capacity stability at high C-rate is due to the zigzag-
like design that enables tight contact between different layers, which can prevent electrode 
materials from peeling off from their substrates. Furthermore, the above deformed and 
cycled cell was disassembled to examine the morphology of both graphite and LCO layers 
at folding joints (Fig 5.2.S3) where they underwent largest deformation. Although crease 
with width < 50  m is observed, no delamination is detected at both cathode and anode. 
The crease also does not propagate after another 2,000 folding cycles (Fig 5.2.S4). As 50 
 m is much smaller than the distance between two folding joints (~7 cm).  This indicates 
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very little impact on cell performance, which is also supported by the steady cycling data 
in Figure 3a. More discussion can be found in the supporting information. 
To further illustrate its applications in wearable devices, the durability of the 
foldable battery under repetitive folding for over thousands of cycles is crucial. Here, we 
tested the electrochemical performance of our battery while simultaneously conducted a 
dynamic loading experiment, where one end of the battery was fixed and the other end was 
bent back and forth by one actuator, which folded the battery repetitively by 130o. As 
shown in Fig 5.2.4(a), the full cell was charged/discharged flatly for the first 5 cycles at 1 
C, and it was then cycled under the dynamic loading for the next 15 cycles. During the 
experiment, the frequency of transition between the flat and folded (130o) state was 0.5 Hz, 
which represents 45,000 folding- unfolding times during 15 charging/discharging cycles at 
1 C. The voltage change on discharge was less than 5 mV. During these 15 cycles, the 
capacity subtly changed from 139 to 124.2 mAh g-1 with 0.7% loss per cycle, and the 
average Coulombic efficiency was above 99.6%. Specifically, the capacity was reduced by 
0.38% from the cycle 16 to cycle 20. Illustrated by the voltage profiles in Figure 4b, no 
apparent change in voltage profile was observed. For comparison, a conventional stacking 
cell that had the same parameters was fabricated, and its electrochemical performance was 
also tested. Under a dynamic and small folding angle (30°) deformation with even lower 
frequency (0.05 Hz), the discharging voltage fluctuated significantly ranging from 4.2 V 
to 3.4 V. Comparing to the conventional stacking cell, our flexible battery design only 
suffered little strain in its electrodes during folding and the active materials and metal foil 




Figure 5.2.3. The electrochemical performance of the foldable battery undergoing different 
types of deformations. a) Cycling performance in various deforming configurations during 
0.5 C charge/discharge for 100 cycles. b) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles at 
different configurations: the 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, and 100th cycles. c) Rate performance 
of the foldable battery at high current density ranging from 0.5 C to 3 C and then back to 
0.5 C at folded (180°) configuration. d) and e) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 




Figure 5.2.4 Dynamic loading test of the foldable battery at 1 C. a) Cycling performance 
of a zigzag-like foldable battery in different states under dynamic and repetitive fold 
loading test. The inset shows the schematic of the flat and folding configurations. b) 
Galvanostatic charge-discharge voltage profiles for 5th, 19th, and 25th cycle. c) The 
discharge profile of a normal stacking cell at 1 C, subjected to lower folding frequency.  
 
5.2.5 Application Demonstration 
To demonstrate its practical application, a fully charged zigzag-like foldable battery 
was used to power a series of light-emitting diode lights (LEDs). First, the cell was fully 
charged at 0.5 C with theoretical energy density up to 275 Wh L-1, and then continuously 
folded by 90° and 180° (Scheme A) during discharge period. After once folding, the cell 
was flattened back. Fig 5.2.5(a) shows that the voltage fluctuation during the discharge 
period is less than 1 mV, which implies small resistance change of less than 0.5% 
(0.04Ω/8Ω). Subsequently, the LEDs showing a “CU” pattern were powered by the 
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foldable battery in flat, bent, and folded (130o) configurations, shown in Figure 5b, 5c, and 
5d, respectively. Regardless of deformations in the battery, the brightness of these LEDs 
remained unchanged. Furthermore, the same functionality was maintained when 
continuously harsh folding applied, which implies that our design is applicable to 
commercial use. Apart from stable electromechanical performance, safety is crucial to be 
addressed for applications. In our experiment, the foldable battery was fully charged at 0.5 
C and then it was punctuated by a nail (Fig 5.2.S5). The voltage dropped to zero once nail 
penetration without any smoke or fire observed. The thermal stability is possibly due to 
our zigzag-like battery design in which stores energy in distributed units. 
 
 
Figure 5.2.5 a) Voltage profile for the foldable battery under continuously and manually 
90° and 180° folding during discharge. b-d) Practical applications of foldable battery to 





In conclusion, we proposed a facile strategy to fabricate zigzag-like Li-ion battery 
with superior foldability, high energy density and excellent electrochemical performance 
and mechanical endurance. The zigzag-like battery can be well fitted to many operation 
scenarios. The as-constructed battery has an energy density of 275 Wh L-1, which is 96.4% 
compared with a conventional cell. In addition, even after different mechanical 
deformations at 0.5 C for 100 cycles, the foldable battery can still remain 96% with an 
average Coulombic efficiency higher than 99.9%. More importantly, this cell could 
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5.2.7 Appendix 
1) Calculation of relative energy density and minimum bending radius for as-
designed structure. 
As shown in Figure 2a, the height of the foldable battery is defined by h; the whole 
length of one energy storage part is 𝐿; the initial gap 𝛿଴ can be stretched up to 𝛿, which is 
constrained by the failure strain of alumina foil.[312] In our design, ℎ is 1.71 mm, and 𝐿 is 
10 mm. Before and after fabrication, 𝛿଴ is 3.0 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively. 
𝛿 ൌ ሺ3% ൅ 1ሻ𝛿଴ 
Relative energy density: ଵ଴଴௅ሺ௅ାఋሻ 
The minimum bending radius 𝑅 ൌ  𝐿ට௛మ௅మ െ
ଵ
ସ 
2) The theoretical energy density is calculated in the following way: 
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Mass loading of Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO) cathode material is 12.8mg/cm2 (single 
coated). According to our fabrication process, there are total six energy storage parts. 
 
 Total area of LCO: 1.5 cm ൈ (6ൈ7 cm + 5 ൈ 0.3 cm + 2 ൈ 1.5 cm) = 69.75 cm2; 
 Capacity of the foldable battery: 145 mAh g-1 ൈ 12.8 mg cm-2 ൈ 69.75 cm2 ൈ 10-3 = 
129.5 mAh. 
 For each layer, the thickness is: LCO: 42 μm; Aluminum foil: 15 μm; Graphite: 40 μm; 
Copper foil: 10 μm; Separator: 15 μm; Aluminum pouch (single layer): 10.9 μm. 
 The extra package edge is also taken into consideration. We assume that the width of 
the edge is 1 mm, and the thickness of it is 0.218 mm. 
 
 After fabrication, the total length of the battery without extra edge is 6 cm + 5 ൈ 0.1 
cm + 1.5 cm ൈ 2 = 9.5 cm 
 Volume = 1.5 cm ൈ 0.171 cm ൈ (6 cm + 5 ൈ 0.1 cm) + 1.5 cm ൈ 1.5 cm ൈ (42 μm + 
15 μm + 40 μm + 10 μm + 15 μm ൈ 2 + 10.9 μm ൈ 2) ൈ 10-4 ൈ 2 + 2 ൈ (0.1 cm ൈ 
0.0218 cm ൈ 9.5 cm) + 2 ൈ (0.1 cm ൈ 1.5 cm ൈ 0.0218 cm) = 1.79 cm3 
 Energy density: 129.5 mAh ൈ 3.8 V / 1.79 cm3 = 275 Wh L-1. 
 




Figure 5.2.S1 Different states of the foldable battery during long cycle performance in Figure 
3a. a) Flat state. b) Bent state with a bending diameter of 2 cm in which the foldable battery was 
bent 1,000 times. c) Bent state with a bending diameter of 6 cm under which the foldable battery 
was tested from cycle 16th to 25th. d) Flexed state. e) Folded state with a folding angle of 90o in 
which the battery was folded 1,000 times, and then tested under such state in region VI. f) Folded 
state with a folding angle of 180o in which the battery was folded 1,000 times, and then tested under 
such state from cycle 70th to 90th. 
 
Figure 5.2.S2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) of the foldable battery in the 
flat state before and after bending 500 and 1,000 times, respectively. The frequency of EIS test 
is from 1MHz to 0.1 Hz. The data shows that even after bending 1,000 times with a diameter of 2 





Figure 4.3.S3. The magnified optical image to illustrate the folding joint. 
 
Figure 5.2.S4. The SEM image of anode at the joint with 2,000 more folding cycles than that 
in Figure 5.2.3d. To avoid crease, it is also possible not to coat active materials at the joint regions, 
as industrial coater can easily perform intermittent coating. Since the joint region has a width of 1 
mm and the period between two joint regions is 7 cm, no coating at the join region only leads to 
1.4% reduction of energy density, which is negligible. 
 
 
Figure 5.2.S5. The flammable test of the foldable battery. After fully charge at 0.5 C, the voltage 
image of the foldable battery a) before punctuation and b) after punctuation. The result shows that 
battery was still in stable condition after punctuation without catching smoke or fire. 
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Chapter 6   Summary 
 
The morphologies of low-dimensional materials (phosphorene, graphene, etc.) and 
bulk materials/structures were demonstrated to be controllably engineered so that their 
physical and chemical properties could be desirably modified. We predicted the 
relationships between morphologies and properties through multiscale simulations, and 
corresponding experiments further verified them. By using designed morphologies in 
materials/structures, we figured out several challenges of applications in the field of carbon 
dioxide reduction, water collection and flexible Li-ion batteries.  The main discoveries are 
summarized as below: 
 We proposed a novel perforation process on graphene through modulated strain on pre-
deposited SiO2 NPs beneath the monolayer, and the perforation process was tunable by 
varying the oxidative time, size and pattern of the NPs. r-MD simulations was 
employed to verify the potential of periodical nanoperforation and the broad 
applicability of such strain-guided method to a variety of 2D materials and arbitrary 
choice of nano-protrusions as strain initiators. Both simulation and modeling efforts 
revealed the mechanism where the C-C bonds are stretched and the reactivity of carbon 
atoms is highly enhanced in the strain concentrated dome, triggering larger perforation 
probability. This facile and scalable strain-guided method provides a practical route to 
efficiently nanopatterning 2D materials. We demonstrated the concept and feasibility 
of this strain-guided perforation method, further studies will explore ways of pre-
patterning orderly nanostructures on substrate to achieve orderly nanopores. Starting 
from the zero-dimensional strain-initiator herein, future studies on one-dimensional 
nanowires and other two-dimensional nanostructures may inspire patterning 2D 
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materials into a rich variety of nanostructures, which underpins the broad applications 
in electronics, environmental and biological fields34, 50, 52.  
 A novel method to control the movement of a nanodroplet on a substrate using strain 
gradient was proposed, and verified using both MD simulations and theoretical analysis. 
The driving force, originating from the imbalance of Van der Waals force between the 
substrate surface and droplet, is in the opposite direction of the applied strain gradient, 
and its magnitude is proportional to the magnitude of the strain gradient and the square 
of droplet radius. By properly adjusting the strain gradient and its direction, as well as 
loading sequence, one may precisely control the acceleration and deceleration the 
droplet, and even its trajectory. The study may inspire broad applications of directional 
droplet transport including fog collection41 and thermal management of devices9. 
 MD simulations on single-wall PNTs were performed to study the structural stability 
and mechanical behaviors of PNTs. The results indicated that PNTs with a larger 
diameter are able to resist higher temperature. However, zigPNTs have lower resistance 
to the thermal loads due to high intrinsic hoop strain in the the wrapped structures. Also, 
the remarkable size-effect of mechanical properties was revealed, and both Young’s 
modulus and fracture strength of PNTs decrease as the diameter decreases. Compared 
to 2D phosphorene, the thermal conductivity of a-PNT evidently decreases due to 
phonon confinement, exhibiting remarkable size effects, which relies on not only the 
diameter but on the length. More quantitative modeling effort will be carried out in 
future. Since PNTs’ excellent properties in electrics and thermoelectrics enable them 
as promosing components, the present study on the basic mechanical behaviors of 
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PNTs may offer a guidance for the fabrication and strain engineering of PNTs-based 
on nanodevices. 
 We proposed that the collapse of armchair PNT (through radial deformation) is an 
effective approach to fabricate stable nanostructure: closed-edged bilayer 
phosphorenene nanoribbons, which enrich the family of nanodevices’ components. The 
number of 𝑛 in PNTs can determine two different structures: arc-like and sigmoidal 
bilayer nanoribbons. We also found the distinction of band structures upon the stuctural 
transformation, and the size-dependent band gap with nanoribbon width. The 
underlying mechanism was revealed to lie in the combined effect of black-to-blue 
phosphorene transition and bond formation between two facing walls in the CBPNRs. 
More importantly, the direct-to-indirect transition of band gap was observed in the arc-
like CBPNRs but not in the sigmoidal ones. The study here appeared to be a theoretical 
attempt to predict the sigmoidal and arc-like bilayer nanoribbons, allowing wider 
applications in electronic nanodevices due to their tunability. It’s also important to note 
that another kind of tube, zigzag PNTs, will be subjected to future study. 
 A series of 2D and 3D surface topographies were created in soft materials with 
embedded cavity array. Both simulation and experimental efforts confirmed that by 
varying the geometries of cavities (sizes, shapes, arrays) and loading methods (uniaxial 
and biaxial compression), we can dynamically tune the surface evolutions. The variety 
of overall and local morphologies was revealed to be based on the inter-cavity 
instability and local deformation of top plates, respectively.  The flexibility provided 
by CESMs underpins a novel design of tunable surface patterns that can be applied to 
multiscale applications. The tunable surface topography allows optimization of 
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chemical and physical properties in real applications which need dynamically 
controllable surfaces.   
 We numerically and experimentally validated that the conventional transition, of 
wrinkles to localizations (folds or ridges) in film/substrate bilayers subjected to 
increasing uniaxial compression, can be reversed through the pre-patterned cavities in 
the substrate. Compared with cavity-free bilayers, the localizable surface topologies 
were achieved at relatively small strain even within a linear-elastic substrate. 
Additionally, the surface patterns of defected bilayers were highly dependent on the 
spatial and geometric configurations of cavities beneath the surface. This controllability 
offers a novel design of tunable surface patterns, including localized ridges and folds, 
waves with different wavelengths, saw-like features and co-existing phase of wrinkles 
and folds. The controlling surface patterns with defected bilayers across a wide range 
of scales has potential to optimize performance of diverse applications such as surface 
adhesion, hydrophobicity and friction.214, 313 
 The nonlinear phase field simulations and linear stability analysis were performed to 
explore the spontaneous patterns induced by diffusional surface instability on spherical 
core/shell systems. At a given evolution time, the transition of morphologies, from flat 
surface, to grooves and ripples and eventually the assembly of islands with roughly 
uniform size, could be controlled since the growth rate of undulation is highly 
dependent on the substrate curvature, modulus ratio and intrinsic strain. With the 
increased eigenstrain, radius and stiffness of substrate, the self-organization occurs 
faster. In the parallel experiments, the surface patterns of SiO2 islands were also 
successfully formed on Ag substrate. Thus, the surface instability via diffusion may 
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dominate the self-assembly of islands on spherical particles observed in pioneering 
study,178 whose mechanism remain obscure until the present study. On a curvature-
dependent and closed substrate, the stress generated in the film, upon mismatched strain 
between the film and substrate, is possibly anisotropic and nonuniform. Also, the 
surface instability may be constrained in local regions where the boundary effect can 
further interact with the substrate curvature effect. These enable more varieties of 
morphological patterns via surface diffusion, which underpins self-assembly 
fabrication of true 3D microstructures and devices. Thus, the study of self-assembling 
morphological patterns via surface diffusion on closed and curved substrate 
significantly expand applications in electronics, biomedical engineering and optical 
technologies.207, 314, 315 
 We proposed a novel copper-containing perovskite as an effective oxygen carrier to 
efficiently split air-containing CO2 into gaseous fuel CO in the cyclic redox scheme. A 
high CO yield (2.28 mol/kg) was achieved for converting the mixture of CO2/O2 (molar 
ratio 5:1). The CO productivity was even comparable to those for reported redox 
materials (SrFeO3-CaO, CeO2/Fe2O3, LaSrFeAlO3, etc) at 980℃ and the cases for 
reducing pure O2. Meanwhile, exceptionally high syngas productivity (11.0 mol/kg) 
makes the Cu-containing perovskite highly attractive, and this yield was two times 
higher than other cyclic redox schemes. At relatively lower 850℃, such activities were 
stably maintained during the 50 cycles. The exsolution and self-regeneration of metallic 
Cu on the perovskite surface was experimentally and theoretically elucidated to be 
responsible for highly efficient CO2 splitting even in the presence of O2. 
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 Finally, we proposed a facile strategy to fabricate zigzag-like Li-ion battery with 
superior foldability, high energy density and excellent electrochemical performance 
and mechanical endurance. The zigzag-like battery can be well fitted to many operation 
scenarios. The as-constructed battery has an energy density of 275 Wh L-1, which is 
96.4% compared with a conventional cell. In addition, even after different mechanical 
deformations at 0.5 C for 100 cycles, the foldable battery can still remain 96% with an 
average Coulombic efficiency higher than 99.9%. More importantly, this cell could 
withstand extreme dynamic folding operation (130o for 45,000 times) while maintain 

















Chapter 7 Perspectives 
 
Through fundamental understandings of morphological formation and 
morphology-property in multiscale material structures, we demonstrated two device-level 
protypes via using strain-engineering morphologies in the fields of energy storage and 
conversion. In the future, we further focus on the field of energy and environment. Starting 
the energy storage device of structural batteries using designed micromorphology in battery 
components, we further investigate morphable structures to transfer/convert energies. In 
the field of environment, the studies of other possible methods for reducing air-containing 
CO2 into valuable chemicals, including electrocatalytic and photocatalytic reductions, will 
be subjected to our future works. Besides energy cycle, the water cycle is another critical 
point to maintain human lives. Thus, we will also investigate the fundamentals and 
practical devices for water collection base morphologies. While practical applications of 
engineered morphologies in the field of energy and environment are important, the 
fundamental understanding of morphology-property in materials and structures is 
significant for further optimizing functional devices. The main perspective focuses will be: 
7.1 Energy cycle 
7.1.1 Structural Batteries  
Solid-state lithium batteries have been intensively pursued as promising solutions 
to safety issues in Li-ion batteries with organic liquid electrolyte, such as leakage, 
flammability, and unstable solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) formation. Solid electrolyte is 
critical to the successful development of solid state lithium batteries. However, traditional 
polymer electrolyte has low conductivity; ceramic electrolyte has high ionic conductivity 
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but it is very fragile. Structural energy storage of li-ion battery is attractive for aerial 
applications since such device can function as both the structural component in aerial 
system and the power source, which significantly saves weight and volume, and enhance 
operation time. Structural energy storage is challenging since it requires excellent 
mechanical robustness and stress-bearing capability. While carbon fiber-based electrodes 
have been demonstrated for this concept, the polymer separator/electrolyte layer remains 
more challenging, since both high ionic conductivity and high mechanical strength need to 
be achieved simultaneously316-318.  
 We are rationally designing desirable microstructures for ceramic/polymer composite 
electrolyte to realize both high ionic conductivity and mechanical robustness. The 
composite electrolyte will also be integrated with various anodes and cathodes to 
demonstrate full cells. As shown in Fig 7.1.1, we are introducing inorganic nanowires, 
for example, palygorskite as an additional ceramic filler to form solid electrolyte, and 
cross-linking of nanowires are responsible enhancement in the mechanical strength of 
polymer membrane as electrolyte, like PVDF and PEO.  
 
Figure 7.1.1 Schematic of PVDF/palygorskite nanowires composite as solid electrolyte. 
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 Nacre structure is a staggered composite with microscopic, high-aspect-ratio ceramic 
plates (bricks), and polymer as mortar providing cohesion and energy dissipation, and 
it is an attractive structure to enable high strength and high energy absorption 
simultaneously. Hence, to function as a solid electrolyte with excellent mechanical 
properties, the ceramic phase should have high modulus, and high aspect ratio. The 
interface should have high shear strength and strain. The volume portion of ceramic 
should be optimized to reach a balance between strength and toughness. To create a 
nacre-like solid electrolyte, the ceramic phase will be replaced by solid electrolytes 
discussed above, and the polymer phase will be replaced by polymer electrolytes, so 
that ions can still move through the electrolyte. The thickness of each ceramic layer is 
1-10 um, and the lateral size is 5-50 um, and the aspect ratio is 5-10.  The thickness of 
the polymer layer is ~10% of the ceramic one. 
 An ideal structural energy storage should have high stiffness, strength and toughness 
simultaneously, and extreme safety under external impact, such as shocking, bending 
and nailing. The microstructure of carbon fiber contains the fibrils of graphitic 
crystallites, which can not only provide the mechanical properties through aligning 
with the fiber axis, but also realize lithiation and delithiation between the turbostratic 
folded and interlinked carbon layers. Herein, we plan to use carbon fabric as the 
conductive matrix for both positive electrode of sulfur and negative electrode of lithium 





7.1.2 Morphable Structures 
Buckling morphologies, as a conventional failure of structural beams/plates, can be 
used to convey the driving forces for robotics via the mechanism of travelling locomotion. 
While most of studies focused on straight beams/strips and planar constraints, 
fundamentally understanding the instability of a closed beam subjected to curved substrates 
and the dynamics of buckled blister are of great importance for applications in soft robotics. 
Thus, 
 We are studying the instability and morphologies of an elastic ring subjected to an 
annular rigid constraint with smaller radius than that of the ring. The single-blister and 
higher-order morphologies as shown in Fig 7.1.2 are main symmetric configurations. 
Through FEM simulations and theoretical analysis, the stability of each morphology in 
the view of energy and barriers for morphological transformation will be discussed.  
 
Figure 7.1.2 The morphologies of elastic rings confined in annular solid constraints. 
Except the single-blister one, external displacements have to be applied as initiators to 
overcome energy barrier of forming higher-order buckling morphologies. 
 Confined in solid or soft constraints, the buckling ring is a system with constant energy 
wherever blisters rotate so that a small external initiation can stimulate the rotation of 
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buckling rings. The travelling of blisters is critical for applications of peristaltic pumps, 
soft locomotion cars and artificial joints. The fundamental dynamic mechanism of 
blister travelling will be investigated by analytical model and simulations. 
 The magnetic-driven, dielectric-driven, thermal-driven and pneumatic-driven actuator 
elements are being studied and optimized as the bending initiator for blister travelling. 
We will fabricate the blister-based prototype robotics for loading carry and medical 
applications, and investigate the effect of energy efficiency.  
7.2 Carbon Cycle 
To address carbon loop as a whole, carbon utilization should follow and be 
intimately bonded to carbon capture, which provides the source of CO2 conversion. A 
scalable and economical approach of carbon utilization must first ensure that the captured 
CO2 is of low cost, large scale, and widely available319, 320. The current challenge of 
reducing CO2 directly from air is to develop O2-insensitive catalysts for CO2 reduction into 
valuable chemicals, otherwise the cost for capturing high-purity CO2 is high. In Section 
5.1, one efficient solution of chemical loop with modified perovskite as oxygen carrier has 
been demonstrated. However, it’s still urgent to develop more possibilities of catalytic 
pathways with higher cost-efficiency and lower carbon footprint, in order to practically 
close carbon loop. There are two catalytic routes we will focus on: 
7.2.1 Electrocatalytic reduction 
Extensive research progresses in electrocatalytically converting CO2 has 
demonstrated the production of gaseous carbon products of CO, methane and ethylene, as 
well as C1 liquids. Heterogeneous electrocatalysts with enhanced reduction reactivity have 
been developed, including metals of Au, Cu, Ag, Pd, metal oxides, carbon-based materials. 
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Despite of promising energy conversion process due to mild reaction conditions, low 
catalytic activity and poor selectivity in aqueous solutions challenge practical and scale-up 
applications241, 242. Furthermore, the sensitivity of current electrocatalysts to O2 present in 
the CO2 mixture is still unclear.  Since the morphology and structure of synthesized catalyst 
can tune chemical reactivity, optimization of the catalytic performances by tailoring 
particle morphology and defect density through strain-engineering is possible.  
7.2.2 Photocatalytic reduction 
As the simulation of natural photosynthesis in plants, artificial photocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 into hydrocarbon fuels is promising solution to reduce carbon emission 
and utilize solar source. Especially, coupled with a matched oxidative half-reaction of 
water oxidation, the half-reaction of CO2 can achieve a carbon neutral cycle. However, 
current photosynthetic processes are challenged by low photoconversion efficiency and 
selectivity, and most of them targeted to utilize pure CO2 without oxidative O2. Based on 
our progresses in this thesis, strain-engineering is an efficient way to tune properties of 
band-structure, oxygen vacancy and micro/mesoporous structures.249 Therefore, it’s 
possible to tune macro/meso/micro morphology and nano-structure for photocatalysts in 
order to improve performances.  
7.3 Water Collection 
It’s much important to understand how water-repellency is influenced by the 
microscale and nanoscale of surfaces. The irregular surface textures in biological systems, 
such as creases and veins in lotus, underpins superhydrophobic surfaces, and the variation 
in morphological texture and chemical composition of synthetic surfaces can lead to spot-
to-spot difference of wetting properties, which are potentially useful for droplet mobility. 
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Extensive efforts have been paid on changing the contact angle and realizing the movement 
of liquid droplets on surfaces with pre-designed microstructures, however, studies of active 
control of droplet movement are limited. Actively engineered morphologies via external 
deformation are planned to control the local contact angle of droplet so that the droplet can 
be driven desirably. Among many microstructures, micro-pillars are of particular interest 
since micro-scale morphology, and the roughness factor have been confirmed to play an 
important role in wettability83. As shown in Fig 6.3.1, a, h, b1 and b2 denote the width, 
height, horizontal space and vertical space of micro-pillars. Pneumatic elastomers with 
microchannels can be used to locally control the structure of micro-pillars, for example, 
the geometric parameters of a, h, b1 and b2, just above the elastomer surface, thus, the local 
contact angle is actively controlled as illustrated in Fig 6.3.2.  
 
Figure 7.3.1 Schematic of micro-pillars 
 
Figure 7.3.2 Schematic of controlling the local geometrics of micro-pillars through 
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